
WORLD HISTORY

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student would be able to Understand:

 Essential features of human prehistory, including the development of the species

 The development of agriculture and the Neolithic revolution with the resulting changes in

population size

 Dissemination of peoples, particularly after the emergence of Homo sapiens

 Why hunting and gathering people needed to and could move so widely

 The extensive but thinly distributed dispersion of the species is the main point as world

history effectively begins with scattering and diversity.

Definition/Overview:

The Neolithic revolution constitutes the great relatively early change in the human

experience. This provides a fine opportunity to discuss advantages and disadvantages as

against a totally progressive view of human history.

More burdensome patterns of work and of disease accompanied the spread of agriculture,

which helps explain why it spread slowly. But the crucial advantages of providing for an

increased population largely outweighed the drawbacks so the system did diffuse from its

initial centers, though at a slow and uneven pace we should also understand.

Finally, the nature of agricultural societies deserves comment. We should see both how they

differed from hunting-and-gathering communities and how they differ from patterns in

industrial societies such as ours.

Discussion of the conversion to patriarchal gender structures and the reasons for it is a crucial

way to bring basic aspects of gender experience into world history at an early point - and

development was fundamental.

This is also a key place to introduce and define the concept of culture and to discuss what

functions it serves in human life.
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Key Points:

1. Human Prehistory

o (Archeological studies and other scientific methods have provided us with a view of human

development that begins millions of years ago.

o Most of the 2 million-plus years of our existence as species have been described as the

Paleolithic, or Old Stone, Age. This lengthy time phase, during which both Homo erectus and

then Homo sapiens made their appearances, ran until about 14,000 years ago.

o Homo erectus appeared as early as 750,000-500,000 years ago. They stood upright and

learned simple tool use, mainly through employing suitably shaped rocks and sticks for

hunting and gathering.

o Several species of Homo erectus developed and spread in Africa and to Asia and Europe,

reaching a population size of perhaps 1.5 million 100,000 years ago.

o Homo erectus disappeared about 40,000 years ago.

o Our immediate ancestors were Homo sapiens. All current races are descended from these

subspecies.

o Early varieties of Homo sapiens lived as small bands of hunter-gatherers.

2. Neolithic Revolution

The Neolithic Revolution is the term that has been given to the development of agricultural

societies. This revolution in economic, political, and social organization began in the Middle

East as early as 10,000 B.C.E. and gradually spread to other centers, including parts of India,

North Africa and Europe.

2.1 Agriculture: With the rise of agricultural forms of economic production, humans

were able to remain settled more permanently in one spot and increase their levels of

specialization regarding particular economic, political, and religious functions.

Additionally, the emergence of agriculturally based societies caused a massive increase in

the sheer number of people in the world. However, agriculture as an economic system

was not embraced by every society. Most evidence suggests that gathering and hunting

peoples resisted agriculture as long as they could. It is not that hard to imagine that many

would have found the new life too complicated, too difficult, or too exciting.
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2.2 Ice Age

The end of the ice age saw both the retreat of some big game animals and increases in

human populations, stemming from improved climate. For these two reasons people were

prompted to look for new and more reliable sources of food.

There is evidence that by 9000 B.C.E., in certain parts of the world, people were

becoming increasingly dependent on regular harvests of wild grains, berries, and nuts.

This undoubtedly set the stage for the probably accidental discovery of the deliberate

planting of seeds and the improvement of key grains through selection of seeds from the

best plants.

2.3 Metalworking: Agricultural Technology

By about 3000 B.C.E., metalworking had become common in the Middle East.

Like agriculture, knowledge of metals gradually fanned out to other parts of

Asia and to Africa and Europe.

Metalworking was extremely useful to agricultural and herding societies. It

allowed for the crafting of more efficient farming tools and better weaponry.

However, the production of metal instruments was not a popular undertaking.

Agricultural peoples had the resources to free up only a small number of metal

toolmakers who would specialize in this activity and exchange their product

with farmers for food.

Specialization of this sort did not guarantee rapid rates of invention; indeed,

many specialized artisans seemed very conservative, eager to preserve

methods that they had inherited.
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3. Civilization

o The word civilization itself comes from the Latin term for city.

o Formal states, writing, cities, and monuments all characterize civilizations. Civilizations

also exhibit elaborate trading patterns and extensive political terrorizes.

o While many of the ingredients of civilization had existed by 6000 or 5000 B.C.E., the

origins of civilization strictly speaking date to only about 3500 B.C.E.

4. River-Valley Civilizations

o The first civilizations were labeled the river-valley civilizations. This was because they

all developed alongside of major rivers in order to secure an adequate water supply to

aid agricultural production.

o The earliest river-valley civilizations began in the Middle East and flourished for many

centuries. They created a basic set of tools, intellectual concepts such as writing and

mathematics, and political forms that would persist and spread to other parts of

Europe, Asia, and Africa.

o Most of the river-valley civilizations were in decline by 1000 B.C.E.

5. Tigris-Euphrates Civilization

o This civilization originated in the valley of the Tigris and Euphrates rivers in a part of

the Middle East long called Mesopotamia.

o It was one of the few cases of a civilization that started absolutely from scratchwith no

examples from any place available for imitation.

o This civilization progressed mostly due to the accomplishments of the Sumerians.

5.1 Sumerians

The Sumerians were the most influential people in the Tigris-Euphrates

region.
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By about 3500 B.C.E., the Sumerians had developed the first known case of

human writing. They also were characterized by the development of

astronomical sciences, intense religious beliefs, and tightly organized city-

states.

The Sumerians also improved the regions agricultural prosperity by learning

about fertilizers and adopting silver in order to conduct an early form of

commercial exchange.

They eventually succumbed to people called the Akkadians, who continued

much of the Sumerian culture in the Tigris-Euphrates region.

5.2. Sumerian Alphabet: River-Valley Intellectual Development

By about 3500 B.C.E., the Sumerians had developed a cuneiform alphabet,

the first known case of human writing.

Their alphabet at first used different pictures to represent various objects but

soon shifted to the use of geometric shapes to symbolize spoken sounds.

The early Sumerian alphabet may have had as many as 2000 such symbols,

but this was later stripped down to about 300.

5.3. Polytheism: River-Valley Religion

Sumerians believed in many powerful gods, for the nature on which their

agriculture depended often seemed swift and unpredictable.

Prayers and offerings to prevent floods as well as to protect good health

were a vital part of Sumerian life.

Sumerian ideas about the divine force in natural objects were common

among early agricultural peoples; a religion of this sort, which sees gods in

many aspects of nature, is known as polytheism.
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5.4. City-States: Sumerian Political Structure

Sumerian political structures stressed tightly organized city-states, ruled by

a king who claimed divine authority.

The Sumerian state had carefully defined boundaries, unlike the less formal

territories of pre-civilized villages in the region. Here was a key early

example how a civilization and more political structures combined.

The government helped regulate religion and enforce its duties; it also

provided a system of courts for justice.

Kings were originally war leaders, and the function of defense and war,

including leadership of a trained army, remained vital in Sumerian politics.

5.5. Hammurabis Code: River-Valley Legal Culture

Hammurabis code laid down the procedure for law courts and regulated

property rights and duties of family members, setting harsh punishments

for crimes.

This focus on standardizing a legal system was one of the features of early

river-valley civilizations.

6. Egyptian Civilization

o Egyptian civilization emerged in northern Africa along the Nile River by about 3000

B.C.E. It benefited from trade and influences from Mesopotamia, but it also produced

its own distinct social structures and cultural expressions.

o Unlike Mesopotamia, Egyptian civilization featured very durable and centralized

institutions.

o Mathematical achievements and impressive architectural structures also characterized

Egyptian civilization.
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6.1. The Pyramids

From 2700 B.C.E. onward, the Egyptian Pharaohs directed the building of

the pyramids, which were to function as their tombs.

However, the building of these massive architectural monuments could only

be accomplished with the use of an abundance of slave labor.

6.2. Chinese River-Valley Civilization

Civilization along the Hwang River in China developed in considerable

isolation, though some overland trading contact developed with India and

the Middle East.

In addition to the existence of an organized state that carefully regulated

irrigation in the flood-prone river valley, the Chinese had produced

advanced technology and elaborate intellectual life by about 2000 B.C.E.

There were also less of a break between Chinese river-valley society and

the later civilizations in China than in any other region.

6.3. The Shang Dynasty

The Shang ruled over the Chines, or Hwang-Ho, river valley by about 1500

B.C.E. These rulers are noted for managing the construction of impressive

tombs and palaces.

The Zhou took over from the Shang about 1000 B.C.E. and ruled over a

loose coalition of regional lords.

7. Indian River-Valley Civilization

o A prosperous urban civilization emerged along the Indus River by 2500 B.C.E., supporting

several large cities, such as Harappa, whose houses had running water.

o Indus River peoples had trading contacts with Mesopotamia, but they developed a distinctive

alphabet and artistic forms.
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o Invasions by Indo-Europeans, however, resulted in such complete destruction of this culture

that little is known about its subsequent influence on India.

8. Jews

o The Jews were the most influential of the smaller Middle Eastern groups. They gave the

world the first clearly developed monotheistic religion.

o While settling near the Mediterranean around 1200 B.C.E., the Jews were never able to

form a strong political or military tradition.

o However, Jewish monotheism has sustained a distinctive Jewish culture to our own day;

it would also serve as a key basis for the development of both Christianity and Islam

as major world religions.)

Topic : Early Civilization

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student would be able to Understand:

The Early Civilizations

Definition/Overview:

This topic begins with a definition of "civilization," noting that "non-civilized" societies,

though measurably different from civilizations, produced important cultures and social

organizations. The emphasis is on a form of human organization, not some qualitative

improvement in human behavior. The topic then turns to the four initial river valley

civilizations.

The Middle East, including later offshoots in Phoenicia and Palestine; Egypt; The Indus; and

the Huanghe. The topic ends with a summary of the accomplishments and impact as well as

the limitations of these early civilizations.
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The definition of civilization lends itself to explicit further discussion. There are mutual

relationships: Writing is important for bureaucracies and also for the expansion of commerce,

which in turn relates to cities. Having students discuss the pros and cons of civilization is also

a useful, generally engaging exercise: social and gender inequality looms large here.

Where a number of lectures or class sessions are available, many instructors will want to deal

in greater detail with the specific river valley cases. Students bring in some knowledge,

particularly about Egypt, which can be built upon usefully. The brief coverage in this topic

leaves abundant opportunity for fuller explorations, especially concerning Egypt and

Mesopotamiaand Jewish monotheism. Source readings can include Mesopotamian and

Jewish materials, and assignments can compare social structures, religion, and gender issues.

The Martin Bernal debate about heritage (centering on Black Athena and its critics) can be

engaged. Comparing Egyptand Mesopotamia as the text topic sketches can introduce an

important skill and raises interesting issues, including causes of differences, in its own right.

Key Points:

1.Earliest Civilizations

The earliest civilizations that arose in the world developed in the late fourth and the third

millennia BC in parts of Asia and North Africa. The three large alluvial systems of the Tigris-

Euphrates, the Nile and the Indus supported three great ancient civilizations. Other urban

communities also arose during this time. For example, settlement mounds known as tells or

tapes, occur in almost all major valleys between Iraq and Pakistan in one direction and

between the Caspian Sea and the Indian Ocean in the other and many that have been explored

are known to have been occupied in the same period. However, unlike the great civilizations

of Egypt, Mesopotamia and Indus, these communities did not form part of a unified economic

system, and these small units, though clearly able for a time to support large, wealthy and

organized societies were much weaker than the vast civilizations of the alluvial lowlands.

2.Mesopotamia and civilizations

Of the three great civilizations, that of Mesopotamia (first the Sumerian and later the

Babylonian and Assyrian) is both the earliest in origin and in many ways the best understood,

accessible through archaeology and through written documents. The Mesopotamian culture
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though separated from us by more than 4,000 years, the inheritance of ancient Sumer can still

be recognized in today's traditions. Since many of the practices and beliefs of Sumer were

passed on to the Babylonians and Assyrians and hence through contact and deliberate

borrowing to the Hittites, the Phoenicians and finally the Greeks, some have reached today's

culture.

3.Sumer Traits

Specific traits that we can trace back to Sumer include, in the field of mathematics, positional

numeration where the value of a number is determined by its position in a sequence of

numbers (as in the decimal system), and the hexadecimal system by which we divide the

clock and the circle, and in the world of religion, the concept of the creative power of the

divine word and the story of the Universal Flood. Archaeology has now established that

civilization appeared earlier in southern Mesopotamia than anywhere else. Urban

conglomerations of populations, monumental architecture and writing were all in existence

by 3500 BC, whereas they did not appear in Egypt for several centuries after this.

4.Harappa

In the Valley even the Pre-Harappan or Early Harappan phase, with its small fortified towns,

these did not begin till shortly before 3000 BC and writing is not known before the mature

Harappan phase which cannot be dated before 2500 BC. Sumer undoubtedly has the

chronological priority and therefore it is possible that the Egyptian and the Indus civilization,

as well as all the later civilizations of western Asia, were derivatives of Sumer. Here one

must consider the evidence in favor of the view that civilization was diffused from this early

center and weigh it against the evidence for the independent development of civilization in

different areas. The two great civilizations of Egypt and the Indus Valley will be dealt with

first, and later with the smaller centers of urban life in western Asia.

5.Similarities between the Egyptian , Indus and Sumer

Firstly it must be made clear that there is no question of Egyptian or Indus civilization being

established by colonists from Sumer. There are no close similarities of culture of any kind;

indeed it is hard to emphasize sufficiently the differences between these civilizations. What

similarities exist are all on the conceptual level: the practice of irrigation agriculture, the
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existence of cities, of monumental art and architecture, of writing, the use of mud-brick and

so on. The actual nature of the irrigation works, the form of the cities and their buildings and

the nature of the written script are completely different in all three areas.

6.Sumer city structures

In Sumer there were 15-20 large cities, each surrounded by smaller towns, villages and

hamlets. In the Indus area, by contrast, there were two enormous metropolises and a host of

smaller settlements, with no medium-sized towns in between. In Egypt we do not know of

any cities of the early period, but the later pattern was one of a few major cities and both

medium-sized and small settlements in between, arranged in this case in a linear pattern

(imposed by the nature of settlement along the single valley of the Nile, in contrast to the

pattern arising in the dual river system of Mesopotamia or the multi-river system of the Indus

area).

The cities themselves were very different too: the rigid, almost military looking layout of the

Indus cities on their gridiron plan contrasts sharply with the look of the Mesopotamian cities,

with their winding lanes and their appearance of having grown up as circumstances required,

without benefit of a preconceived town plan. The writing systems also provide an excellent

example: the earliest writing in all three areas was basically pictographic, but the actual

symbols chosen to represent a particular object were completely different.

The art styles of the three civilizations are also totally dissimilar. It is indeed difficult to find

any similarities at all, except on the general level mentioned above. Moreover there is

remarkably little direct evidence for contact between the three civilizations, or, to be precise,

between Mesopotamia and either of the others; for there is no evidence at all for contact

between Egypt and the Indus. In Egypt there is evidence for contact with Mesopotamia in the

period immediately before the First Dynasty (which began in about 3100 BC). The only

actual imports that have been identified are three cylinder seals of late Uruk or protoliterate

type. After this time the Egyptians used cylinder seals themselves (but as amulets, not as

seals, for which they had no use as they did not use clay for writing), engraved with local

designs, and their use is usually attributed to Mesopotamian influence.
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7.Indus Valley

The situation in the Indus Valley is different. There is evidence of contact between the Indus

area and Mesopotamia during the period of the mature Harappan civilization (2500-1900

BC), which corresponds with the later Early Dynastic Sargonid, Third Dynasty of Ur and

Larsa periods of Sumer. However, this contact takes the form mainly of Indus manufactures

in Mesopotamia: there are only a very few Mesopotamian objects in the Indus area and very

slight hints of Mesopotamian influence in art motifs and in the appearance of a few cylinder

seals. What all this portrays is three fundamentally independent processes of the development

of civilization in the alluvial valleys of the Nile, the Tigris-Euphrates and the Indus system.

There were contacts between Mesopotamia and the other two areas but these had no more

than peripheral influence, affecting some aspect of the style of the developing civilizations.

In the past, many scholars have felt that the invention of writing was of such a special nature

that it must have been invented once (in Sumer, since it appeared earliest there) and then

spread to other areas. However, the Egyptian and Indus scripts are totally different from that

of Mesopotamia, not only from the developed cuneiform, but also from the earlier

pictographic script. Upper Paleolithic man who scratched abstract symbols on pieces of bone

had the 'idea of writing', as did his Mesolithic successor who painted signs on pebbles. What

they lacked was any kind of social need for an organized system of writing. This appeared

only with the development of complex economic and social organizations, which, was part of

the Urban Revolution. When the need arose, the Sumerians, the Egyptians and the Indus

population each in their turn invented writing to cope with it. The pictures and abstract signs

that they were accustomed to using for decorative purposes were taken over and given

standard conventional meanings and a primitive script was born.

8.Mesopotamian History

Only in Mesopotamia the script in its early primitive shape is seen, but this is probably an

accident of archaeological survival, arising from the different writing materials used in the

three civilizations. However, further excavations in the future may find evidences showing

early examples of Egyptian and Indus scripts in the process of formation. So the Egyptian and

Indus civilizations developed to all intents and purposes independently of Mesopotamia.

However, the towns of the Persian Gulf, highland Iran and Afghanistan and Turkmenia are

different. These towns arose in the first two areas as a result of the demand that arose in the
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great civilizations of the valleys for raw materials available in these coastal and highland

areas. In this sense the towns of these areas were secondary, but they should not be regarded

as simple derivatives of Sumer or the Indus civilization.

There are two points that should be emphasized in this connection. The first is that none of

these towns were colonies from Mesopotamia or the Indus Valley (in contrast to the Assyrian

colony at Kultepe in Anatolia in the second millennium BC) : they were local communities

that took advantage of an opportunity to enrich themselves through exploitation of some of

the demands of the great civilizations. The second point is that these communities had

achieved a considerable level of social and economic development (though short of full

civilization) before they became great towns through participation in trade with Mesopotamia

and the Indus.

The archaeological evidence indicates that the raw materials so much in demand in

Mesopotamia and the Indus Valley had been discovered and exploited (though on a modest

scale compared with the later development) by the local communities before the late fourth

millennium BC when the Mesopotamian demand first became really active. Thus the rise of

towns in the Persian Gulf and highland Iran and Afghanistan was due in part to local

development which was then given an additional stimulus by the growth of trade in the raw

materials needed by the great civilizations. However, this explanation does not really apply to

the development of towns Turkmenia. It seems more probable that this area was another

center of independent development of urban life, although here the development never

reached the level achieved in Mesopotamia, Egypt or the Indus Valley.

Towns elsewhere in western Asia which arose rather later, in the second millennium BC,

were more obviously based on those of Mesopotamia. The Hittite towns of Anatolia, for

instance, or the towns of the Levantine coast such as Ugarit and Byblos, although having a

markedly local character, show many traces of Mesopotamian influence. For instance,

Akkadian cuneiform was used in both areas (as well as local scripts) and the art styles in

evidence many Mesopotamian characteristics; in the Levant, Egyptian influence was also

apparent. And in western Iran, the Elamite civilization, which developed out of the Proto-

Elamite cities described earlier, became more Mesopotamian in character as time progressed,

finally adopting the cuneiform script in place of the earlier pictographic Proto-Elamite,

though using it for the local language. These later civilizations of western Asia consciously
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borrowed many Mesopotamian practices and ideas especially the Hittites and the

Phoenicians, and through them these were transmitted to the present culture.

Topic : Nomadic Societies

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student would be able to:

To learn why were nomadic societies often effective militarily against agricultural

civilizations?

To understand what were key differences between the cultural emphases of nomadic societies

and those of civilizations?

To understand why were nomadic societies important in world history?

Definition/Overview:

This brief topic has two related goals. First, it reminds students that civilizations were not the

only form of successful human society after hunting and gathering receded. Second, in

talking about characteristics of nomadic societies it calls attention to the diverse roles that

several major nomadic societies played in world history as contact points with civilizations,

and sometimes, as sources of attack. Primary focus is on the largest durable nomadic center

in central Asia.

Correspondingly, lectures might focus on the key differences between nomadic societies and

agricultural civilizations; and on the larger historical role that nomadic societies could and

did play in world history. Instructors might want to probe a particular case in greater depth to

illustrate major themes.
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Key Points:

1.Migration

The necessity of regular migration shapes almost all aspects of nomadic society and culture.

While often seen by outsiders as "wandering," the seasonal migrations of nomadic herdsmen

are generally over fixed routes traveling between established pastures and water resources.

These migrations begin in spring, as adequate rainfall or snowmelt (or both) open up

additional pasturelands.

2.Central Eurasia

In Central Eurasia, the general pattern was for nomads to move their herds northward as

much as 500 miles as the weather warmed, and then to reverse course and work their way

south as temperatures cooled. In other areas, nomads covered shorter distances, often

following circular routes, or shifting from lower altitudes to higher pastures in mountainous

regions. During these migrations the nomad's animals were vulnerable to dramatic shifts in

climate, including droughts and harsh winter freezes, as well as disease. Since they depended

on their herds for survival, any significant loss of animals could spell disaster for the nomads

themselves.

3.Nomadic People

Socially and politically, most nomadic peoples have been organized according to kinship

structures, which generally include legends of origin tracing all members of a particular

group to a common ancestor. However, as more recent scholarship has demonstrated,

historically these kinship ties have incorporated an element of flexibility, with individuals

and even larger groups changing clans due to conflicts and other crisis events. Still, the

dominant pattern has been to maintain tight bonds of family loyalty, tested and reaffirmed

during economic crisis or during feuds with outsiders. Thus the famous clich of both scholars

and tribesmen themselves: "Me against my brothers; my brothers and me against our cousins;

my brothers, cousins, and me against the world." It is this aspect of nomadic life that was

emphasized by the great Muslim social historian Ibn Khaldun (13321406) in his discussion of

'asabiyya or "group feeling," which he saw as key to the Bedouins' success in warfare against

outsiders.
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4.Pastoral societies

Pastoral societies were frequently resistant to large-scale political organization, at least under

a single leader, due to the availability of flight as an option when faced with authoritarian

claims to power. In fact, many scholars argue that leadership among nomads was often the

creation of sedentary powers who sought someone to deal with in their contacts with nomadic

peoples. While the general pattern of disunity limited the political power of nomadic peoples,

it also served as an Afghan nomads near Kabul, 1997.

5.Afghanistan

Afghanistan is one of several countries that still maintain a substantial nomadic population in

the twenty-first century. During the summer, the Afghan nomads graze their herds in the

highlands, but as winter approaches they drive the livestock to the lowlands to ride out the

inclement weather.

Among the many distinctive features of nomadic culture, military prowess has no doubt

historically attracted the most attention. While many have sought to locate the martial skills

of nomads within some cultural essentialism or even genetic predisposition, it is hard to

sustain the notion that nomads are more war-like than anyone else. Rather, the military

advantages of nomadic populations, as shown, for example, by the horse nomads of Inner

Asia, derived primarily from a nomadic lifestyle that was in many ways "paramilitary" in its

orientation, including the harshness of life on the move, and constant practice in

horsemanship and archery while defending one's herds. This, combined with greater mobility

and speed of movement to, within, and (if necessary) away from the battlefield, gave

nomadic peoples an advantage over their sedentary opponents.

Topic : Classical Civilization: China

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student would be able to:
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To learn about the classical China's contrasts with its river valley past

Definition/Overview:

China forms the logical starting point for a study of basic, enduring civilizations because of

its primacy in time and due to the fact that its river valley achievements flowed relatively

smoothly into the more elaborate classical period. Chinese materials help students pull away

from a predominantly Western focus and also provide a particularly clear, though not

uncomplicated, model for subsequent comparisons.

Merchants were placed low on the official social scale, but internal trade was vital and

elaborate and made many merchants wealthy; much Chinese culture, 36 including ancestor

worship, turned toward tradition and the past; but China also produced unusual amounts of

technological innovation. And, of course, the Chinese embrace of several formal belief

systems, notably Confucianism and Daoism, may need attention to benefit students who in

the Western tradition expect one system to win out.

Gender issues loom large too, as Chinaconstituted a special version of patriarchal society; the

biography of Ban Zhao raises important issues in this regard. If a single topic commands

attention, however, it involves how the various aspects of classical China did come to fit

together reasonably well; students should see the relationship among basic beliefs, politics,

family structure, and the economy; elaboration on the theme of the lack of state-society

separation can be a provocative starting point here.

Finally, time permitting since this is the first civilization extensively treated, lecture or

discussion might guide students through some basics: what kinds of political problems

characteristically mark an agricultural civilization (regionalism and landlords versus central

functions); what constitutes a philosophical or religious system; what main social groups may

be found in a complex civilization.

Key Points:

1. Classical Civilizations

The period in the history of civilization after the decline of the river-valley cultures is known

as the classical; it runs from 1000 B.C.E. until the fifth century C.E. In three parts of the
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worldChina, India, and the Mediterranean areanew or renewed civilizations arose that proved

very durable.

The three classical civilizations of China, India, and the Mediterranean also had the largest

population concentrations in the world at that time. All three classical civilizations built on

achievements of the river-valley societies, although they were not simple continuations of the

earlier societies from which they derived. Their governments had improved military

capacities thanks to iron weaponry.

Classical civilizations created larger political structures capable of controlling more territory.

They all improved on earlier technologies for agriculture, manufacturing, and city life. They

built more elaborate philosophical and religious systems and expanded mathematical and

scientific knowledge.

2. Dynastic Patterns in Classical China

The Three dynastic cycles: the Zhou, the Qin, and the Han.covered many centuries of

classical China. The dynastic pattern begun in classical Chinese history lasted until the early

part of the twentieth century.

A family of kings, called a "dynasty," would start its rule of China with great vigor,

developing solid political institutions and encouraging an active economy. Subsequently, the

dynasty grew weaker and tax revenues declined, while social divisions increased in the larger

society as population tended to outstrip available resources.

Internal rebellions and sometimes invasions from the outside speeded the dynastys decline.

As the ruling dynasty declined, another dynasty emerged, usually from the family of a

successful general, invader, or peasant rebel and the pattern would start anew.

2.1. The Zhou Dynasty

The Zhou Dynasty, 1029-258 B.C.E., expanded the territorial boundaries of China by

seizing the Yangtze river [River] valley. This stretch of territory, from Hwang-Ho to

the Yangtze, became Chinas coreoften called the "Middle Kingdom."
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Yet, even during its strong centuries, the Zhou did not set up a powerful central

government, ruling instead through alliances with regional princes and noble families.

This resulted in the Zhou dynasty developing vulnerabilities to regional disloyalties

and ultimately declined when regional land-owning aristocrats solidified their own

power base and disregarded the central government.

2.2. Mandarin: Dynastic Cultural Unity

Mandarin became the official state language of the Zhou dynasty. It also prevailed

over the entire Middle Kingdom, providing the largest single official language group

in the world.

The development of Mandarin as a state language was also part of a larger process in

which the Zhou dynasty embarked on bringing greater cultural unity to classical

China.

2.3. The Qin Dynasty

The Qin Dynasty was characterized by centralized state rule, which eliminated local

and regional political competitors. This dynasty expanded the boundaries of China to

include Hong Kong and also coordinated many large projects, including the

construction of the Great Wall of China. This wall, probably the largest in

construction project in human history, was built by forced labor, conscripted by the

central bureaucracy from among the peasants.

2.4. Qin Shih Huangdi: A Centralizing Political Ruler

Qin Shah Huangdi was a ruler of the Qin Dynasty. He instituted a number of

innovations in order to build up the power of the central government. To determine

the empires resources, Shih Huangdi ordered a national census, which provided data

for calculations of tax revenues and labor service.

The government standardized coinage, weights, and measures through the entire

realm. However, Shih Huangdi political style was often abusive and caused him to be

despised by many communities, especially peasants.
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2.5. The Han Dynasty

The Han Dynasty lasted over 400 years, to 220 C.E. Han rulers retained the

centralized administration of the Qin, though brutal repression was lightened.

Like many dynasties, early Han rulers expanded Chinese territory, pushing into

Korea, Indochina, and central Asia. The most famous Han ruler, Wu Ti (140-87

B.C.E), enforced peace throughout much of the continent of Asia while embracing

more territory and a far large population. This peace brought great prosperity to China

itself.

Under the Han Dynasty, the bureaucratic apparatus of the state also improved and was

joined by formal training that emphasized the values of Confucian philosophy.

Reversing the Qin Dynasty policies, Wu Ti urged support for Confucianism, seeing it

as a vital supplement to formal government measures; shrines were set up to worship

the ancient philosopher as a god.

The quality of Han rule declined after about two centuries. Central control weakened,

and invasions from central Asia, spearheaded by nomadic people called the Huns,

overturned the dynasty entirely.

3. Political Institutions

Throughout the Qin and Han periods, the Chinese state bureaucracy expanded the scope

of its powers significantly.

By the end of the Han period, China had about 130,000 bureaucrats0.2 percent of the

population. The bureaucracy was so extensive and well-organized that it was able to

regulate much of the everyday lives of its subjects. It was able to consistently collect

taxes from an ever-increasing population and required some labor service each year from

every peasant male.

No other government had the organization and the staff to reach ordinary people so

directly until virtually modern times, except much smaller political units such as the city-

states.
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4. Religion and Culture

Like many other civilizations, China did not produce a single belief system, as different

groups consulted different values. It was very possible that the same individual might turn

to contrasting systems depending on the mood.

Confucianism and Daoism were two of the major belief systems that competed for the

loyalty of various Chinese communities throughout the classical period.

Chinese art during the classical period was largely decorative, stressing careful detail and

craftsmanship. Artistic styles often reflected the precision and geometric qualities of the

many symbols of Chinese writing, and calligraphy itself became an important art form. In

science, the dominant orientation encouraged important practical work more than

imaginative theorizing.

Chinese astronomers had developed an accurate calendar by 444 B.C.E, based on a year

of 365.5 days. Later, more than 1500 years before comparable knowledge developed in

Europe, astronomers calculated the movement of the planets Saturn and Jupiter and

observed sunspots.

4.1Confucius: Classical Chinese Intellectual

Confucius (551-479 B.C.E.) was the single most important thinker in Chinese

history. While the Zhou Dynasty became unhinged, Confucius was in the midst of

working out an orderly social and political philosophy. This philosophy would

become a doctrine of the classical Chinese state during both the Qin and Han

dynasties.

5. Economy and Society

Chinese trade grew throughout the classical age. Although China did not develop

international trade networks, domestic trade increasingly became important during the

Zhou and particularly the Han dynasties. Chinas occupation with technological progress

remained strong.
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Agricultural implements improved steadily, and ox-drawn plows were introduced around

300 B.C.E., which greatly improved productivity. Officially, and to substantial extent,

classical China consisted of three main social groups. Beside the land-owning aristocracy

and laboring masses, there were the "mean" people.

The "mean" people were a general category that involved those who lacked skill or were

not involved in the direct production of goods. Furthermore, while trade and its attendant

merchant class did expand, they were not considered socially important. This was

attributed to the Confucian emphasis on learning and political service that led to

considerable scorn for lives devoted to moneymaking.

The gap between the real importance and the wealth of the merchants and their low

prestige was an enduring legacy in classical China.

Topic : Classical Civilization: India

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student would be able to:

To learn about the development of Indian civilization from the Indo European invasions until

the fall of the Gupta dynasty

To understand the pattern of events as Indian society took shape after the Aryan infiltrations,

embracing ultimately several major political episodes, including the Mauryan and Gupta

dynasties

To be familiar with the religious system of Hinduism and related cultural patterns, including

art and literature, as a unifying thread in Indian culture

To understand the workings of the caste system as an additional unifying thread that also

permitted considerable diversity, including dynamic trading ventures in Indian life.
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Definition/Overview:

The topic does not play up the greater regional diversities (or at least their greater

importance), but these cannot be entirely sidestepped. The fact that India does not offer as

clear a set of political institutions is obvious, and it surely complicates discussion until

students can realize the coherence provided by caste rules and come to some agreement on

cultural fundamentals. Even the chief Indian religion was not created by a single, coherent

doctrine-giver.

None of this is to argue that Indian civilization cannot be understood at a satisfactory level,

but it does suggest the need for lectures and discussions that will help students clarify major

features and understand that, though these features sometimes seem strange, they did function

well. A discussion of the advantages" of the caste system-giving people fixed place and

identity, avoiding much outright slavery, and providing a certain amount of toleration through

distancing-can be useful in this regard.

The History Debate section invites discussion of how to define and question "coherences" in

a civilization, using classical Indiaas an example but also looking back a topic to China. It is

also important once the basics are covered to emphasize India's varied achievement. While it

is better for students to grasp Hinduism than to grasp nothing, it is preferable still for students

to realize how Hinduism was compatible with rich and varied military, mercantile, and

scientific activity.

Key Points:

1. The Framework for Indian History: Geography and a Formative Period

Important reasons for Indias distinctive paths lie in geography and early historical

experience. It was Indias topography that shaped a number of vital features of its

civilization.

The vast Indian subcontinent is partially separated from the rest of Asia and, particularly

from East Asia, by northern mountain ranges, notably the Himalayas. Important passes

through the mountains, especially the northwest, linked to India to other civilizations in

the Middle East; but while it lacked the isolation of Chinas Middle Kingdom, the
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subcontinent was set apart within Asia. At the same time, divisions within the

subcontinent made full unity and especially political unity difficult.

The most important agricultural regions are those along the two great rivers, the Indus

and Ganges. India civilization was also shaped by its formative period. During this

formative period, called the Vedic and Epic ages, the Aryan conquerorshunting and

gathering peoples originally from Central Asiagradually came to terms with agriculture

but impressed their own stamp on the culture and social structure of their new home. The

formative Vedic and Aryan ages involved the introduction of the caste system, Sanskrit,

and various religious belief systems to Indian civilization.

2. Patterns in Classical India

Indian development during the classical era and beyond did not take on the convenient

structure of rising and falling dynasties characteristic of Chinese history. Political eras were

less clear even in classical Greece. The rhythm of Indian history was irregular and often

consisted of landmark invasions that poured in through the mountain passes of the

subcontinents northwestern border. This resulted in classical Indiaalternating between

widespread empires and a network of smaller kingdoms. Periods of regional rule did not

necessarily suggest great instability, and both economic and cultural life advanced in these

periods as well as under the Maurya and Gupta dynasties. The Maurya and Gupta dynasties

constituted the most successful political regimes in India, run entirely by Indians themselves,

as opposed to outside conquerors, until the quite recent times.

2.1. Maurya

The Maurya Dynasty was the first to unify much of the subcontinent. Its first ruler

was a young soldier named Chandragupta who seized power along the Ganges

Riverin 322 B.C. Borrowing from Persian political models and the example of

Alexander the Great, Chandragupta and his successors maintained large armies. The

Mauryan rulers also developed a substantial bureaucracy, even sponsoring a postal

service. The Chandragupta style of government was highly autocratic, relying on the

rulers personal and military power. This style would surface periodically in Indian

history.

2.1.1. Ashoka (269-232 B.C.E.)

Chandraguptas grandson constitutes an even greater figure in Indias history.

Ashoka extended Mauryan conquests, gaining control of all but the southern
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tip of Indiathrough fierce fighting. Like Chandragupta, Ashoka also worked to

improve trade and communication, sponsoring an extensive road network

dotted with wells and rest stops for travelers. Stability and the sheer expansion

of the empires territory encouraged growing commerce.

2.2. Gupta

The Guptas established a large empire, beginning in 320 C.E. The Guptas produced

no individual rulers as striking as the two great Mauryan rulers, but they perhaps had

greater impact. The new dynasty produced several significant generals, able to

conquer regional states through central and western India. Gupta rulers often preferred

to negotiate with local princes and intermarry with their families, which expanded

influence without constant fighting. Two centuries of Gupta rule gave classical India

its greatest period of political stability, though the Gupta did not administer as large

territory as the Mauryan kings had done. The Guptas Empire was overturned in 535

C.E. by the new invasion of nomadic warriors, the Huns.

3. Political Institutions

Classical India did not develop the solid political traditions and institutions of Chinese

civilization, nor the high level of political interest that would characterize classical Greeceand

Rome. The most persistent political features of India, in the classical period and beyond,

involved regionalism, as well as considerable diversity in political forms. Autocratic kings

and emperors dotted the history of classical India, but there were also aristocratic assemblies

in some regional states with the power to consult and decide on major issues.

3.1. Caste System

The characteristic Indian caste system began to take shape during the Vedic and Epic

ages. It became steadily more complex after the Epic Age, as the five initial castes

subdivided until ultimately almost 300 castes or Jati sub castes were defined. The

caste system was an important social bond across most of the subcontinent, in lieu of

more durable formal institutions of government. To a great extent, the caste system

and religious encouragement to the faithful performance of caste duties did for Indian

life what more conventional government structures did in many other cultures, in

promoting public order and providing a network of rules by which people could

regulate their lives and activities.

4. Religion and Culture

Classical Indian civilization generated two major world religionsHinduism and Buddhism.

These two religions have had a great impact on the formation of other civilizations as well as
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India. Thus, if one had to identify a predominant ideal emerging from classical India, it would

be the importance of spiritual union.

4.1. Hinduism

Hinduism is the religion of Indias majority and developed gradually over a period of

many centuries. It origins lie in the Vedic and Epic ages, as the Aryan religion gained

greater sophistication, with concerns about an overarching divinity supplementing the

rituals and polytheistic beliefs supervised by the Brahmin caste of priests. Unlike all

other world religions, Hinduism had no single founder, no central holy figure from

whom the basic religious impulse stemmed. This fact helps explain why the religion

unfolded so gradually, sometimes in reaction to competing religions such as

Buddhism, then Islam, and most recently Christianity.

4.1.1. Upanishads

Upanishads are the epic poems in which the Hindu idea of a divine force

informing the whole universe, of which each individual creatures soul is thought

to be part, first surfaced clearly.

4.1.2. Dharma

Dharma was a Hindu moral law that served as a guide to living in this world and

yet pursuing higher spiritual goals. The concept of Dharma directed attention to

the moral consequences of action and at the same time the need to act.

4.2. Buddhism

Buddhism was founded on the teachings of the Indian prince Gautama, born around

563 B.C.E. Gautama, later called Buddha came to question the fairness of earthly life

in which so much poverty and misery abound. He accepted many of the Hindu beliefs,

but he attacked the priests and caste system, for Buddha argued that holy life could be

attained from any level of society. Finally, Buddhisms greatest successes came in

other parts of Southeast Asia, including the islands of Sri Lanka, off the coast of

India, and in Chinaand Japan.

5. Economy and Society

The caste system described many features of Indian social and economic life, as it

assigned people to occupations and regulated marriage possibilities. Family life also

emphasized the theme of hierarchy and tight organization, as it evolved from the Vedic

and Epic ages. Yet the rigidities of family life and male dominance over women were
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greater in theory than they usually turned out to be in practice. Families in classical India,

as in all agricultural societies, formed economic units.

The economy of India in the classical period became extremely vigorous, certainly

rivaling China in technological sophistication and probably briefly surpassing China in

the prosperity of its upper classes. In manufacturing, Indians invented new uses for

chemistry, and their steel was the best in the world. Indian emphasis on trade and

merchant activity was far greater than in China and indeed greater than that of the

classical Mediterranean world. However, the Indian economy remained firmly

agricultural at base.

Topic : Classical Civilization In The Mediterranean: Persia, Greece, And Rome

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student would be able to:

To learn about Greece in contrast to Rome, the importance of the Hellenistic period in the

Middle East, or the movement from republic to empire in Rome

To understand the Persian tradition

To identify the strengths and weaknesses, similarities and contrasts of the Roman and the

Han empires

To be familiar with the patterns of religion in the Mediterranean and in India

Definition/Overview:

The focus of this topic is on Persia and Greece, the Hellenistic period, and Rome.

Persiais a classical case, long more important than Greece but with significant mutual

interactions into the Hellenistic era. The topic gives greater attention, however, to

developments in the Mediterranean. While recognizing important diversities among these
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three phases of classical Mediterranean civilization-not the least their locations- emphasizes

some common patterns in politics, culture, economy, and society. These common features

derived from imitation and shared circumstance allow comparison with other classical

civilizations and will aid in the understanding of later civilizations in terms of subsequent

impact on the West, Russia, and the Middle East. In politics and culture, considerable

diversity must be addressed not only in contrasting Greece, say with imperial Rome, but

within Greek or Roman societies themselves.

The History Debate involves discussion about the legacies of the classical Mediterraneanand

how they relate, if at all, to "the West." Explicit comparisons of this sort are vital both to

maintaining one of the building blocks of a coherent world history approach and to curbing

any tendency to blow Greece and Romeout of proportion owing to their relative familiarity in

our own tradition in contrast to the Asian cultures. In this regard, comparison of later

disruptions (a central theme in the next topic) 40 will help preserve perspective on

achievements; so will attention to the inferior balance of trade that the Mediterranean

maintained vis--vis Asia, the result of slightly laggard technology. The History Debate

discussion of the complexities in the relationship between Greco-Roman and "Western"

civilization invites further comment and debate.

For the classical Mediterraneanas well as for comparative purposes, as the classical unit

begins to draw to a close, some instructors at this point may find it fruitful to more explicitly

spell out social and economic themes. Students generally find it easier to grasp political and

cultural features than they do materials on social structure and family life. A lecture that

spells out criteria for evaluating the bases of a classical society-land tenure, position of

merchants, position of women, patterns of inequality and mobility-can help right the balance.

A discussion of Mediterranean slavery, for example, works well as a more specific focus:

How did it resemble labor systems in Asia? How did it relate to other economic features such

as technology? And, of course, how did it impact Mediterranean, and particularly Roman,

politics? The fact that some slavery was relatively common but that Rome's commercial

exploitation of slaves was unusual for the period focuses attention on some crucial features of

this time and place.

Finally, again by way of partial summary of the classical period, a lecture or discussion

focusing on phenomena of cultural diffusion in the classical world can be extremely useful,

reminding students of which societies were more and less open, comparatively, and what
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kinds of ideas and methods were most readily diffused. Diffusion is also taken up in the next

topic where the great religions are discussed.

Key Points:

1. Greek and Roman History

The classical civilizations that sprang up on the Mediterranean Sea from 800 B.C.E. until the

fall of the Roman Empire in 476 C.E. rivaled their counterparts in Indiaand Chinain richness

and impact. Centered first in the peninsulaof Greece, then in Romes burgeoning provinces,

the new Mediterranean culture did not embrace all of the civilized lands in the ancient Middle

East. Nevertheless, Greece and Rome do not merely constitute a westward push of

civilization from its earlier bases in the Middle East and along the Nile; though this is a part

of their story, they also represent the formation of new institutions and values that would

reverberate in the later history of the Middle East and Europe alike. For most Americans, and

not only those who are descendants of European immigrants, classical Mediterranean culture

constitutes "our own" classical past, or at least a good part of it.

1.1. Greece

The rapid rise of civilization in Greecebetween 800 and 600 B.C.E. was based on the

creation of strong city-states rather than a single political unit. Each city-state had its

own government, typically either a tyranny of one ruler or an aristocratic council.

Sparta and Athenscame to be the two leading city-states. Between 500 and 449

B.C.E., the two states cooperated, along with smaller states, to defeat a huge Persian

invasion. It was during and immediately after this period that Greek and particularly

Athenian culture reached its highest point. However, political decline soon set in as

Sparta and Athens vied for control of Greece during the bitter Peloponnesian Wars

(431-404 B.C.E.), which left both states exhausted.

1.1.1. Pericles

It was during the fifth century B.C.E. that the most famous Greek political figure,

Pericles, dominated Athenian politics. Pericles was an aristocrat, but he fit into a

democratic political structure in which each citizen could participate in city-state

assemblies to select officials and pass laws. Ultimately, Pericles guidance could
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not prevent the tragic war between Athensand Sparta, which would exhaust both

sides.

1.1.2. Hellenistic

Greek art and culture merged with other Middle Eastern forms during a period

called Hellenistic, the name derived because of the influence of the Hellenes, as

the Greeks were known. In sum, the Hellenistic period saw the consolidation of

Greek civilization even after the political decline of the peninsula itself.

1.2. Rome

The rise of Rome formed the final phase of classical Mediterranean civilization, for

by the first century B.C.E., Romehad subjugated Greeceand Hellenistic kingdoms

alike. The Romans thus early acquired a strong military bent, though initially they

may have been driven to protect their own territory from possible rivals. The Roman

republic spread more widely during the three Punic Wars, from 264 to 146 B.C.E. A

series of emperors continued to expand the reign of the Roman republic, bringing

peace and prosperity to virtually the entire Mediterranean world, from Spainand North

Africa in the West to the eastern shores of the great sea. The emperors also moved

northward, conquering France and southern Britainand pushing into Germany. Then

the empire suffered a slow but decisive fall, which consumed over 250 years, until

invading peoples from the north finally overturned the government in Rome in 476

C.E.

1.2.1. Julius Caesar

Julius Caesar (100-44 B.C.E.) was one the leading figures in transforming the

Roman republic into an imperial form of government ruled by one dictator.

2. Greek and Roman Political Institutions

Politics were very important in classical Mediterranean civilization, from the Greek city-

states through the early part of the Roman Empire. The localized character of Mediterranean

politics, whereby the typical city-state governed a surrounding territory of several hundred

miles, contributed to this intense political concern. Those who were citizens could and did
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feel that the state was theirs, which they had rights and obligations without which their

government could not survive. In addition to political intensity and localism as characteristics

of Mediterranean civilization, a great diversity of political forms arose, including tyranny and

democracy.

2.1. Greek Political Culture

Democracy was a political alternative adopted by various Greek city-states. The

Athenian city-state went furthest in this direction after early experiences with

aristocratic rule and with several tyrants. Yet neither tyranny nor democracy was the

most characteristic political form in the classical Mediterranean world. The most

widely preferred political framework centered on the existence of aristocratic

assemblies.

2.2. Roman Political Culture

The constitution of the Roman republic, until the final decades of dissension in the

first century B.C.E., which led to the establishment of the empire, tried to reconcile

the various elements that had been tossed up in the Greek political experience, though

with primary reliance on the aristocratic principle. However, the Roman Empire was

distinguished from the earlier city-states by developing organizational capacities on a

far larger scale than the city-states had done; though it critical to remember that

considerable local autonomy prevailed in many regions.

2.3. Senate

In the Roman Senate, as in aristocratic assemblies of the Greek city-states, the ideal of

disinterested public service, featuring eloquent public speaking and arguments that

sought to identify the general good, came closest to realization.

2.4. Twelve Tables (450 B.C.E.)

The Twelve Tables were the first law codes of the Roman republic. The idea of

Roman law was that objectively judged rules, rather than personal whim, should

govern personal relationships.
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3. Religion and Culture

3.1. Religion

The Greeks and Romans did not create a significant world-class religion. The

characteristic Greco-Roman religion was a much more primitive affair, derived from

the belief in the spirits of nature elevated into a complex set of gods and goddesses

who were seen as regulating human life.

3.2. Ethics

There were also other ethical systems developed apart from religion, particularly

during the Hellenistic period. The Stoics created an ethical system that emphasized an

inner moral independence, to be cultivated by strict discipline of the body and by

personal bravery.

3.3. Philosophy

The idea of a philosophy separate from the official religion, though not necessarily

hostile to it, informed the classical Mediterranean work in political theory, which had

scant reference to religious principles. This philosophical system tended to downplay

the importance of human spirituality in favor of a celebration of the human power to

think.

3.3.1. Socrates (born in 469 B.C.E.)

Socrates encouraged his pupils to question received wisdom on the ground that the

chief human duty was the "improvement of the soul." Socrates greatest pupil was

Plato. The Socratic principle of thinking things through by means of skeptical

questioning became a recurrent strand in classical Greek thinking and its heritage

to later societies.

3.4. Science

Greek interest in rationality carried over into inquiry into the underlying order of

physical nature. The Greeks were not great empirical scientists. The interest lay in

theoretical speculation about natures order. Greek and Hellenistic work in geometry
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was particularly impressive, featuring among other achievements the basic theorems

of Pythagoras.

3.5. Art and Literature

In classical Mediterranean civilization itself, however, science and mathematics

loomed far less large than art and literature in conveying key cultural values. All the

arts received some attention in classical Mediterranean. Greek interest in drama, or

plays, took a central role in this culture. Greek literature contained a strong epic

tradition as well, starting with the beautifully crafted tales of the Iliad and Odyssey.

4. Economy and Society

Politics and formal culture in Greece and Romewere mainly affairs of cities, which means

that they were of intense concern to only a minority of the population. Most Greeks and

Romans were farmers, attached to the soil and often to local rituals and festivals that were

different from urban forms. Greeceand Rome had commercial agriculture, which was one of

the leading forces in the establishment of the empire. The importance of commercial farming

also created an extensive concern with trade. However, for all the importance of trade in

Greco-Roman societies, merchants enjoyed a somewhat ambiguous status in classical

Mediterranean civilization. Slavery was also a key social institution in classical

Mediterranean civilization.

Topic : The Classical Period: Directions, Diversities, And Declines By 500 C.E.

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student would be able to:

To learn about the developments between 200-600 C.E

To understand the decline and (partial) fall of Rome
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To be familiar with the end of the Gupta dynasty and new political fragmentation in India

To understand Hinduism and Daoism

To understand the spread of Buddhism, particularly to China, and of Christianity in the

Mediterranean world

Definition/Overview:

All three of these themes invite expansion in lecture and discussion. On the third theme, in

addition to providing additional detail about Africa, northern Europe, or the Americas, an

interesting summary discussion can focus on how a Byzantine or Chinese might have

measured backwardness around the year 600 and which parts of the world would have been

found promising or unpromising in these terms. Knowledge of the real backwardness of

northern Europe is useful not only for Western humility, but also in terms of later raising

questions about the firmness of some of our judgments of backwardness today. On more

specific grounds, exploring what is known about Kush, Axum, and their heritage and about

the Olmecs and early Mayans will fill important conceptual and factual gaps.

Comparison of religious values and structures is fruitful in lecture or discussion. Many

students, if not hazy about religion as a topic for analysis altogether, bring assumptions to this

area that is worth exploring in comparative context. How can a religion spread without a

church? Why are some major religions more tolerant than others? In dealing with religion in

this period, it is important also to note some common if very general features. For instance,

animism was beginning to decline (though not disappear) in several otherwise different

civilizations, and it is useful to compare monotheistic and animist religion in terms of

intellectual and artistic potential, unifying 42 potential, and utility in daily life. Additionally,

gaps in belief between elites and ordinary people so important in the classical civilizations

may have begun to narrow somewhat, and this merits some comment as a general process.

Of course, the rough coincidence in time of the new religious extensions deserves attention.

Some religions spread directly across civilization boundaries, as China exemplifies, but the

expansion of powerful religions aside from outright cultural diffusion is a fascinating instance

of parallel process in world history. Students can be led to explore causation, including the
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relationship to political confusion and decline that may have heightened interest in a powerful

God and an afterlife.

The topic, dealing with several civilizations in almost the same breath, encourages students to

use what they know about the three cases examined thus far in comparative context. What

aspects of decline seem similar among China,India, and the Mediterranean? What aspects are

different? Why does Roman decline ultimately have more sweeping effects than decline in

Han China? Here is a chance to blend some new knowledge about developments between 200

and 600 with features of the civilizations studied earlier. Relatedly, single cases can be taken

up along the lines of causation delineated in the topic: external forces as cause versus internal

forces, as well as internal forces divided between measurable changes in structure like

population decline or deteriorations in economic organization and moral factors like greed

and irresponsibility in elites. In the category of external forces, it is useful to explain what

advantages small central Asian armies could have.

Finally, the decline-and-fall topic lends itself to a lecture that addresses seeking laws in world

history. The frequency of comparison between late imperial Rome and the twentieth-century

West may be trotted out for discussion. Students can be fascinated with ideas of historical

inevitability, and here is a good chance to test such ideas in not one but three cases to see if a

"laws" approach really works empirically.

Key Points:

1. Beyond the Classical Civilizations

While the development of the three great civilization centers form the central thread in world

history during the classical period, significant changes also occurred in other parts of the

world. On the borders of the major civilizations, as in northeastern Africa, Japan, and

northern Europe, these changes had some relationship to the classical world, though they

were partly autonomous. Elsewhere, most notably in the Americas, new cultures pushed

forward entirely independently. In all cases, changes during the classical set the stage for

more important links in world history.
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1.1. Kush: The Expansion of Egyptian Classical Civilization

The expansion from an established civilization affected parts of sub-Saharan Africa;

in this case, the interaction had begun well before the rise of Greeceand Rome. By the

year 1000 B.C.E., the independent kingdomof Kush was flourishing along the Upper

Nile. It possessed a form of writing derived from Egyptian hieroglyphics and

mastered the use of iron.

1.2. The Americas: The Emergence of Autonomous Civilizations

In Central America, an Indian group called the Olmecs developed and spread an early

civilization from about 800 B.C.E. until about 400 B.C.E. The first American

civilization was based on many centuries of advancing agriculture, expanding the

early cultivation of corn. This center of early civilization in the Americasdeveloped in

total isolation from developments elsewhere in the world.

2. Decline of the Classical Civilizations

Between 200 and 600 C.E., all three classical civilizations collapsed entirely or in part.

During the four-century span, all suffered from the outside invasions, the result of growing

incursions by groups from central Asia. This renewed wave or nomadic expansion was not as

sweeping as the earlier Indo-European outpouring, but it severely tested the civilized regimes.

However, internal factors also played a major role in the decline of the classical civilizations.

Han China as well as the later Roman Empiresuffered form serious internal problems long

before the invaders applied the final blows. And the Guptas in Indiahad not permanently

resolved the areas tendency to political fragmentation.

2.1. Decline of Classical China

By about 100 C.E., the Han dynasty in Chinabegan to enter a serious decline.

Confucian intellectual activity gradually became less creative. Politically, the central

governments control diminished, bureaucrats became more corrupt, and local

landlords took up much of the slack, ruling their neighborhoods according to their

own wishes. Ultimately the imperial court became mired in intrigue and civil war.

This social unrest had much to do with Chinas inability to push back invasions from

borderland nomads, who finally overthrew the Han Dynasty outright. There were
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other factors that also contributed to the decline of classical Chinese civilization. The

spread of devastating new epidemics killed up to half the population, which

contributed to not only toppling the Han, but led to almost three centuries of chaosan

unusually long span in Chinese history. But Chinarevived near the end of the sixth

century, for the structures of classical China were simply too strong to be overturned.

The bureaucracy declined in scope and quality, but it did not disappear during the

troubled centuries. Chinathus had to recover from a serious setback, but it did not

have to reinvent its civilization.

2.1.1. The Yellow Turbans

As social unrest continued in classical China, a revolutionary effort led by the

Daoist Yellow Turbans took place in 184 C.E. The Yellow Turbans attacked the

weaknesses of the emperor but also the self-indulgence of the current bureaucracy.

The Yellow Turbans gained popular support, but their protest movement

eventually failed.

2.2. Classical India

The decline of classical civilization in Indiawas less drastic than the collapse of Han

China, but in some ways it left larger traces in later Indian history. By the sixth

century, the Gupta Empire in central Indiawas destroyed by Hun invasions. Many of

the invaders were integrated into the warrior caste of India, forming a new ruling

group of regional princes. For several centuries, no native ruler attempted to build a

large Indian state. The regional princes, collectively called Rajput, controlled the

small states and emphasized military prowess. During the seventh century, Arab

incursions again threatened Indian political stability. To none of these challenges did

India mount a challenge. Regionalism continued to prevail, leaving the subcontinent

open just a few centuries later to partial conquest by Muslim rulers from the outside.

Indias culture, however, did withstand attack, and, along with a pervasive caste

system, preserved Indian identity during the invasions and even when the

subcontinent fell under the foreign rule.
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2.3. Decline and Fall in Rome

The decline and fall of the Roman Empire was a prolonged and complex process.

There were a number of internal and external factors that contributed to the decline.

After about 180 C.E., political confusion produced a series of weak emperors and

many disputes over the succession to the throne. Intervention by the army in the

selection of emperors complicated political life and contributed to the deterioration of

rule from the top. Even more important in setting off the process of decline was a

series of plagues that swept over the Empire. The population of Romefell from a

million people to 250,000, and subsequently, economic life worsened. This also

created an obstacle to recruiting soldiers to defend the Empire. Furthermore, the

decadence and arrogance of the Roman elite was also a factor in the erosion of Roman

political power. Romes fall, in other words, can be blamed on large, impersonal forces

that would have been hard for any society to control or to a moral and political decay

that reflected growing corruption among the societys leaders.

2.4. Emperor Constantine

The emperor Constantine ruled the declining Roman Empirefrom 312 to 337 C.E. He

experimented with new methods of control. He set up a second capital city,

Constantinople, to regulate the eastern half of the Empire more efficiently. He also

tried to use the religious force of Christianity to unify the Empire spiritually,

extending its toleration and adopting it as his own faith. While some of these

measures had success, none was able to revive the Empire as a whole.

2.5. Byzantine Empire

The eastern part of the Roman Empire in a sense did not fall. Civilization was more

deeply entrenched there than in some of the western European portions of the Empire,

and there were fewer pressures from invaders. The eastern Empire came to be known

as the Byzantine Empire. It was a product of late imperial Rome rather than a

balanced result of the whole span of classical Mediterranean civilization. Though its

language was Greek, it maintained the authoritarian tone of the late Roman rulers.

The Empire itself was vibrant, artistically creative, and active in trade. Under the
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emperor Justinian, the Byzantine Empire made attempts to regain the whole heritage

of Rome; it fell short of this ambition.

3. The New Religious Map

The end of the classical period is not simply the story of decay and collapse. This same

period, from 200 to 600 C.E., saw the effective rise of many of the worlds major religions.

The newly expanding religions all shared some general features. Christianity, Buddhism, and

Hinduism all emphasized intense devotion and piety, stressing the importance of spiritual

concerns beyond the daily cares of earthly life. All three offered the hope of a better existence

after this life had ended, and each one responded to new political instability and to the

growing poverty of people in various parts of the civilized world. Yet, despite these common

features, the major religions were themselves quite different.

3.1. Buddhism

Buddhism was altered more substantially as it traveled mainly beyond Indias borders,

becoming only a small minority faith in Indiaitself. The chief agents of Buddhist

expansion and leadership were monks, for Buddhism tended to divide the faithful

among a minority who abandoned earthly life in favor of spiritual dedication and the

larger number who worked in the world while doing the best they could to meet their

spiritual obligations. Buddhism evolved further as it spread to China after the fall of

the Han Dynasty. The religion also developed strong roots in other parts of East Asia

directly, spreading from through Chinaand from there to Korea and Japan. It also

became a popular belief system in many areas of Southeast Asia.

3.1.1. Bodhisattvas

The Bodhisattvas is a doctrine that held some people could gain nirvana by their

own meditation while choosing to remain in the world as saints and to aid others

by prayer and example. This code also signified the shift in Buddhisms original

emphasis on ethics to a more emotional cult stressing the possibility of popular

salvation.
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3.2. Christianity

At the end of the classical era, Christianity played a direct role in the formation of two

post-classical civilizations, those of eastern and western Europe. Christianity was

characterized by its emphasis on church organization and structure, copying from the

example of the Roman Empireitself. It put a premium on missionary activity and

widespread conversions. Christianity also stressed its possession of exclusive truth

and its intolerance of competing beliefs.

3.2.1. Jesus

Jesus of Nazareth, believed by Christians to be the son of God sent to earth to

redeem human sin, crystallized the radical reform movement that was early

Christianity. Combining extraordinary gentleness of spirits and great charisma,

Jesus preached widely in Israeland gathered group loyal disciplines around him.

Eventually, his disciples fanned out and promoted his teachings as new

expressions of faith.

In Section 2 of this course you will cover these topics:
The Rise Of Islam: Civilization In The Middle East

India And Southeast Asia Under The Impact Of Islam

Africa And Islam

East European Civilization: Byzantium And Russia

Western Civilization: The Middle Ages

The Spread Of East Asian Civilization

Centers Of Civilization In The Americas

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student would be able to:

To focus on the region's ongoing diversity
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To discuss the comparison of Islam and Christianity to note the many resemblances as well as

differences in doctrine and religious structure

Definition/Overview:

This topic deals with the Middle East, examining the impact of Islam and the rise of the

Arabs; it also treats aspects of the Arab political and cultural decline after about the eleventh

century. The topic presents some background material on the region and the pre-Islamic

Arabs. Its main focus, however, is to study this region using the same methodology employed

for the classical civilizations. Thus an outline of events is followed by characterizations of

politics, culture, economics, and society-the latter with emphasis on tensions between Islamic

ideals and inequality, the use of slaves, and family values and the position of women. In a

sense, and granting subsequent changes under Ottoman rule, this period did see the formation

of key, durable structures in Middle Eastern civilization that can be compared to classical

forms in the Mediterranean and in Asia.

We will be focusing on the region's ongoing diversity, its Hellenistic legacy; the situation of

religious minorities, the importance of Persian culture-that is, to take up one or more topics

mentioned but not elaborated on in this topic amid its focus on dominant patterns. Explication

of Arab politics and its relation to Islamic ideals commands attention, so that students can

grasp how the system worked. The cohesive qualities of Islamic law and the reliance on non-

Arab bureaucrats in the absence of a full aristocracy can be reviewed on the basis of topic

coverage.

We will also discuss the comparison of Islam and Christianity to note the many resemblances

as well as differences in doctrine and religious structure. In dealing with Islam directly,

students can be led to discuss what its great appeal was (and in the process be reminded that,

despite Christian prejudices, most of Islam's spread was not due to military conquest). The

History Debate on political implications can be amplified. This is a good way to explore

certain stereotypes about Islam, including the role of holy war or the complex framework for

women and gender relations.

The complexity and creativity of Middle Eastern culture, including Islam but not confined to

it, also raise important topics. The biographical insert on Omar Khayyam challenges students

toward an appreciation of cultural diversity. Examining Islam's complex political and gender
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implications 45 discussed in the text sets up other important topics for the period and for

connections with issues today. The topic also supports a lecture or discussion that can resume

some of the "laws of history" approach taken up regarding decline and fall. Using the Arab

example, have students discuss what causes a society to gain new vigor, and how indeed

vigor is to be measured.

The Arab decline, complex and incomplete, also merits attention; it is less straightforward

than Rome's fall but probably, therefore, more revealing.

Key Points:

1. The Beginnings of Islam

Islam was born among the Arab people and served to carry their influence over much of the

Middle East. The Arabs burst into larger Middle Eastern history came with the life of

Muhammed, who was born around 570 C.E. to poor parents in Mecca, a trading city that

already had some religious significance for the Arabs.

1.1. Muhammed: The Founder of Islam

In Muhammeds view, the Jewish Old Testament and Jesus, who was seen as a

preacher but not as divine, provided the basis for Islam. Muhammed organized the

Islamic religion and began making converts, whom he called Muslims. Muhammed

was soon chased from Mecca by authorities that feared he was stirring up trouble. He

fled Medina in 622 where he provided religious and political leadership. He fled

Medina in a war over Mecca, which was instrumental in the spread of Islam. He died

in 632.

1.2. Abu Bakr: The Continuation of Islam

Abu Bakr was one of Muhammeds closest followers. After Muhammeds death, Abu

Bakr was selected as caliph, or successor. He restructured his regional state and what

was still a regional religion into an organization for battle, using small but brilliantly

genenraled armies to beat down a series of rebellions against the rule of the Muslim

states. The Arab people became firmly converted as result.
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2. Patterns of Islamic History

During the decades following Muhammeds death and the creation of a government by his

successors, called the caliphate, swift conquest was the headline story. The speed and extent

of Arab victories rivaled the earlier sweep of Alexander the Great. The orders of the caliph

were obeyed from Spainto the western borders of Indiaand China. Organizing this huge area

was no small matter. The second caliph, Umar, who spearheaded the early Arab conquests,

began the process of forming a larger government apparatus. One major source of control

was the leadership of the Arab military itself. The Muslim conquerors were tolerant of other

religions.

2.1. Umayyad Dynasty

The Umayyad family established control over the caliphate for about a century (661-

750). This dynasty transferred the caliphs government to Damascus, Syria, where

greater prosperity allowed for a more luxurious court.

2.2. Abbasid Dynasty

The Abbasids seized power in 750, although a few regions, including Spain, stayed in

Umayyad hands. The Abbasid Dynasty moved the capital still further east to

Baghdad. It also began the use of professional soldiers and slaves for troops, a sign

that military zeal of the Arabs was beginning to falter. But for several centuries,

Abbasid power remained solid, despite some important rebellions and the dynastys

often severely troubled plots and counterplots. The Abbasids also continued the

process of broadening Islams base in the Middle Eastbeyond the Arabs alone.

Politically, Abbasid rule began to decline before the year 1000, though the dynasty

held on until 1258.

2.3. Sufism

Sufism was a movement that took hold after 1200 that expanded Islams spiritual

power while narrowing other interests in the name of piety. The Sufi leaders were

holy men who experienced mystical visions of God. They gathered followers and

inspired them by their holiness, using highly emotional rituals, including excited

dancers. The Sufi movements expansion signaled important changes in Middle
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Eastern Civilization, especially in Arab culture, even as it deepened the hold of Islam

in the countryside and inspired missionary movement in other parts of the world.

3. Islamic Political Institutions

Muhammed and his followers believed that a perfect state should be governed by a religious

leaderthere was no differentiation between secular aims and religious goals. The state and its

leader should put the faith first and serve as agents of Allah. This was an important vision,

one that would endure in the new Middle Eastern civilization. Political movements in the

twentieth century would return to the notion that state and religion are one. In practice,

however, the ideal did not prove entirely practical. Umayyad and Abbasid rulers did not

always keep the interest of the faith foremost, particularly as their taste for luxury and for

cultural patronage increased. But Islam did not formulate clear principles to guide a state that

fell short of the ideal. The lack of any firm traditions of succession contributed to political

instability, to be sure. But the failure to develop durable institutions, bureaucratic structures,

or state-run legal codes was, in part, the result of the Islamic political vision itself.

3.1. Islamic Decentralization

Under the late Abbasids, the caliphate became increasingly remote, not even very

actively commanding its provincial bureaucracy. Local administrations, though

appointed by a central court, had substantial autonomy so long as they returned

satisfactory tax revenues to the caliph in Baghdad. Reliance on mercenary troops and

slave soldiers reduced the need to recruit directly from the Arab population. The

caliphs growing use of Turkish, Persian, and even Christian advisors revealed the

remoteness of the government from most people and the lack of political participation

by Arabs themselves.

3.2. Religious Features of Middle Eastern Government: Sharia and Ulema

The limitations of the government of the caliphate were not the whole story of Islamic

politics. Islamic political ideals were far more closely carried out in the religiously run

legal system that spread through the Middle East. Building on the Koran and the

Hadith, Islamic leaders gradually developed an elaborate body of law known as the

Sharia, or "straight path." This law, which regulated many aspects of social behavior,
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including family relations, economic contacts, and outright crimes, was interpreted

and extended by groups of Islamic scholars and religious leaders known as the ulema.

4. Islam and Middle Eastern Culture

The Islamic religion formed the core of the new culture of Middle Eastern civilization, but

although the Arabic word for religion means "way of life," it was no the only ingredient

during several centuries of remarkable, and therefore often diverse and contradictory, artistic

creativity. It was Islam, however, that survived most successfully among the various elements

of the new Middle Eastern civilization at its height, and the religion helped organize various

other cultural features, particularly in the visual arts.

4.1. Music and Literature

The singer Tways, who lived from 632 to 710, was the originator of the high-pitched,

nasal Arab singing style. He introduced new rhythms and was the first to sing with

accompaniment, a tambourine. Tways singing symbolized the Middle Eastern

appreciation for music. The Middle East also produced a literary tradition as well.

Omar Khayyams Rubaiyat was a notable Arabic poem written on a nonreligious

theme. Middle Eastern literature emphasized poetry above all. Most cultivated Arabs

and Persians have rated poetry as the highest achievement of their civilization after

Islam itself.

5. Economy and Society in the Middle East

A lively economy was a vital part of the new Middle Eastern Civilization, and it built on

earlier traditions of agriculture and trade. Economic activity served as key element in the

spread of Islam to Africa and to Southeast Asia. It also set the stage for the bustling cities, the

educated elite, and the luxurious court life of the caliphate. Agriculture, long established in

this area, remained highly productive. Manufacturing was extensive, and like agriculture,

won encouragement from the state. There were, however, few significant technological

improvements in Middle Eastern agriculture and manufacturing. Commerce, nevertheless,

flourished, and a strong merchant spirit was a central feature of this renewed civilization.
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5.1. A Merchant Culture

The Muslim religion produced no sense that making money contradicted spirituality

or honor, so long as active charity ensued. Muhammed, with merchant experience his

own, held up merchants as models of virtuous life. The commercial zeal of Islam

helped make the new Middle Eastern civilization the most significant force in many

centuries.

5.2. Islamic Slavery

Islamic civilization during this period depended more heavily on slave labor than any

other major civilizations except Central America. Middle Eastern slavery provided

domestic service, manual labor for many of the mines and sailing vessels, and above

all troops for military operations. The Abbasids also used slaves as soldiers and

bureaucrats. Furthermore, Islam developed an extensive slave trade.

6. Decline

After about the year 1200, Middle Eastern civilization began to display a number of

symptoms of decline. The Abbasid caliphate was already in a bad way, losing control over

the provinces and about to topple completely. But disintegration ran deeper than this. At the

same time, the decline of Arab civilization was never completenot like the fall of Rome.

What was happening involved a loss of vitality and diversity, of which political problems

were only one symptom. And more civilization during the past thousand years have been

eclipsed in this way than in the more dramatic Roman fashion. There was change and the

relative position of the region in the world began to erode.

Topic : India And Southeast Asia Under The Impact Of Islam

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student would be able to:
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To understand the ongoing evolution of the major civilizations

Definition/Overview:

This topic has three interrelated themes: First, Indian history is sketched from the fall of the

Guptas to roughly the fifteenth century. Second, students are introduced to a few features of

Southeast Asia in this period when important regional kingdoms took shape. Though it had

begun a bit earlier, the Indian influence on Southeast Asia is emphasized, and the racial,

political, and religious diversity of the region is also discussed.

We will be talking about the ongoing evolution of the major civilizations, which is why each

civilization including Indiaonce presented in terms of initial characteristics is treated in each

of the major periods defined in the text. But it is also true that this is not as significant a

period in Indian history as those that preceded or followed. There were, however, important

regional political developments, new Hindu influences, and extensive Indian contacts with

Southeast Asia. The topic can serve as an opportunity to discuss themes of continuity and

change, so that students begin to gain some facility in sorting out what is new and what is

persistent as a major civilization evolves. The continuity-and-change theme indeed forms a

useful discussion topic with India providing a case study. It is particularly useful to remind

students how basic structures and values can survive even amid apparent political disarray or

fragmentation. Using India and Hinduism in contact with Islam is a good way to explore

complexities in India at this point and also to discuss implications of culture contact more

generally.

The topic also emphasizes the establishment of regional kingdoms in Southeast Asia, the

spread of Buddhism, as well as the arrival of Islam. In addition to exploring continuity and

change, this topic lends itself to a lecture focusing on Islam's initial impact on India-

whyIndiawas open to an extent, but also what the limits of the impact were. It is important to

emphasize and explain ongoing differences between India and the Middle East.

Key Points:

1. The Development of Indian Culture

Even during the classical age, India had never functioned as single political unit. Unity came

closest during the Maurya Dynasty, but even then it was incomplete. After the Hun invasions,
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regional political units characteristically prevailed for many centuries. In general, northern

Indiawas dotted with small states ruled from capital cities by princes, called Rajput when

they came from the dominant military caste. After about 600 C.E., strong kingdoms arose in

southern India, particularly among Tamil-speaking peoples. Less subject to invasion than

northern India, this region also maintained more active trading contracts with other societies,

especially parts of Southeast Asia. Here, too, regional units prevailed; there was no single

southern Indian state. However, during the very period when regional politics seemed the

norm throughout the Indian subcontinent, greater cultural unity emerged than ever before. As

in the West, however, cultural unity, based on religion, spread even amid divided, and

sometimes chaotic, politics.

2. Hinduism as the Foundation of Cultural Unity in India

Buddhism, already a fading religion in India, was virtually eliminated after the seventh

century. In the north, Hun invaders disliked the contemplative emphasis of Buddhism,

preferring the more varied approach provided by Hinduism. Hinduism also spread to the

south with increasing force, after some earlier interest in Buddhism in this region.

Hinduism also tended to reach out, more clearly than before, to the ordinary Indian.

While Sanskrit remained the literary language of the Brahmins, a substantial literature

(not all of it religious) also arose in more popular languages such as Hindi and Tamil.

This ensured that India would not be unified linguistically, but it increased the service of

Hinduism as a cultural bond across linguistic and political boundaries. Religion also

guided important artistic activity.

A number of temples were constructed, with painted walls depicting religious stories and

legends. Along with the religion-centered culture, characteristic economic and social

forms predominated throughout the subcontinent, under-girded of course by the pervasive

caste system.

3. The Muslim Challenge in India

The weakness of the Indian political structures after the Hun invasions left the subcontinent a

tempting target for subsequent attack. Arab forces approached northwestern India during their

great military thrust following Muhammeds death. Arab armies pushed into the Indus valley.
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There was no durable conquest at this point. But conversions to Islam took place in

northwestern region, which, because of its proximity to the Islamic Middle East, was to be

the center of Islam in Indiaproper. A second wave of Muslim invasion occurred toward the

end to the tenth century. Again the path lay through the valleys of northwestern India. But the

Muslim armies this time were composed of Turks, not Arabs.

3.1. Delhi Sultanate

The Delhi Sultanate was a Muslim kingdom that represented a deliberate imposition

of minority rule over the Hindu majority in India. A Turkish general set up this

Muslim kingdom which produced additional territory in central and southernIndia.

Most administrators were brought in from the Middle East. Mosques were constructed

in many places, changing the face of Indian architecture.

4. Southeast Asia

Many features of Southeast Asian culture were derivative, but they came from no one center,

despite a strong Indian influence. Hinduism was a minor religious strand in Southeast Asia,

but Buddhism held great importance in most of the regional kingdoms of the mainland. On

the islands, however, as on the Malay Peninsula, Islam was becoming dominant. Written

forms were similarly diverse. Writing from any of the Southeast Asian languages derived

from scripts used in India, including Sanskrit. But Malay writing developed under Arab

influence, while in Vietnam, writing derived from Chinese ideographs.

Topic : Africa And Islam

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student would be able to:

To understand sub-Saharan Africa in the postclassical period

To learn about Africa as a civilization area
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To understand the Islamic influence on Africa.

Definition/Overview:

Issues in defining African civilization and addressing some common misperceptions are

highlighted in the History Debate. Students should be introduced to the size and complexity

of the continent and, of course, to the postclassical period as a formative one for civilization

in many African regions.

Opportunities for lectures and discussions include in-depth detail on the main regions of

Africa, which have continuing importance; Africa can also be usefully compared with

Western Europe in this period in terms of political structures, the rise of merchants, and the

nature of its contacts with Islam. One prominent African historian has rightly pointed out the

broad similarities evident between the two areas around 1200, but increasing differentiation

by 1450, based on differences in trade problems, exposure to technological diffusion, and

seafaring traditions pushed these areas in diverse directions.

Comparison with the Islamic Middle East and North Africa is another obvious candidate for

deeper examination around issues such as conditions for women, the structures of monarchy,

and dominant artistic styles. Use of Muslim travel accounts can be a vital supplement here.

Key Points:

1. Sub-Saharan Africaand the World Network

Islams expansion joined North Africa to Middle Eastern civilization. The sub- Saharan Africa

remained culturally, religiously, and linguistically diverse. Africa remained in contact with

the outside world through trade in the Indian Ocean ports and across the Trans-Saharan trade

routes. Camel caravans traveling across the Sahara to acquire African gold and slaves led to

the development of great cities like Timbuktu.
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2. The Great Kingdoms

2.1 Rise of African Kingdoms

Several kingdoms arose in the region of West Africa south of the Sahara known as the

Sudan (not to be confused with the country of the Sudan). All appeared as a result of

the growth of the gold trade across the Sahara.

2.2 Ghana

The first of these was Ghana. The kings of Ghanabuilt up a powerful state-based tax

system on the gold and salt trade. This revenue allowed the kings to equip their

cavalry with horses from North Africa and conquer the neighboring states. Its wealth

left Ghanavulnerable to attacks by nomadic raiders, which led to its collapse.

2.3 Mali

Ghanas successor was the kingdom of Mali, which was organized by Sundiata in the

thirteenth century. It also relied on trade, taxes, and a powerful cavalry. Its most

famous ruler was Mansa Musa, who traveled on a pilgrimage to Meccawith 90 camels

loaded with gold dust. Mali declined after 1400.

2.4 Malis Successors

Mali was replaced by Songhai. It emerged in the late fifteenth century and lasted until

1591. Songhai was only one of several kingdoms that emerged in northern and central

Africa after 1400.

2.5 Bantu Migrations

Another important development was the movement southward of Bantu peoples who

were probably being displaced by farmers being pushed southward by the Sahara. By

the late ninth century, the Bantu had reached South and East Africa. The Bantu people

built up several small kingdoms, the most famous of which is the empire of

Zimbabwe.
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3. Features of African Civilization

African civilization was very diverse. African farmers were freer than European ones because

of the lack of a manorial system. However, large numbers of Africans were slaves who

served as soldiers, personal servants, and mining laborers.

African agriculture produced a wide variety of crops, and its mining industry refined tons of

gold. Although copper and iron working was present throughout Africa, by 1400, its

manufacturing technology was lagging behind Europes.

African societies were characterized by tightly linked extended family structures. Its women

seemed to have had more freedom than was common in other cultures.

Africahad great religious diversity. Islam was prominent in the Sudan and East African ports.

Its only Christian state was Ethiopia. Most Africans were polytheists, who believed in a

variety of major and minor gods. Religion greatly influenced African art.

Because of Africas connections to Europe and Asia, its populations developed immunity to

Eurasian diseases, which prevented them from being decimated by the arrival of the

Europeans after 1400.

Topic : East European Civilization: Byzantium And Russia

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student would be able to:

To learn about the rise and fall of the Byzantine Empire

To learn about the development of characteristic forms of civilization in Eastern Europe

Definition/Overview:

This topic covers the rise and fall of the Byzantine Empire and comments on its relationship

to Rome. It also discusses the cultural and economic influence of Byzantium in Eastern

Europe more generally, with particular emphasis on Kievan Russia. Kievan Russia, in turn, is

taken up to the Mongol invasion.
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The overall theme of the topic is the development of characteristic forms of civilization in

Eastern Europe, especially in politics, religion and church structure, and the arts. Some brief

comparisons with the medieval West as well as discussion of the Great Schism focus

attention on some of the features of eastern Europe at this stage in history that distinguish it

from the West beneath their shared Christian umbrella.

For Russia this period was of course formative, not some complete blueprint for later

developments. A lecture could usefully introduce students to some basic features of European

Russia, including ethnic makeup and geography. Finally, a lecture bridging toward the next

topic could highlight eastern European social features and anticipate comparisons

(similarities as well as differences) with the medieval West. The decision to explore Eastern

Europe as a distinctive civilization, rather than as a peculiar part of European civilization

itself is debatable, and some instructors might at this point wish to assume a somewhat

different position from that taken in the text, by doing more with the parallels and linkages

between the two parts of Europe.

The topic ends with comments on east European decline at the end of the postclassical period.

Further discussions of the dynamics involved may include comparison with other societies, in

this period and before, which suffered from a combination of internal change and outside

invasion.

Key Points:

1. Eastern Europe as a Civilization

While in the post-classical centuries an Islamic civilization developed in the Middle East,

two distinct Christian civilizations developed in Europe. They represented two distinct

versions of the Christian religion that came to be known as the Eastern Orthodox and

Roman Catholic churches. Byzantium, with its great capital at Constantinople, was as rich

and sophisticated as any Asian civilization.

2. Patterns of Eastern European History: A Second and Third "Rome"

The Byzantine Empire began to develop in the fourth century C.E. when the capital of the

Roman Empire was moved to Constantinople. As the empire in the west collapsed, the

power of Constantinople became centered on the Balkan Peninsula. In the sixth century,
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the official language of the empire was changed from Latin to Greek. Simultaneously

with the rise of the Byzantine Empire, a distinct form of Christianity emerged. Unlike

Roman Christianity where the Pope governed the church, in the east, the emperor rather

than the patriarch of Constantinople controlled the church organization. Under emperor

Justinian, Byzantium attempted to revive the Roman Empire by re-conquering parts of

North Africa and Western Europe. Justinian also issued a new law code that codified the

laws of the empire. Byzantiums success was short lived, and it lost all of

North Africa and the eastern Mediterranean to the Muslims in the seventh century;

Constantinople was able to withstand Muslim attacks thanks to a weapon called Greek

Fire. With its eastern territories lost, Byzantium turned its expansion energy toward the

Balkans and, under Basil II, was able to incorporate the Bulgarian kingdom into the

empire. Its also spread its influence by sending missionaries to spread Greek Christianity

to Eastern Europe. Among these were Cyril and Methodius, who developed the Cyrilic

alphabet used by Slavic languages. In 1054, eastern and Catholic Christianity formally

broke relations with each other. Shortly afterward, the empire began to decline under the

pressure of Turkish attack. Finally, in 1453, Constantinople was capture by the Ottoman

Turks.

3. The Early Russian Phase: Kievan Rus

The Slavic people who lived in the great eastern European plains traded with both

Byzantium and Scandinavia. The first Russian Slavic state was centered on the city of

Kiev. It was established by a Scandinavian named Rurik around 855. Through Byzantine

influence, the Russian King Vladimir I (980-1015) converted to Christianity and imposed

the new religion on his people. The Kievan state declined after 1100 and was finally

destroyed by Mongol invaders in 1236.

4. Eastern European Political Institutions

Mongol rule did not destroy the Byzantine character of Russian institutions. Both the

Byzantine and the Russian political system emphasized authoritarian rule with the

emperor controlling the church. Both made use of elaborate court ceremonies. Less

wealthy than Byzantium, the Russian court was less luxurious and had a smaller

bureaucracy. Byzantium claimed to be the heir to ancient Romes imperial mission. When
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Byzantium fell, Russia kings claimed the title of emperor and Byzantiums imperial

mission.

5. Eastern European Religion and Culture

The main feature of eastern European culture was the Orthodox Church, which undertook

a missionary effort to Christianize Eastern Europe. As the Russian church grew more

independent, the Russian rulers began to appoint bishops. Orthodox Christianity placed

great emphasis on ritual and the veneration of icons. It also emphasized morality and

charity toward the poor. Unlike the Western church, Orthodox Christianity never

developed a strong tradition of rational speculation and scientific inquiry. Even though

the Cyrillic alphabet allowed for the creation of a Russian literature, most religious

writings were devotional or church chronicles. Russian art was also religiously oriented.

Because of the long period of Tartar rule, Russian culture became significantly different

from western European culture.

6. Eastern European Economy and Society

During the post-Classical centuries, eastern European commerce and technology was

ahead of western European. However, the centuries of Mongol rule left Russia in an

inferior position to the West. During the post-Classical centuries, eastern society had a

large free peasantry in contrast to the serfs of the West. However, it had a much more

widespread use of slavery, which almost disappeared in the West.

7. Conclusion

While Byzantium was never restored, its legacy survived on in the religious, political, and

cultural tradition of Eastern Europe.
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Topic : Western Civilization: The Middle Ages

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student would be able to:

To help students sort out an understanding of medieval Europe

Definition/Overview:

The principal challenge of this topic on Western Europe in the postclassical period will be

helping students sort out an understanding of medieval Europeappropriate to a world history

survey without getting excessively bogged down in detail. Some attention to the

backwardness of the West, even at the height of the Middle Ages, is a useful corrective to

undue ethnocentrism. (Comparisons with African kingdoms from the same time period, to be

elaborated on in the next topic, work toward the same end.) The History Debate on the

problems of defining "Western civilization given divisions in this period and the complex

relationship to the classical heritage-can be extended to exploration of what characteristic

Western features were in this formative period.

The events of the postclassical centuries were integral in bringing the West close to the point

at which it did begin to affect the larger world and in setting up some enduring and distinctive

features of the West itself. Why the West began to develop new dynamism is a valid and

familiar staple of medieval history, and it can be addressed by way of exploring the more

general topic of why some cultures begin to surge forward. (Note also for later reference the

possibility of analogies from the present; it is not necessarily the most sophisticated

civilizations that leap rapidly forward but rather those with looser institutions and newer

values. If this is true, where are the next rising societies likely to come from?) Lectures can

explore several of these topics, including a think-piece on dynamism using the medieval

example. For one or two specific lectures, a good choice would be to highlight the ways in

which medieval society changed as it moved from the Dark Ages to its twelfth- to thirteenth-

century height in order to focus students on the process of ongoing evolution, and then to

comment on sorting out the characteristically medieval from the medieval but durable in the

West. For example, in this line of thinking, feudalism was medieval, but via parliaments, it
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left a more durable heritage. Scholasticism was medieval, but the revival and definition of

rationalism enduring; the strictest serfdom was medieval, but villages and guilds enduring.

The final segment of the topic on changes at the end of the postclassical period can also focus

discussion

When examining this period and region, it is also stimulating to use the comparative context.

Russia, Japan, Western Europe, and sub-Saharan Africa had important similarities in the

postclassical period. They all participated in world trade but at some disadvantage; they all

imitated more advanced centers but with different results. Comparing what they borrowed

from other centers and considering their different problems and trajectories by the fifteenth

century is a revealing exercise.

Key Points:

1. Combining the Old, the New, and the Borrowed

In contrast to Eastern Europe, civilization in the West declined considerably after the fall

of the Roman Empire. Government, trade, city life, and intellectual life deteriorated. After

700, Western Europe began to create a new civilization by selectively adopting from

Islam, Byzantine, and ancient Greek and Roman sources. The post-Classical period also

saw the spread of the new civilization to northern Europe. Although sometimes called

medieval, this period was not a stopgap between two greater eras but a new civilization in

its own right.

2. Early Patterns in Western Civilization

2.1 Surviving the Disorder

The period from 500-1000 was one of great disorder, and the only effective

government was local. Most people lived in self-sufficient manors under the power of

their landlords who provided them with protection in exchange for a share of the

crops. This is called the manorial system, or manorialism. The landlords were part of

a system called feudalism whereby the greater landlords formed alliances with lesser

lords, called vassals, in exchange for military assistance. The Catholic Church had the

only solid organization in Europe. The Pope, through the bishops, regulated church

teachings. The church engaged in missionary activity, which helped spread
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Christianity throughout northern Europe. Christian values held Western society

together.

2.2 Rise of Political Authority

The only effective political authority that appeared in this period came in the eight

century under a Frankish family called the Carolingians. Their founder, Charles

Martel, stopped the Moslem advance into Europe at the Battle of Tours. His grandson,

Charlemagne, briefly united France and Germany under one ruler. After his death,

Europe experienced the gradual rise of the national monarchies in France, England,

and Spain. Their development brought more order to Europe, which in turn led to the

rise of cities, the expansion of trade, population growth, and increasing cultural

activity.

3. Medieval Political Institutions

The main political institution was the feudal monarchies. They were able to increase their

power by gaining the right to tax their subjects. With this revenue, they created small

bureaucracies, appointed royal officials to administer justice, and raised their own armies,

thus depriving the feudal nobles of much of their functions. Counterbalances to the feudal

monarchy were several institutions. The church retained its independence and was

strengthened by such reformers of Pope Gregory VII (1073-1085). Another source of

limits on the monarchy were the nobles. They forced feudal monarchs like King John of

England to issue charters of rights and consult them. This led to the creation of

parliamentary institutions in the different kingdoms of Western Europe.

4. Medieval Religion and Culture

Before 1000, European intellectuals concentrated on preserving the knowledge of the

ancient world and early Christian fathers. With the growing of stability after 1000 C.E.,

intellectuals began to engage in philosophical and theological speculation and even in

some scientific work. This led to the development of the first universities. Scholars like

Peter Abelard and Thomas Aquinas used logic and philosophy to help understand the

ways of God and the natural order. Other scholars concentrated in studying Roman law

and Church (Cannon) Law. Roger Bacon experimented in optics. Medieval art,
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architecture, and music reflected the strong religious interest of the age. The development

of Gothic architecture led to the building of huge churches and cathedrals throughout

Western Europe. The period also saw the development of the first vernacular literature,

including the Canterbury Tales and troubadour poetry.

5. Medieval Economy and Society

5.1 Economic Life

Before1000, most peasants were serfs living in self-sufficient estates. Although they

were not free to leave the land, they were also not slaves and therefore could not be

sold or evicted. The growing stability, rising population, and introduction of new

technologies led to an increase in agricultural productivity from 1000-1300. The same

period also saw an increase in commercial and manufacturing activity, especially in

the rising cities. Manufacturing activity was usually regulated by artisan guilds who

controlled production.

5.2 Women and Family Life

The women's place remained in the home. However, women could also opt for

monastic life as an alternative to marriage. Urban women also played an important

role in local commercial life.

6. Tensions of the Latter Middle Ages

After 1300, Europeans began to experience a series of crises. Population growth, which

outstripped food production, led to famine. The Black Death killed over a quarter of the

population. The aristocracy had lost its function to the professional armies. The balance

between church and state had collapsed as French kings imposed their control on the

papacy. Finally, social unrest spread too many parts of Europe. By 1400, medieval

European civilization was waning.
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Topic : The Spread Of East Asian Civilization

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student would be able to:

To learn about China during the Sui, Sung, and Tang dynasties

Definition/Overview:

This topic looks at China during the Sui, Song, and Tang dynasties and at the development of

civilization in Japan, from early imitation of China(and therefore the advent of writing)

through the first shogunate. In other words, the topic focuses on East Asia from the sixth to

the thirteenth centuries.

Brief comments on the Mongol invasion (and Japan's providential exemption) move into the

fourteenth century, though there is more specific coverage of this in Topic 13. Short sections

on Korea and Vietnam may be supplemented by additional reading or class presentations.

On China itself, there is ample opportunity to stress the themes of change and continuity.

Basic forms of the civilization are unusually consistent, compared say, to the disruption in

India; but while impressing this on students, with some attendant discussions of the

advantages and drawbacks of this much continuity, there is the opportunity for good lectures

on what did change in bureaucracy, religion, commerce, and family relations.

Another lecture or discussion possibility involves the standard "why nots" of this period of

Chinese history-for instance, why not, given great commercial advance, a full

industrialization? (The concept obviously must be defined and due reminder given of the

solid economic position China had attained.) Or, why not, given steady scientific advance, a

"scientific revolution"-type breakthrough? (This subject is taken up again later in a topic on

seventeenth-century Europe.) The introduction of Japan offers abundant opportunities for

comparison with China-what turned out to be similar through imitation and diffusion and

what was different. From this point onward in dealing with east Asia, a dichotomy is

established between noting the overlaps between the two societies and crucial differences that

ultimately contributed to distinctions evident in the contemporary world. From a theoretical
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standpoint, a lecture could readdress the topic of how a civilization is defined, not in terms of

its difference from non-civilization, but in terms of assessment of coherence-when are

societies too dissimilar, despite some shared features, to be embraced in the same civilization

category? More specifically, a lecture on feudalism is a possible lecture topic, and it can

prepare both cross-referencing with postclassical Europe and also some understanding of

organizational strengths in Japanthat have carried to our own time (and its flexibility

compared to China).

Discussion of what kind of political system feudalism is and how it differs from more

bureaucratic setups as well as from decentralized landlord power without feudal ties (for

example, Zhou-dynasty China) can help students into a vital but difficult topic. (As needed,

distinctions between feudalism and manorialism, which is between nobles' relationships and

landlord-peasant relationships, can also be insisted upon.) A final topic that can usefully

inform a lecture or discussion at this point is the question of why in so many agricultural

civilizations did the position of women, or at least upper-class women, tend to deteriorate

over time. Students have seen this pattern in Chinaand Japan, earlier in India, and to an extent

(with some qualifications from earlier Bedouin patterns) in the Middle East under Islam. This

important topic lends itself to speculation on causation; it can also return students to some

serious consideration of social-history themes.

Key Points:

1. Japan: The Imperial Age

Chinese cultural influence in Japan peaked during the seventh and eighth centuries C.E. In

646 the Japanese emperor introduced administrative reforms, the Taika reforms, intended to

realign the Japanese government along Chinese models. Chinese patterns of court etiquette,

diplomacy, historical writing, and Confucian philosophy became mandatory aspects of the

Japanese court. Buddhism swept into Japan. The effort to merge Chinese and indegenous

elements was often uneasy. The peasantry reworked Buddhism, merging it with worship of

traditional Japanese nature sprits, the kami.

Crisis at Nara and the Shift to Heian (Kyoto) The Taika reforms were intended to create an

emperor with absolute powers assisted by a Chinese-style bureaucracy and supported by an

army of conscripted peasants. Opposition to the reforms came from aristocratic families and
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from Buddhist monks. Buddhist monks had become so powerful in Japan that one of their

number actually conspired to take over the throne in the 760s C.E. With the imperial

government under constant threat of Buddhist disruption, the emperor moved the capital from

Nara to Heian (Kyoto). The Buddhists who were forbidden to build monasteries within the

new capital settled for constructing monasteries on the hills that surrounded the city. To

counterbalance the growing influence of the Buddhists, emperors restored the powers of the

aristocratic families, reinforced their traditional control of the imperial government, and

permitted them to build up their control of rural estates. Attempts to create a conscripted

army were abandoned and military organization was left to members of the rural aristocracy.

1.1 Ultracivilized: Court Life in the Heian Era: Although attempts to expand imperial

centralization were abandoned at Heian, the imperial court produced a refined

culture that set standards for aristocratic life. The court established strict rules of

social conduct and a hierarchy of status that defined social relationships. The elite

in Heian lived in a complex of palaces and gardens. Poetry was the favorite literary

expression at Heian. Women participated in the production of poetry and other

forms of literature.

1.2 The Decline of Imperial Power: By the middle of the ninth century C.E., the

imperial court was dominated by the Fujiwara family. Aristocratic families

competed with Buddhist monasteries for control of land around the capital. Both

groups sought to frustrate imperial reforms and limit the power of the emperors.

Gradually the secular elite within the imperial court at Heian and the Buddhist

monasteries began to cooperate. Both groups came into conflict with the growing

regional influence of local lords outside the region of Heian.

1.3 The Rise of the Provincial Warrior Elite:In the countryside, elite families also

sought to monopolize land and labor. These families were able to carve out private

precincts ruled by house governments. In each local precinct, the elite family in

control constructed small fortresses to house the local lord and his military

retainers. The warrior leaders, or bushi, exercised private jurisdiction within their

lands and enforced their rule through private armies of mounted troops, or samurai.

As the imperial government became increasingly weak, it began to hire local lords

and their armed troops to provide for law and order, even in the regions near the

capital. Supported by peasants, who supplied the bushi and samurai with food,

local warriors began to emerge as a separate and powerful class. Warfare between
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groups of samurai was often based on heroic combat between champions. The

samurai developed a distinctive code of conduct based on honor in war and

requiring ritual suicide for disgrace. The rise of the samurai frustrated any attempts

for the emergence of a free peasantry in Japan. Treated as the property of the

warrior class, peasants turned to salvationist strains of Buddhism, notably the Pure

Lands sect. Artisans were concentrated in the in the fortress towns.

2.The Era of Warrior Dominance

2.1 Introduction:As the power of the bushi grew, even the court aristocracy depended on

alliances with powerful samurai to remain in power. By the 12th century, the regional bushi

were able to contest for imperial power. The first conflict was between the Taira and the

Minamoto families. During the 1180s, the Minamoto and their allies defeated the Taira, who

continued to rely on alliances within the imperial court, while the Minamato built ties with

rural notables.

2.2 The Declining Influence of China: Chinese influence in Japan waned as the decline of

power in the imperial court made maintenance of Chinese models useless. The emergence of

a Japanese scholar-gentry was opposed by the attempts of the aristocracy to cling to power.

When the Tang empire in China collapsed, Chinese models seemed even less appropriate.

While monks and traders still made the journey, official missions to the Chinese court halted

in 838 C.E. As a result of the Gempei Wars, the Minamoto family was able to establish the

bakufu, a separate military government at Kamakura. Although the emperor and his court

were retained, real power resided in the bakufu with the Minamoto and their allies.

2.3 The Breakdown of Bakufu Dominance and the Age of the Warlords: The first shogun of

the bakufu was Yoritomo Minamoto. He severely weakened the military government by

eliminating any potential threats to his rule, even from among his own family. At Yoritomo's

death, there was no able heir to succeed him. The Hojo family rose to dominate the bakufu,

although members of the Minamoto family continued to hold the title of shogun. In the early

14th century, Ashikaga Takuaji, a member of a collateral branch of the Minamoto family, led

a rebellion of bushi who overthrew the Kamakura shogunate and established the Ashikaga

shogunate in its place. When the emperor refused to recognize the Ashikaga military

government, the Ashikaga shoguns chased him from Kyoto and placed new puppet emperors

on the throne. Continued civil strife destroyed whatever power the emperors had been able to

retain. Powers of the bushi grew at the expense of central government, whether imperial or
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bakufu. With the full-scale civil war that was fought from 1467 to 1477, rival heirs of the

Ashikaga family sought to create alliances with bushi leaders. The shogunate lost authority to

regional lords. Warlord rulers divided Japan into nearly 300 private states under the

jurisdiction of daimyos.

2.5 Toward Barbarism? Military Division and Social Change: Under the daimyos, warfare

changed from heroic combat to more modern conflict. Daimyos relied on large peasant

armies. As the constant state of war destroyed the Japanese economy, some peasants engaged

in futile rebellions against their military overlords. Despite constant conflict, some daimyos

attempted to build up their estates and establish rural stability. Local rulers invested in

irrigation systems, attempted to recruit new supplies of labor, fostered commercial

production, and introduced merchants into local communities. Women in merchant and

artisan families may have benefited from daimyo attempts to improve economic conditions.

Most women, however, lost status during the daimyo period.

2.6 Artistic Solace for a Troubled Age: Cultural development continued during the warring-

houses era. Particularly important in cultural development was Zen Buddhist monasteries. On

the cultural level, Zen monasteries provided for renewed contact with China. Painting,

architecture, and garden design, in particular, were important in daimyo society.

3.Korea: Between Chinaand Japan

3.1 Introduction:Chinese culture influenced Korea more heavily than any other region, even

though indigenous dynasties continued to rule the peninsula for much of the postclassic

period. The people who inhabited the Korean peninsula were different ethnically than those

who came to consider themselves Chinese. In 109 B.C.E., a Han dynasty emperor conquered

the Korean kingdom of Choson and settled Chinese colonies in Korea. These Chinese

colonies provided the conduit through which Chinese culture was transmitted. As Chinese

control of Korea weakened, the indigenous Koguryo established an independent kingdom in

the northern part of the peninsula. Koguryo contested control of the peninsula with two

smaller kingdoms, Silla and Paekche. In all three kingdoms, Buddhism supplied the key links

to Chinese culture. In Koguryo, rulers attempted to institute the Chinese examination system,

Chinese writing, and a bureaucracy. Opposition to Sinification by the Korean aristocracy led

to the failure of the plan.
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3.2 Tang Alliances and the Conquest of Korea: The Tang emperors conquered Korea for

China for the second time. In the process of conquest, the Tang allied themselves with Silla in

order to defeat the other two dynasties. When Silla proved resistant to external control, the

Tang emperors agreed to recognize the Silla monarch as a vassal in return for the payment of

tribute. The Chinese withdrew their armies from Korea in 668 C.E., leaving the kings of Silla

as independent rulers.

3.3 Sinification: The Tributary Link : Under the kings of Silla and the succeeding Koryo

dynasty (918 C.E. to 1392 C.E.), Sinification was thorough. The Silla rulers intentionally

modeled their government after the Tang dynasty. The tribute system was critical to the

process of cultural exchange. Tribute missions offered access to Chinese learning, art, and

manufactured goods. Scholars from Korea were able to study at Chinese schools and

Buddhist monasteries.

3.4 The Sinification of Korean Elite Culture: The aristocracy of the Korean kingdom of Silla

clustered about the capital city of Kumsong. There they became immersed in Chinese culture,

including Confucianism. Despite the interest in imitating all things Chinese, the Korean elite

preferred Buddhism to Confucianism. The Koreans learned the initial secrets of pottery from

the Chinese, but Korean artisans produced masterworks that often rivaled the efforts of their

teachers.

3.5 Civilization for the Few: Sinification was largely limited in Korea to the elite, who

monopolized most political offices and dominated social life. Much of Korea's trade involved

supplying luxuries for the elite. To support the importation of luxuries, Korea exported raw

materials. Artisans remained in the lower ranks of Korean society. Korea failed to develop a

distinctive merchant class. The lower ranks of Korean society existed to serve the elite.

Salvationist Buddhism promised an afterlife as a release from the drudgery of service to the

Korean aristocracy.

3.6 Koryo Collapse, Dynastic Renewal: Periodic rebellions against the Korean government and

aristocrats eventually weakened both the Silla and Koryo regimes. Following the Mongol

invasion of Korea in 1231, the Yi dynasty was founded in 1392. It survived in much the same

format as its predecessors until 1910.
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4.Between Chinaand Southeast Asia: The Making of Vietnam

4.1 Introduction: The Chinese were interested in the annexation of Vietnam in order to

control the rice production of the Red River valley. The Vietnamese were less

conciliatory toward the adoption of Chinese culture than other peoples. The first attempts

at conquest during the Qin dynasty resulted in the establishment of trade between China

and Vietnam but no political unification. Aspects of Vietnamese culture, such as

language, household formation, local autonomy, dress, and the higher status of women,

differed significantly from Chinese patterns.

4.2 Conquest and Sinification: The Han dynasty emperors were responsible for the conquest of

the Red River valley. By 111 B.C.E., Chinese troops and administrators were present in

Vietnam. Initially the Viet elite cooperated with its conquerors and entered the bureaucratic

administration of local government. The Viet elite undertook Confucian education and

underwent the Chinese examination system as a means of qualifying for official posts in the

government. With the introduction of Chinese agricultural techniques, Vietnamese

agriculture became highly productive. Adoption of Chinese military techniques gave the

Vietnamese advantages over the neighboring cultures of Southeast Asia.

4.3 Roots of Resistance: Chinese cultural importations failed to make an impression on the

Vietnamese peasantry. Vietnamese resistance to political inclusion within the Chinese empire

led to rebellions. The most famous of the rebellions occurred in 39 C.E. under the Trung

sisters.

4.5 Winning Independence and Continuing Chinese Influences: Separated from China by

substantial distance and geographical barriers, Vietnam was difficult for the Chinese to

govern. Whenever political chaos existed in China between dynasties, the Vietnamese were

quick to reestablish their independence. Following the fall of the Tang, the Vietnamese

achieved separation from China in 939 C.E. Until their conquest by the French in the 19th

century, the Vietnamese were able to stave off foreign invasion. Chinese cultural influences

did not end with the restoration of Vietnamese political independence. Vietnamese dynasties

after 980 C.E. continued to imitate the Chinese bureaucracy, examination system, and the

scholar-gentry. The Vietnamese administrators were never as powerful as their Chinese

counterparts because their power did not extend effectively to the village level. The

competition with Buddhist monks also limited the power of the nascent Vietnamese scholar-
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gentry. Failure to establish a strong, centralized administrative network weakened many

Vietnamese dynasties.

4.6 The Vietnamese Drive to the South: Vietnam continued to enjoy advantages over other

rivals in Indochina. Their main adversaries were the Chams and Khmers, who resided in the

southern portions of the region. The Vietnamese remained less interested in the hill peoples,

whom they regarded as savages. Between the 11th and 18th centuries, the Vietnamese drove

the Chams from their lands in the south. Following the defeat of the Chams, the Vietnamese

expanded their territories at the expense of the Khmers. By the eighteenth century, the

Vietnamese had successfully taken much of the land surrounding the Mekong River delta.

4.7 Expansion and Division: As southern expansion continued, the central governmentin

Hanoi had increasing difficulties establishing their authority in the south. By the 16th

century, a rival dynasty (the Nguyen) emerged to challenge the northern Trinh dynasty.

For two centuries, the war between the Trinh and Nguyen continued. Internal war

weakened the Vietnamese when it became necessary to face an external threat from

European imperialism.

5.Global Connections: In the Orbit of China: The East Asian Corner and the Global

System.

Chinese culture spread to the sedentary agricultural populations of Korea, Japan, and

Vietnam in the first millennium C.E. Chinese writing, bureaucratic organization, religion, and

art all made impressions on the indigenous cultures. In general, the local elites of the three

regions actively sought to emulate Chinese models. Differences within the three areas

resulted in divergent outcomes and alternative mixes of the indigenous and the imported.

China was able to establish direct control over Korea. In Vietnam, Chinese influences

mingled with Indian cultural contributions. Only Japan remained permanently independent of

China and, thus, was able to selectively adapt Chinese models to Japanese needs. In East

Asia, as a whole, cultural exchanges took place in isolation from the rest of the civilized

world.
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Topic : Centers Of Civilization In The Americas

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student would be able to:

To learn about the main characteristics of the civilizations in Central America

To understand the unusual isolation of American societies

To understand the issue of heritage from this period as the American civilizations were

overwhelmed by European invasion

Definition/Overview:

This topic examines the development of civilizations in the Americasby focusing on three

themes. The first comprises the main characteristics of the civilizations in Central America

and the Andesregion in terms of trade and technology, political structures, society, and

culture and religion. Here, comparisons can be made between the two centers, or between

these civilizations and societies elsewhere, in this period as well as before.

The second theme emphasizes the unusual isolation of American societies in contrast to

Africa, Asia, and Europe, all of which were involved in growing mutual contacts. Here

obviously, a balance needs to be struck between the achievements of American societies (the

extent of the Inca empire; the productive agriculture of the Aztecs, which supported an urban

center that would later awe the Spanish; the scientific and mathematical advances of the

Mayans) and the undeniable results of isolation seen in differences in religion, technology,

availability of domesticated animals, and disease resistance.

Comparison with Africamay be particularly revealing for both sides of the equation. The

topic's third theme evokes the issue of heritage from this period as the American civilizations

were overwhelmed by European invasion. The utility of knowing about additional examples

of human experience and the ongoing importance of artistic, social, and religious forms even

amid European preponderance can stimulate useful discussion. In this vein, some instructors

will wish to go more deeply into the American Indian experience in other parts of the
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hemisphere. The History Debate section provides a basis for further discussion of the

American experience before and after the Spanish Conquest.

Key Points:

1.Origins of American Societies

1.1 Introduction:During the last Ice Age, peoples from Asia moved across a land bridge to the

Americas. The expansion of the ice sheets lowered water levels in the oceans and made the

migration possible. Hunters possibly followed game animals across the land bridge. About

10,000 years ago, increases in temperature melted the ice sheets and ended the period of

migration. While these migrations took place from 20,000 B.C.E. to 8,000 B.C.E, some

humans may have arrived as early as 40,000 B.C.E.

1.2 The Ancient Hunters: Early stone technology was limited to scrapers and crude knives.

Hunting spear points appeared about 12,000 years ago. The warming of the climate coincided

with the disappearance of the great mammals that had also migrated from Asia. Successful

hunting techniques may account for the elimination of large animal species. Early migrants

probably lived in small bands based on kinship with little social stratification or economic

specialization.

1.3 American Diversity: The earliest migrants to the New World represented different genetic

types, including Caucasoid, Australoid, and Mongoloid peoples. Despite genetic differences,

genetic and physical similarities among American Indian populations indicate a high degree

of common ancestry. Variations in language and culture can be attributed to adaptation and

localization of settlement patterns.

1.4 The Question of Outside Contacts: Various cultural patterns and some biological origins have

suggested contacts between the Americas and Asia. Despite apparent similarities, there is no

concrete evidence for contact prior to the 15th century. The cultural aspects of civilization

(agriculture, the domestication of animals, weaving, ceramics, social stratification, urbanism,

religious ideas, and a numerical system) were developed independently in the New World.

Although independent development made American cultures durable, there were certain

drawbacks. American cultures lacked the wheel, iron technology, and large mammals.
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Pastoralism was largely absent in the earliest American cultures. American peoples also

lacked resistance to the diseases of Eurasia and Africa.

1.5 The Archaic Cultures: The earliest peoples in the Americas depended on hunting and

gathering. Agriculture may have developed by 7000 B.C.E. in the Andes and by 5000 B.C.E.

elsewhere. Initially, agricultural societies intermingled with intensive hunting and gathering

groups. The most important crops were maize, potatoes, and manioc. Agricultural societies

developed economic specialization and social stratification. The development of maize in

central Mexico by 4000 B.C.E. led to population growth that, in turn, stimulated the

development of new crops. Maize cultivation spread throughout North and South America.

Maize introduction, even in areas where manioc and potatoes had previously been cultivated,

resulted in population growth and more complex societies.

2.Types of American Indian Societies

Civilizations developed in two regions of the Americas - Mesoamerica and the Peruvian

highlands. The entire region from central Mexico to Chile formed a continuous nucleus of

developing civilizations called hearths. From these regions, the cultural features of

American civilizations spread to neighboring groups. Distinctions among American

groups were based on economic and political organization with adoption of sedentary

agriculture as the key. Hunting and gathering groups continued to occupy large regions of

the Americas. These groups existed in bands organized along lines of kinship with little

formal political organization. Those groups that had made partial transitions to sedentary

agriculture lived in larger groups organized in villages. Only among peoples who

converted entirely to sedentary agriculture did the most complex societies develop. Social

stratification and economic specialization were typical of the latter groups.

3.Chiefdoms and States

Chiefdom was a common form of social and political organization among the more

sedentary peoples of the Americas. Chiefdoms were typified by a government of

hereditary chieftains who ruled from central towns that paid tribute to the central

administrators. Central towns often had a priestly class that organized rituals. Chiefdoms

were socially stratified into groups of nobles, priests, and commoners. States may have
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emerged from these chiefdoms, although in many ways the two forms of political

structure were similar.

4.Spread of Civilization in Mesoamerica

4.1 Introduction:The Olmec civilization was the foundation for the civilizations of

Mesoamerica. The region was typified by geographical diversity that gave rise to various

environments requiring different human adaptations. Environmental variations created

different products and enhanced trade between regions. The transition to more complex

societies began around 5000 B.C.E. in Mesoamerica. Pottery was first used around 2000

B.C.E. Sedentary villages based on agriculture first appeared in the region, roughly

contemporary with the emergence of the Shang dynasty in China.

4.2 The Olmec Mystery : Olmec civilization appeared suddenly around 1200 B.C.E. without

much evidence of gradual development. The Olmecs possessed irrigation systems,

monumental architecture, calendrical and writing systems, religion, and urbanism. The

earliest Olmec sites were located in the tropical forests of the Gulf coast of eastern Mexico,

but Olmec culture spread inland to the highlands. Maize cultivation provided the basis for a

state ruled by a hereditary elite dependent on the maintenance of organized religious

ceremonialism. Olmec culture seems to have influenced other developing centers of

civilization, such as the Zapotecs of Oaxaca and the Mayas of the Yucatan. Olmec art and

symbols appear in many places in Mesoamerica, but it is difficult to interpret the significance

of their distribution.

4.3 The Classic Era of Mesoamerican Civilization: Between 150 C.E. and 900 C.E., the classic

period in Mesoamerica followed the Olmec era. The two main centers of development were

in the high valley of central Mexico and the tropical lowlands of the Yucatan and Guatemala.

In central Mexico, an important ceremonial center developed in the city of Teotihuacan.

Surrounded by irrigated agricultural systems, Teotihuacan seems to have been able to

command huge numbers of workers to support the massive monumental structures and the

elite of the city. There is evidence for economic specialization and social stratification. The

rulers of Teotihuacan were probably able to extract tribute from a wide region extending as

far south as Guatemala. The lack of martial artwork in the city of Teotihuacan has led to the

assumption that the city was able to establish a long period of peace.
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4.4 Mayan civilization: At approximately the same time that Teotihuacan dominated the central

Mexican highlands, Mayan civilization was developing in southern Mexico and Central

America. Mayan culture included monumental architecture, a written language, calendrical

and mathematical systems, religion, social stratification, and economic specialization. The

political structure of the Mayans was based on city-states. To support themselves, Mayan

religious centers depended on elaborate irrigation systems and intensive cultivation. Mayan

cities varied in size but all included monumental architecture devoted to religious

ceremonialism. Two of the great Maya accomplishments were the creation of a sophisticated

system of mathematics used, in part, to create a calendar based on recurring cycles and the

development of a writing system. Mayan writing was used in both religion and more secular

records. Mayan religion featured a complex cosmology of 13 heavens and nine underworlds.

The religion was dualistic with good and evil, male and female, and night and day all

balanced. Inscriptions on public stelae are historical records of individual dynasties and

records of the constant warfare between city-states. Priests and scribes assisted powerful

rulers in the administration of the city-states. Mayan rituals included mutilation and human

sacrifice. Although there were artisans who lived in the cities, the majority of the population

consisted of peasant farmers. Captives in war were enslaved. Family structure among the

Maya was patrilineal, although elite women retained some rights.

4.5 Classic Collapse: Between 700 C.E. and 900 C.E., the classical civilizations of Mesoamerica

began to collapse. Nomadic peoples from northern Mexico destroyed Teotihuacan around

650 C.E. The Zapotec civilization based on Monte Alban went into slow decline at the same

time. By 900 C.E., most Maya centers had been abandoned. Constant war between Mayan

city-states may have led to collapse. It has also been proposed that the intensive system of

agriculture on which the Maya depended could no longer support the Mayan population.

Cultural achievements of the classic period were not maintained in the aftermath of the

collapse, although some Mayan cities continued to flourish with considerable influence from

the highlands. After 1000 C.E., the Toltecs assumed control over the region of central

Mexico. From their capital at Tula, the Toltecs established a military empire based on

classical cultural foundations. The Toltec empire collapsed around 1200 C.E.

5.The People to the North

In the Mississippi basin and in the American southwest, complex societies emerged based on

sedentary agriculture.
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5.1 The Mound Builders: The valleys of the Mississippi and Ohio rivers supported the

development of sedentary agricultural societies. This culture featured the construction of

large earthen mounds used for defense and for burials. These mound builders appear to have

traded with other regions of North America, and their culture may have spread along trade

routes to regions of New York and Maryland. The Hopewell culture arose around 200 C.E. in

Ohio. The Hopewell people were also mound builders who established networks of trade.

The Hopwell culture declined by 500 C.E. Mississippian culture was also based on mound

building and flourished between 800 C.E. and 1300 C.E. It is possible, although not known,

that the Mississippian culture was a centralized chiefdom. Its ruler may have governed a

society divided into four classes. Mississippian culture was more heavily dependent on

sedentary agriculture than its two antecedents. Mesoamerican civilizations may have

influenced the Mississippians.

6.The Desert Peoples

By 300 B.C.E., irrigated agriculture supported settled communities in the desert region of the

American southwest. Early groups lived in pit houses, which later developed into full stone

structures. The most famous of the early southwestern cultures was the Anasazi. As a means

of defense, the Anasazi constructed large complexes of stone structures built into the sides of

cliffs. Characteristic of these dwellings was the use of a circular pit for religious ceremonies.

The Anasazi traded with the civilizations of Mesoamerica. A long period of drought in the

late 13th century probably accounts for the decline of the Anasazi.

7.The Andean World

Introduction: Civilization in South America shared many traits with Mesoamerica. Chavn

civilization was followed by a number of regional variations. After Chavn, a new civilization

horizon centered on the upland states of Huari and Tihuanaco. The rapid rise from the Pacific

coast of South America to the Andean highlands created numerous microregions, each with

its own ecology. Andean population clustered on the more arid coastal regions or on the

uplands between the two major chains of the Andes. To the east of the Andes lay the tropical

rain forests in the basins of the Amazon and La Plata rivers. The establishment of irrigated

systems of agriculture and roads required social complexity and political organization.

Communities attempted to control a number of ecological zones from the coastal plain to the
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highlands in order to provide for varied resources. Successful control of various regions

determined political organization, settlement, and growth.

8.Early Developments and the Rise of Chavn

Andean history is often divided between periods in which strictly regional cultures

dominated and eras typified by more centralized state control over the entire area.

Sedentary agricultural communities were established in the Andes between 3000 B.C.E.

and 2000 B.C.E. Maize and pottery were introduced by 2700 B.C.E. Between 1800

B.C.E. and 1200 B.C.E., ceremonial centers featuring monumental architecture appeared

on the coast and in the highlands. The most important of the centers was Chavn de

Huantar in the highlands. The jaguar was a common motif in Chavn art. Chavn-style art

was widely disseminated, a fact that suggests broad political control over the entire

region. It is unknown whether Chavn culture was spread as a result of military conquest.

8.1 Regional Cultures and a New Horizon: The political unity imposed by Chavn was lost by

300 B.C.E. In its wake arose regional centers with indigenous cultures, such as those at

Nazca and Moche. In the Mochica state (200 C.E. to 700 C.E.), monumental structures were

constructed of brick. Moche expanded its control over the region by military conquest. The

period of regional organization was brought to an end by the growth of two larger states,

Tihuanaco and Huari. The religious symbols and artistic motifs associated with these two

states were widely disseminated, possibly suggesting the creation of a second horizon.

Tihuanaco extended its control over the southern Andes region, while Huari controlled the

northern region. The period of dominance of these two states ended in the ninth century C.E.,

about the same time as the end of the classic period in Mesoamerica. The decline precipitated

another round of regional development, as at Chimu on the coast.

8.2 Andean Lifeways: The control of various ecological niches located at different altitudes was

the objective of states, families, and communities. Despite ethnic and linguistic variations,

Andean communities were most often composed of kinship groups, or ayllus. Marriage was

most often within the ayllu. Each kinship group assigned land and water rights to families

within the kindred. Each ayllu was directed by a chief, or curaca. Labor and military

conscription were based on ayllus. Related kinship groups could, on occasion, be bound

together in larger political confederations. Much of Andean society was suffused with the

concept of reciprocity; in return for labor and tribute, states were to manage public works
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projects for the benefit of the community. The principle of reciprocity even extended to

religion.

9.Global Connections: American Civilizations and the World

Contact between Mesoamerica and the Andes led to parallels in cultural development and the

chronology of the emergence of more complex political systems. Much of this was probably

funneled through intermediate cultures in Central America. There were important differences.

Peruvian cultures used metallurgy more fully than their Mesoamerican counterparts. The

existence of the llama in the Andes allowed the development of a form of pastoralism there

unknown in Mexico. Unlike the Maya, the cultures of the Andean highlands never developed

a system of writing.

In Section 3 of this course you will cover these topics:
The Mongol Interlude And The End Of The Postclassical Period

The West And The World: Discovery, Colonization, And Trade

Western Civilization Changes Shape In The Early Modern Centuries

The Rise Of Eastern Europe

The Ottoman And Mughal Empires

East Asia: Vital Trends In Politics And Trade

The First Industrial Revolution: Western Society, 1780-1914

Topic : The Mongol Interlude And The End Of The Postclassical Period

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student would be able to:

To understand the changes in the bases for international exchange in Afro-Eurasia from the

thirteenth to the fifteenth centuries
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Definition/Overview:

This brief topic focuses on changes in the bases for international exchange in Afro-Eurasia

from the thirteenth to the fifteenth centuries. Three episodes are featured in a context in

which several established centers, particularly the Arab Middle East/north Africa

andByzantium, were beginning to decline in vigor. The first explores the rise of the Mongols

and the interlocking empires they established; the second treats the brief period of Chinese

international trade in the fifteenth century and the reasons for the decision to pull back from

this experiment; and the third sketches European excursions into the Atlantic and the

complex causation involved-the mixture of European strength and weakness that prompted

new ventures, plus the kinds of colonial societies the Europeans experimented with in the

Atlantic islands.

These episodes can of course be broken down for further discussion. The history of the

Mongols offers opportunities for review of the long-standing importance of central Asia and

of nomadic peoples in trade and contact (not just invasion); references to the growing role of

the Turks supplements this theme. The dramatic Chinese experiment with internationalism as

it was, as well as its end, invites discussion of causation in terms of cultural and political

factors. It is important to see the episode in context: China's experience presents an

opportunity to discuss whether a society that passes up a chance for major expansion is

automatically making a mistake-an opportunity, in other words, to assess empathetically

rather than ethnocentrically the reasons behind Chinese decisions to focus on other goals than

world trade, and whether that decision was a wise one.

Key Points:

1.Beyond the Classical Civilizations (106-110)

While the development of the three great civilization centers form the central thread in world

history during the classical period, significant changes also occurred in other parts of the

world. On the borders of the major civilizations, as in northeastern Africa, Japan, and

northern Europe, these changes had some relationship to the classical world, though they

were partly autonomous. Elsewhere, most notably in the Americas, new cultures pushed

forward entirely independently. In all cases, changes during the classical set the stage for

more important links in world history.
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2.Kush: The Expansion of Egyptian Classical Civilization

The expansion from an established civilization affected parts of sub-Saharan Africa; in this

case, the interaction had begun well before the rise of Greece and Rome. By the year 1000

B.C.E., the independent kingdom of Kush was flourishing along the Upper Nile. It possessed

a form of writing derived from Egyptian hieroglyphics and mastered the use of iron.

3.The Americas: The Emergence of Autonomous Civilizations

In Central America, an Indian group called the Olmecs developed and spread an early

civilization from about 800 B.C.E. until about 400 B.C.E. The first American civilization was

based on many centuries of advancing agriculture, expanding the early cultivation of corn.

This center of early civilization in the Americas developed in total isolation from

developments elsewhere in the world.

4.Decline of the Classical Civilizations (110-117)

Between 200 and 600 C.E., all three classical civilizations collapsed entirely or in part.

During the four-century span, all suffered from the outside invasions, the result of growing

incursions by groups from central Asia. This renewed wave or nomadic expansion was not as

sweeping as the earlier Indo-European outpouring, but it severely tested the civilized regimes.

However, internal factors also played a major role in the decline of the classical civilizations.

Han China as well as the later Roman Empire suffered form serious internal problems long

before the invaders applied the final blows. And the Guptas in India had not permanently

resolved the areas tendency to political fragmentation.

5.Decline of Classical China

By about 100 C.E., the Han dynasty in China began to enter a serious decline. Confucian

intellectual activity gradually became less creative. Politically, the central governments

control diminished, bureaucrats became more corrupt, and local landlords took up much of

the slack, ruling their neighborhoods according to their own wishes. Ultimately the imperial

court became mired in intrigue and civil war. This social unrest had much to do with Chinas

inability to push back invasions from borderland nomads, who finally overthrew the Han

Dynasty outright. There were other factors that also contributed to the decline of classical

Chinese civilization. The spread of devastating new epidemics killed up to half the
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population, which contributed to not only toppling the Han, but led to almost three centuries

of chaosan unusually long span in Chinese history. But China revived near the end of the

sixth century, for the structures of classical China were simply too strong to be overturned.

The bureaucracy declined in scope and quality, but it did not disappear during the troubled

centuries. China thus had to recover from a serious setback, but it did not have to reinvent its

civilization.

6.The Yellow Turbans

As social unrest continued in classical China, a revolutionary effort led by the Daoist Yellow

Turbans took place in 184 C.E. The Yellow Turbans attacked the weaknesses of the emperor

but also the self-indulgence of the current bureaucracy. The Yellow Turbans gained popular

support, but their protest movement eventually failed.

7.Classical India

The decline of classical civilization in India was less drastic than the collapse of Han China,

but in some ways it left larger traces in later Indian history. By the sixth century, the Gupta

Empire in central India was destroyed by Hun invasions. Many of the invaders were

integrated into the warrior caste of India, forming a new ruling group of regional princes. For

several centuries, no native ruler attempted to build a large Indian state. The regional princes,

collectively called Rajput, controlled the small states and emphasized military prowess.

During the seventh century, Arab incursions again threatened Indian political stability. To

none of these challenges did India mount a challenge. Regionalism continued to prevail,

leaving the subcontinent open just a few centuries later to partial conquest by Muslim rulers

from the outside. Indias culture, however, did withstand attack, and, along with a pervasive

caste system, preserved Indian identity during the invasions and even when the subcontinent

fell under the foreign rule.

8.Decline and Fall in Rome

The decline and fall of the Roman Empire was a prolonged and complex process. There were

a number of internal and external factors that contributed to the decline. After about 180 C.E.,

political confusion produced a series of weak emperors and many disputes over the

succession to the throne. Intervention by the army in the selection of emperors complicated
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political life and contributed to the deterioration of rule from the top. Even more important in

setting off the process of decline was a series of plagues that swept over the Empire. The

population of Rome fell from a million people to 250,000, and subsequently, economic life

worsened. This also created an obstacle to recruiting soldiers to defend the Empire.

Furthermore, the decadence and arrogance of the Roman elite was also a factor in the erosion

of Roman political power. Romes fall, in other words, can be blamed on large, impersonal

forces that would have been hard for any society to control or to a moral and political decay

that reflected growing corruption among the societys leaders.

9.Emperor Constantine

The emperor Constantine ruled the declining Roman Empire from 312 to 337 C.E. He

experimented with new methods of control. He set up a second capital city, Constantinople,

to regulate the eastern half of the Empire more efficiently. He also tried to use the religious

force of Christianity to unify the Empire spiritually, extending its toleration and adopting it as

his own faith. While some of these measures had success, none was able to revive the Empire

as a whole.

10. Byzantine Empire

The eastern part of the Roman Empire in a sense did not fall. Civilization was more deeply

entrenched there than in some of the western European portions of the Empire, and there

were fewer pressures from invaders. The eastern Empire came to be known as the Byzantine

Empire. It was a product of late imperial Rome rather than a balanced result of the whole

span of classical Mediterranean civilization. Though its language was Greek, it maintained

the authoritarian tone of the late Roman rulers. The Empire itself was vibrant, artistically

creative, and active in trade. Under the emperor Justinian, the Byzantine Empire made

attempts to regain the whole heritage of Rome; it fell short of this ambition.

11. The New Religious Map (117-127)

The end of the classical period is not simply the story of decay and collapse. This same

period, from 200 to 600 C.E., saw the effective rise of many of the worlds major religions.

The newly expanding religions all shared some general features. Christianity, Buddhism, and

Hinduism all emphasized intense devotion and piety, stressing the importance of spiritual
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concerns beyond the daily cares of earthly life. All three offered the hope of a better existence

after this life had ended, and each one responded to new political instability and to the

growing poverty of people in various parts of the civilized world. Yet, despite these common

features, the major religions were themselves quite different.

12. Buddhism

Buddhism was altered more substantially as it traveled mainly beyond Indias borders,

becoming only a small minority faith in India itself. The chief agents of Buddhist expansion

and leadership were monks, for Buddhism tended to divide the faithful among a minority

who abandoned earthly life in favor of spiritual dedication and the larger number who worked

in the world while doing the best they could to meet their spiritual obligations. Buddhism

evolved further as it spread to China after the fall of the Han Dynasty. The religion also

developed strong roots in other parts of East Asia directly, spreading from through China and

from there to Korea and Japan. It also became a popular belief system in many areas of

Southeast Asia.

13. Bodhisattvas

The Bodhisattvas is a doctrine that held some people could gain nirvana by their own

meditation while choosing to remain in the world as saints and to aid others by prayer and

example. This code also signified the shift in Buddhisms original emphasis on ethics to a

more emotional cult stressing the possibility of popular salvation.

14. Christianity

At the end of the classical era, Christianity played a direct role in the formation of two post-

classical civilizations, those of eastern and western Europe. Christianity was characterized by

its emphasis on church organization and structure, copying from the example of the Roman

Empire itself. It put a premium on missionary activity and widespread conversions.

Christianity also stressed its possession of exclusive truth and its intolerance of competing

beliefs.
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15. Jesus

Jesus of Nazareth, believed by Christians to be the son of God sent to earth to redeem human

sin, crystallized the radical reform movement that was early Christianity. Combining

extraordinary gentleness of spirits and great charisma, Jesus preached widely in Israel and

gathered group loyal disciplines around him. Eventually, his disciples fanned out and

promoted his teachings as new expressions of faith.

Topic : The West And The World: Discovery, Colonization, And Trade

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student would be able to:

To learn about the History Debate topic of the nature of Western ascendancy compared to earlier

Arab ascendancy

To understand the West's outreach into the world from the fifteenth through the eighteenth

centuries

Definition/Overview:

This topic deals with the West's outreach into the world from the fifteenth through the

eighteenth centuries, which involves several interrelated topics, any or all of which can focus

lecture and discussion. For example, patterns of European colonization can be discussed.

Familiar in outline to most students, at least in terms of the American "discoveries,"

exploration and colonial establishment can take on new meaning in the world history context.

The issue of motivation is also fascinating, while a strong technological element opens the

way to discussion of technological determinism: as opposed to technology's limits, as

students recognize that other motivations must be present for the technology-in this case,

naval and related military advances to be widely used.
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Further discussion might explore the History Debate topic of the nature of Western

ascendancy compared to earlier Arab ascendancy. The two areas most touched by European

exploration and trade were the Americas and Africa. Students should be reminded (see

especially Topic 14) of why these societies were most vulnerable; they can also be told in

greater detail why the Europeans would be drawn to these areas and interact with these

societies as they did. Yet the European impact differed widely between Africa and the

Americas, and this point can be established either through direct comparison of the port-

colonies/slave-trade model versus extensive colonization or through more detailed

examination of developments in Africa and the Americas. The topic also discusses ongoing

themes of African history that were not at this time seriously touched by Europe's presence,

but this point too can be usefully extended in class.

Treatment of the slave trade, including the autobiography of Equiano, encourages discussion

of its impact on Africa, the Americas, Europe (including Western racism), and on the slaves

themselves.

The topic depicts the period as formative for Latin American civilization, and this can

certainly bear fuller comment. The blend of colonial and American Indian features in creating

a society closely linked to the West but 59 not Western served as the crucible for this newest

of the world civilizations.

Meanwhile, the topic deals also with the English colonies of North America, arguing that in

contrast to Latin America, they did become part of Western civilization. This theme can be

usefully explored-and contested-as part of building American history (that is, U.S. history)

into the world course, a perspective too often neglected. Comparison between the two major

American societies- including the far greater global importance of Latin America at this

point-is an important exercise.

The topic's overarching theme, adapting from Immanuel Wallerstein, is the evolution of the

world economy. Here is a worldwide development that, though differing in impact depending

on each civilization's prior history, genuinely helps students organize the modern half of a

world history course but it requires discussion and explanation from the outset and recurrent

reinforcement thereafter. This topic does not attempt to reproduce all of Wallerstein's

terminology or complexity (some of which proves contestable in any event), but the basic

notion of a division between a dominant (core) and dependent (periphery) is established with
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the topic conclusion suggesting the conditions present in societies that remained partly

external to the system at this point in time. Again, students do find this a useful conceptual

framework because of its assistance in organizing links among a number of civilizations and

because of its durability through the centuries from 1450 to our own day, hence the

desirability of some careful exposition at this juncture.

It must be completed, however, by discussions of other regions, particularly Asia, still to

come in later topics.

Key Points:

1. Patterns of Early Modern Western History

Between 1450 and 1750, Western European society went through a series of profound

transformations. Each century produced at least one major current.

1.1 The Renaissance

The Renaissance was a period of intellectual and artistic achievement that began

around 1400 inItaly. The Italian Renaissance art, developed from the fourteenth

century through the early sixteenth centuries, stressed themes of humanisma focus on

humankind as the center of intellectual and artistic endeavor. The emergence of the

Renaissance has been explained as stemming from Italian scholars new appreciation

of Greek and Latin literature. Italian city-states had extensive trade and cultural

contacts with other parts of the Mediterranean. From these exchanges, especially

Byzantium, Italian scholars became exposed to Greek and Latin intellectual culture.

At the same time, growing commercial wealth encouraged cities like Florenceand

Venice to create new artistic styles to celebrate their exciting achievements. As

Renaissance creativity faded in its Italian birthplace, it passed northward where

northern artists copied the new themes and styles of the Italians.

1.1.1 Renaissance Cultural and Artistic Exceptionalism

Seldom has an age produced as many cultural "greats" as did the Renaissance in

Italy. Dante, Petrarch, Boccacio, Leonard da Vinci, and Machiavelli were all

major participants in the Italian Renaissance.
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1.2. The Reformation

The Reformation was a religious upheaval led by Protestants against the political,

religious, and cultural authority of the Catholic Church. Its most famous spokesperson

was Martin Luther, who in 1517 nailed a document containing 95 theses protesting

the Catholic Church, to the door of a church in Wittenberg. This gained wide support

as many Christians determined that the Catholic Church had grown too corrupt and

that many of its practices were hollow.

1.2.1. Counter-Reformation

The rise of the Protestant movement triggered a long period of religious war in

Europe. During the second half of the sixteenth century, France was the scene of

major battles between Protestant and Catholics. Also, religious strife simmered in

England and Spain during parts of the sixteenth century. The Spanish Monarch

was the self-appointed chief defender of the Catholic faith during the rise of

Protestant groups. It aided Catholic forces throughout northern Europeto suppress

Protestant communities and institutions. Finally, a new order of monks, the

Jesuits, worked to retain the faith of many Catholics during the Reformation. They

enjoyed the most success in Spainand Italy.

1.3. Absolute Monarchy

In the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, Western European monarchs used the

state administration to accumulate vast amounts of power. They erected powerful

bureaucracies in order to manage society and limit the power of other more

established institutions, including the landed aristocracy and Catholic Church.

Absolute monarchy also meant increasing attention to economic controls, mainly in

the interest of securing greater tax revenue.

1.3.1. Louis XIV: The Ultimate Monarch

In the seventeenth century, the system of absolute monarchy was perfected under

Louis XIV. During his reign, the French state encouraged exports and regulated

manufacturing within France. Louis also created an efficient military
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administration and conducted several major wars, extending Frances boundaries in

the north and east.

2. Political Institutions and Ideas

During the early modern period, 1400-1750, the growth of state powers and functions

propelled the leading Western European governments toward the front rank of all

governments in the world, in term of the resources they could command and the ways they

could manage relatively large territories. This period was an important stage of state-building

and organizational efficiency in a number of Western nations.

2.1. Mercantilism: Early Modern Western European Political Economy

During most of the seventeenth and eighteenth century centuries, the reigning

economic theory, called mercantilism, held that states should provide the basic

framework for the economy in order to promote tax revenue and make sure that other

nations did not gain an advantage. Englandand Holland, as well as the absolute

monarchies, practiced a mercantilist system. They levied tariffs on imported goods,

tried to provide raw materials, and guaranteed markets for manufactured goods.

2.2. John Locke: Early Liberalism

Throughout the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, western political theory became

more focused on how representative institutions could work to express some popular

sentiment and curb the excesses of the kings. The most substantial theoretical

statements were found in the writings of John Locke. He believed that the peoples

rights to life, liberty, and property should be protected against the state.

3. The Ferment in Western Culture

3.1. The Scientific Revolution

The Scientific Revolution built on the current of direct observation and experiment

that had begun in the later Middle Ages. It also borrowed much of the rationalism that

informed Greek and other medieval thinking. Most scientists believed they could do

more than disprove old theories and discover the new data. They believed they could

formulate general laws of natural behavior. Isaac Newtons physics is one of the finest
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examples of the scientific revolution that took place in human thought in Western

Europe. In three basic laws, Newtonestablished how physical motion operated on

earth and throughout the universe.

4. Transformations in Economic and Social Life

4.1. The Role of Commerce

During the early modern period, a steady expansion of commerce, along with the

substantial changes in culture, helped transform Western life. One clear effect of

commercial expansion was that Europes wealth had increased. Yet the new wealth

was by no means evenly distributed. Some parts of the Western World were richer

than others, and social disparities also intensified. As a core group of farmers or

substantial peasants increasedpeople who could sell a bit to the urban markets and

whose living standards rosethe poverty of those without property grew.

4.2. "European-Style" Family: The Development of Modern Social Forms

This new family structure was motivated by a need to protect family property

demands against the demands of too many children. It resulted in common people

getting married at a later ageabout 27 or 28. While this pattern created some new

tensions within the family, it also shielded Europeans from population density that has

long characterized Asian and Indian societies.

Topic : Western Civilization Changes Shape In The Early Modern Centuries

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student would be able to:

To understand the essentials of an exceptionally diverse and creative period in the history of the

West
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Definition/Overview:

The challenge of this topic is to boil down the essentials of an exceptionally diverse and

creative period in the history of the West. Putting the same point slightly differently, this

topic addresses the Protestant and Catholic reformations, the Renaissance, the Scientific

Revolution, absolutism, and the Enlightenment by emphasizing the main lines of

development and eschewing great detail. There is a danger in this part of a world history

course of shifting gears too radically toward centering on the West, or of expecting students

to grasp details and varieties of Western experience in what were indeed crucial centuries as

if they were taking a Western civilization course. As a result, this topic concentrates

particularly on showing the main changes that the various movements cumulatively set in

motion in politics, culture, economy, and society.

Lectures may of course expand on several of the familiar movements in Western history

during this time period, thus dealing with the Renaissance, reformations, or Enlightenment in

greater detail. But instructors will be well advised to devote some lecture and class discussion

time to helping students with the task of integration, for students will find some of the effort

to get at main trends quite natural but not easy; thus, a session on cultural currents that makes

some bow to the distinctive aspects of Renaissance and such, but also stresses how the

movements through the Enlightenment interrelated, will be a great service both in dealing

with main Western themes and in facilitating later comparisons to other cultures.

From this point onward in the text and logically in a world history course, efforts to get at

change and continuity become vital. Students by this time will have gained some handle on

this approach through earlier treatment of postclassical China and India; but now they must

undertake this kind of analysis for all seven civilizations. A class discussion that deals with

the West in terms of continuity and change with a focus on continuity that may get lost amid

all the changes being mentioned is a logical candidate. Another interesting theme involves

simply asking why the West in this period pushes toward new dynamism after having been so

long backward-and why the West and not any of the older civilizations? (The topic's

discussion ofChinaand science might provide a lead-in point here.) In addition, given the

amount of exciting social-history work done on the early modern West, a lecture or segment

devoted to this aspect of change in addition to the more familiar political and cultural shifts

seems vital. Developments in family, social structure, and popular outlook may well have

been more important than some of the more conventional categories of change to which they
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in any event were linked. The History Debate section highlights the origins of Western

consumerism.

Finally, putting early modern Western history in world context is a crucial task. This involves

discussing how developments in the West reflected its new international contacts and the

profits it drew from world trade (the next topic also furthers this theme), as well as the ways

in which changes in the West affected how Westerners judged (and often condemned) other

societies they encountered-and how that behavior would ultimately affect judgments about

the West by would-be reformers or conservatives in other societies.

Key Points:

1. The First Big Changes: Culture and Commerce

As Europe began to assume a more dominant position in world trade, the Protestant

Reformation produced sweeping internal changes in Western society and religion.

2. The Italian Renaissance

The Renaissance, built on a commercial society, challenged medieval intellectual

foundations. Writers such as Petrarch and Boccaccio embraced classical models in

preference to medieval ones. In the 15th century, Leonardo da Vinci and Michelangelo

introduced classical forms into the fine arts. Political realism appeared in the writing of

Niccolo Machiavelli. The Italian Renaissance stressed humanism: emphasis on classicism

and human endeavor. Renaissance merchants openly embraced the ideals of capitalism.

Italian city-states patronized the arts, became more militarized, and began the formal use of

diplomacy.

3. The Renaissance Moves Northward

Foreign invasions of the Italian peninsula after 1500 and the introduction of Atlantic trade

routes diminished the role of Italy in commerce and politics. The sense of creativity

endemic to the Renaissance moved northwards after 1450. Classicism became popular in

northern European countries, although classical literature was balanced by innovation in the

vernacular languages. As in Italy, the Northern Renaissance produced political change.

States became more powerful, attempted to control religion within their boundaries, and

engaged in the manipulation of national economies. In northern Europe, however, restraints
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on the state remained significant. The cultural movement was largely limited to the ranks of

the elite.

4. The Commercial Economy and a New Family Pattern

Western technology in areas such as metallurgy and printing advanced after 1500. The

advent of the printing press led to improvements in literacy and the rapid dissemination of

ideas. The European family pattern featured a relatively late marriage age and the adoption

of the nuclear family as the norm. These patterns of household formation linked family to

individual property and stressed the importance of husband-wife relations.

5. The Protestant and Catholic Reformations

The Protestant Reformation began when Martin Luther protested the papal approval for the

grant of indulgences in Germany. Luther argued against not only indulgences but also the

general authority of the pope, monasticism, clerical celibacy, and the restriction of the Bible

to the clergy. Many German princes responded positively to Luther's message, at least in

part as a means of advancing their independence. Luther's message also reached peasants

seeking greater freedom from their lords and townsmen eager for justification for their

pursuit of wealth. Once Luther's followers broke away from unified Christendom, other

reformers emerged. In England, Henry VIII established the Anglican Church, both as a

means of securing an annulment of his first marriage and because of his attraction to some

new religious doctrines. Jean Calvin established a church in Geneva based on the doctrine

of predestination. Calvinists engaged all believers in church administration and popular

education. Calvinism spread from Switzerland to other parts of Europe and eventually to

North America. The Catholic Church could not enforce unity but it did continue to hold the

majority of believers in France, Spain, Austria, Poland, Italy, and much of Germany.

Catholic theologians continued to defend celibacy and the special role of the priesthood in

religious worship.

6. The End of Christian Unity in the West

The end of religious unity led to a series of religious wars throughout Europe. A civil war

between Protestant and Catholic factions devastated France until the Edict of Nantes of

1598 granted toleration for Protestant practices. Wars raged periodically among the German

states. The most important of these conflicts was the Thirty Years' War, 1618-1648. When it
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ended with the Treaty of Westphalia, it was agreed that each ruler might determine the

religion for his state. Spain, an ally of the Catholic German princes, also lost power in

Europe as a result of the war. France, an ally of the Protestant princes, replaced Spain as the

most powerful European nation. A civil war, the causes of which were in part religious,

raged in England after 1640. Although the conflict ended earlier, religious toleration was

only granted in 1689. The religious wars established that ecclesiastical unity could not be

restored but did not confirm the idea of individual freedom of religion. England and the

Netherlands emerged as winners in the European balance of power on the basis of their

prowess at sea. France was most powerful on the continent. The wars drained Spain's

treasury and its ability to maintain a massive army. In some cases, Protestant churches

challenged the concept of absolute monarchy and encouraged the growth of parliamentary

government. The spread of Protestantism separated nature and market activities from

religious belief. In the aftermath of the Reformation, there was greater emphasis on family

life. The debate over religion stimulated the growth of literacy in many parts of Europe.

7. The Commercial Revolution

In the 16th century, the economic structure of Europe underwent substantial change. One of

the stimuli to greater trade was massive price inflation caused by the influx of bullion from

the New World and the inability of the supply of goods to keep up with demand. Inflation

encouraged investment and borrowing. Governments granted regional trade monopolies to

great trading companies. With sufficient capitalization, European merchants began to

supplant Arab and Indian traders in East Asia. Trade and colonial markets served to create a

demand for manufactured goods. In both agriculture and crafts, there was a shift toward

production for the market rather than for subsistence. Between 1500 and 1650, the

European population grew by nearly 20 percent. Urbanization accompanied population

growth. The increase in disposable wealth among all classes led to higher standards of

living. Not everyone prospered. Commercialization produced a new class of people, the

proletariat, without access to producing property. Most became at least partially dependent

on labor in some aspect of the manufacturing process. Increasingly, the proletariat clustered

in the cities, where poverty became their constant condition. Growing prosperity for some

groups and more disposable wealth produced greater expenditure within the household.
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8. Social Protest

Changes in social structure produced anxiety, particularly among the peasantry and the new

urban working class, the proletariat. From the end of the 15th century to 1650, popular

insurrections sought to protect traditional patterns of living and doing business and to end

exploitation. These uprisings failed to halt change. Witchcraft prosecutions were directed

against the poor and women.

9. Science and Politics: The Next Phase of Change

The disruption of religious unity prepared the way for a fundamental reorientation of

Western intellectual life. The scientific revolution of the 17th century was evidence of the

search for new means of organizing knowledge and belief. Following the Reformation, a

new form of government, the nation-state, dominated the structure of European polity.

10. Did Copernicus Copy?

Copernicus's work placing the sun at the center of the solar system set other scientific

advances in motion. Recent discoveries of much older Arabic texts raise questions about the

originality of his work.

11. Science: The New Authority

Johnnes Kepler, building on Copernicus, described planetary motion mathematically. In

medicine, Vesalius made important discoveries that also overturned accepted beliefs. After

1590, the pace of discoveries quickened. Galileo publicized the Copernican system and

theorized about gravity and planetary motion. John Harvey demonstrated the circulation of

blood in animals and humans. A new methodology was developed for scientific

experimentation. Francis Bacon argued for empirical research, and Ren Descartes urged

skepticism and rationalism in developing natural laws. In the Principia, published in 1637,

Isaac Newton arrived at a series of scientific laws concerning motion, gravity, and

mathematical calculus. Scientific theories gained rapid circulation among the educated elite

of Europe. Governments patronized institutions for the dissemination of scientific

knowledge. Popular beliefs in witchcraft began to be replaced by trust in a system of laws

through which nature could be controlled and understood. Scientific popularizers attacked

religious ideas, such as miracles, that lacked scientific foundation. John Locke argued that

faith was unnecessary because humans could approach the reality of nature through their
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senses and reason. Although other intellectual fields made advances and there remained

widespread support for traditional beliefs, science became the most important means

through which Europeans understood their environment. The West, more than any other

civilization, described its world view in scientific terms.

12. Absolute and Parliamentary Monarchies

In the 17th century, more centralized monarchies replaced feudal governments. Kings

gained power at the expense of the regional aristocracy through militarization and more

extensive administration. France was the best example of a centralized monarchy with more

absolute powers. Under Louis XIV, France developed a national economic policy

(mercantilism), encouraged scientific development, and destroyed the independent power of

the nobility. In eastern Europe, monarchs attempted to emulate the centralization of

authority established in France. The kings of Prussia and Austria-Hungary built strong

armies and created national economic plans. Louis XIV of France used his newly won

power to intimidate other European nations in a series of wars. To halt French aggression,

other states formed alliances. Prussia also used its military as a means of expanding its

borders in eastern Europe. Britain and the Netherlands created more centralized states, but

under parliamentary regimes. The Glorious Revolution of 1699 produced a government in

which parliament won sovereignty over the monarchs. John Locke, in supporting the

concept of parliamentary government, argued that power was derived from the people and

that kings ought to govern in the public interest. Although both absolute monarchies and

parliamentary governments gained many new powers, they were unable to displace the

nobility completely.

13. The Nation-State

The nation-state was the most prevalent form of government in the West. These smaller

nations were basically culturally homogeneous and able to engender public loyalty to a

common institution. It was a common belief that the state ought to operate to the benefit of

the governed, even in absolute monarchies. With this duty, states developed numerous

public functions, often associated with the creation of a national economic policy.
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14. The West by 1750

Commercialization, cultural change, and the rise of the nation-state continued after 1700.

15. Political Patterns

In Western Europe, there were few alterations in the political pattern during the middle of

the 18th century. In central Europe, the governments of Prussia and Austria-Hungary

introduced greater religious toleration and increased the role of the state in formulating

economic policy. Frederick the Great of Prussia considered himself an enlightened

monarch. There were numerous wars during the 18th century over competition for colonial

empire or expansion of European borders.

16. Enlightenment Thought and Popular Culture

In culture, the Enlightenment followed the scientific revolution. Enlightenment thinkers

continued to press for scientific discoveries and applied the methods of scientific research to

the study of human society. Enlightenment thinkers believed that social relations could be

described by the same sorts of laws that regulated nature as a whole. The study of social

sciences included criminology, politics, and economics. As a group, Enlightenment thinkers

believed in the basic goodness of humans and the possibility of their improvement. Some of

the more radical philosophers attacked Catholicism, condemned slavery as an institution,

argued for economic equality, and assailed the concepts of patriarchy. Although the most

important intellectual movement of the time, the Enlightenment was only one trend.

Methodism in England demonstrated the continued appeal of religion. Novels offered

sentimentality and emotion as an alternative to rationalism. Ideas were popularized through

reading clubs, coffee houses, and interest groups. During the 18th century, ideas concerning

children changed. Care of children involved less harsh correction and greater concern for

play and education. There appear to have been stronger emotional ties among all family

members.

17. Ongoing Change in Commerce and Manufacturing

Western consumers began to buy the products of colonial plantations, such as sugar, coffee,

and tea. New technologies to increase productivity were introduced in agriculture. The

spread of potato cultivation improved food supplies. During the 18th century, household

production of textiles spread rapidly. Capitalist merchants supplied raw materials to
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households who produced yarn or cloth. Technology in the weaving industry spurred

production. Improvements in agriculture and the demand for labor produced rapid

population growth after 1730. The increased population enhanced the process of

proletarianization.

18. Innovation and Instability

During the 18th century, changes in economy, social organization, politics, and culture were

intertwined. The process of change produced a particularly dynamic society whose position

depended on establishing a prominent position in the world trade system.

19. Global Connections: Europeand the World

In 1450, Europeans saw Christianity as making them superior, though they were impressed

by other civilizations achievements. With the Scientific Revolution, Europe began to

critique societies based on their technology and their rationalism, increasingly viewing other

societies as backwards and a source of the bizarre.

Topic : The Rise Of Eastern Europe

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student would be able to:

To learn about the development of Russian society after the Tartar period through the

eighteenth century.

Definition/Overview:

This topic deals with the development of Russian society after the Tartar period through the

eighteenth century. A key theme is Russian expansion, which along with the West, was the

only society consistently able to acquire new territory during the early modern period.

Analytically, Topic 18 focuses on Russia's complex relationship with the West, the

similarities and the deliberate imitation, but also the vital and in some respects increasing
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differences. A related issue involves Russia's position in the world economy, where relative

backwardness on the one hand is counterbalanced by Russia's political and military strength

and some trade with Asia, to keep Russiafrom occupying a completely dependent position.

The History Debate section highlights the complexity world (and European) historians face in

figuring out how to regard Russia, particularly after the selective Westernization process.

Comparison with other complex cases of defining civilization-Latin America,Japan in

relation to China, and an "east Asian civilization"-can be brought into play here.

In a single lecture, the highlighting of main themes via comparison with the West seems an

obvious choice; this can also feed a discussion session. A lecture that expands the social-

economic aspects of early modern Russia and particularly the importance and conditions of

the peasantry fits well, as does expanded comment on the nature of Russian expansion and

the impact of central Asia and Siberia. Finally, some instructors might want to devote a

lecture to the other, smaller nations of Eastern Europe, which could be compared with the

Russian model.

Key Points:

1. Factors in Russia's Early Modern Rise

From the fifteenth century, Russia began to expand, constructing one of the world's great

empires. Although the rise of Russia parallels European expansion in some respects, Russia's

differences from the West increased in the early modern period.

2. Patterns of Early Modern Russian History

2.1. Russian Expansion

By 1480, Ivan the Great freed Russia from Mongol control and expanded the empire

from the borders of Poland to the Ural Mountains. Russiaacquired an imperial mission

as the "third Rome," successor of Byzantium, and Ivan entitled himself Tsar. Peasant

adventurers called Cossacks helped Russia expand into Siberia and successful wars

expanded the empire's territory in southeastern Europe, despite some political

instability.
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2.2. Reforms of Peter the Great

Peter the Great (1689-1725) expanded to the Baltic Sea and embarked on a major

Westernizing program. In an effort to strengthen the empire, he reorganized Russia's

government and military, as well as the aristocracy's social customs, after European

models.

2.3. Reforms of Catherine the Great

After crushing a vigorous peasant uprising, Catherine the Great (1762-1796)

continued to enlarge Russian territory, acquiring territory in southeastern Europe,

Poland, and Siberia. By the end of her reign, Russiahad become the largest land

empire in the world at that time.

3. Russian Political Institutions

During the early modern period, Russiadeveloped a strong central government under an

autocratic ruler, the tsar. Despite the landlords' power over their peasants and the strength of

village governments, tsarist autocracy was bolstered by the secret police and by the tsars'

ability to force the boyars, or nobility, to serve the state in a military or bureaucrat capacity.

Efforts at Westernizing reform only increased the tsars' hold over the nobles.

4. Russian Culture

Russian culture in this period was marked by tensions between popular traditions, drawn

primarily from the Orthodox religion and elite tastes influenced by Westernizing tendencies.

Early Russian tsars used Italian architects to create the ornate, onion-shaped domes that

became characteristic of Russian churches, and later tsars embraced European languages,

sciences, artistic styles, and cultural forms. While Russian peasants remained largely

unaffected by these developments, some cultural leaders opposed them and tried to articulate

traditional forms based on "the Russian soul."

5. Economy and Society in Russia

Despite westernizing efforts in its economy and society, Russiaremained a separate

civilization from the West.
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5.1. Economy

Russia's economic expansion was based on the extension of agricultural lands and the

effective use of its vast mineral resources.

5.1.1. Trade

Russia's merchant class remained small, with the growing trade handled by

European merchants and, to a lesser extent, the Russian government. Although

few peasants were engaged in a market economy, Russiaentered the world

economy in this period, exchanging furs, grains, and minerals for European goods

and commercial services.

5.1.2. Serfdom

As the Russian Empire expanded, serfdom was extended to new areas and serfs

were increasingly tied to the land; by 1800, most Russian peasants were ensured

to either landlords or the state, with few rights. In addition to taxes, Russian serfs

were forced to provide labor service to their landlords or the state, which could

assign them to work in government mines or factories.

5.1.3. Assessment of Russia's Distinctive Social and Economic System

Although the Russian economy produced enough revenue to support an expanding

state and empire, a wealthy aristocracy and gentry, and a large population growth,

its agriculture remained primitive with little incentive for change. There was no

significant increase in internal commerce or consumer-directed manufacturing.

Harboring bitter resentments, Russian peasants revolted periodically against their

landlords.

6. Conclusion: The World's First Effort at Westernization

Russia was the first non-Western civilization to attempt a partial "Westernization" in an effort

to compete with the West militarily. These limited changes, combined with the country's vast

size, population, and resources, allowed Russia to gain a growing role in world diplomacy,

despite its economic weaknesses.
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Topic : The Ottoman And Mughal Empires

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student would be able to:

To learn about the Ottoman and Mughal Empires.

Definition/Overview:

This topic covers the Ottoman Empire in the Middle East and Balkans from its consolidation

to the beginnings of decline; it also covers Indian history from the rise and decline of the

Mughal Empire to the beginnings of British colonization.

The topic directs attention to two possibly related comparative topics: the nature and strength

of the new military empires in Asiaand the vulnerabilities that led to relatively early decline,

particularly in the Mughal case.

The decline theme, however, should not be pressed too far. The Ottoman Empire enjoyed a

long period of strength (longer, students might be reminded, than the Roman Empire). Both

Mughals and Ottomans brought important changes to their civilizations, in

politics/bureaucracy and in culture, and the change-and-continuity theme invites considerable

discussion.

Finally, both empires must be fit into the larger context of expanding European interests and

the world economy. Students might be asked why neither India nor the Middle Eastadopted

the east Asian policy of regulating global relationships, a topic that involves geography to be

sure, but also differences in cultural and commercial tradition. The nature of and reasons for

Britain's rising rule in eighteenth-century India form the basis for considerable discussion,

preferably focused on India rather than the details of British policy.

As India became a colony (and the same holds for Indonesia or the Philippines, should lecture

coverage extend the treatment of southeast Asia), it invites comparison also with Latin
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America-to what extent economic dependency was imposed in both cases, with attendant

changes in labor systems; to what extent cultural tradition was altered, etc. The

"Understanding Culture" section provides a basis for discussing Muslim reactions to the

West.

Key Points:

1. The Muslim Empires

People of Turkish and Mongol descent created two great Islamic states in the early modern

periodthe Ottoman Empire, covering much of the Middle East and the Balkans, and the

Mughal Empire, covering much of India. Although these empires provided new political and

military solidarity, both empires began to decline well before 1800.

2. The Ottoman Empire

The Ottoman Empire, the Expanding Force of the New Middle Eastern State The Ottomans,

migrated into Anatolia in the late thirteenth century and established a state in western

Anatolia that challenged the Byzantines in southeastern Europe. By 1453, they had conquered

Constantinople, which became their imperial capital, Istanbul. The Ottomans continued to

expand, and by the eighteenth century, they ruled a large empire that included all of

southeastern Europe, the Crimea, North Africa, and the Middle East to the borders of Persia.

2.1. Reasons for Ottoman's Success

The Ottoman's strength rested on strong military organization and their tolerance for

the various ethnic and religious groups they conquered.

2.2. Ottoman Institutions

Ottoman institutions assumed their fullest shape by the reign of Suleiman the

Magnificent (1520-1566). The state claimed control over all wealth and property in

the empire, but governors called pashas ruled the different provinces. There was no

hereditary nobility: Landlords held their land in exchange for military service. Slaves

of Christian origin who were carefully educated and promoted primarily by merit

served in the army (the Janissaries) and administration.
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2.3. Ottoman Weaknesses

Even at its height, the empire displayed some important weaknesses, including limited

economic advance, low agricultural productivity, and narrow cultural achievements.

Turks showed little interest in commerce or administration.

2.4. Ottoman Decline

From 1683, when the Ottomans unsuccessfully tried to conquer Vienna, the Ottomans

were primarily on the defensive. They lost territory to the Russians and Austrians, the

quality of their administration deteriorated, and European economic penetration of the

empire intensified. Few efforts at reform were made before 1800.

3. The Mughal Empire

3.1 Mughal Empire

Invasion, Consolidation, and Decline From 1526, a Muslim chieftain of Turkish and

Mongol ancestry named Babur began to conquer principalities in India. Babur and his

descendants created the Mughal Empire, one of the largest empires ever established in

India.

3.1.1. Mughal Institutions

The Mughal Empire was built on religious tolerance, a great military force,

and careful administration. Culture, including painting, architecture, and the

creation of a new language, Urdu, flourished under Mughal rule.

3.1.2. Mughal Decline

During the mid-seventh century, the Mughal emperor departed from the

tradition of religious tolerance and persecuted Hindus and Christians.

Religious persecution and high taxes created resistance from regional princes

and Sikhs in the northwest. The Mughal administration became increasingly

decentralized and inefficient and the economy deteriorated.
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3.2. Western Intrusion

During the eighteenth century, Western merchant companies because increasingly

drawn into Indian politics to provide stability for their commercial operations. Bitter

conflicts between the British and the French were resolved by 1764, when the British

successfully launched an empire in India. Colonial control of India helped to ensure

that India was drawn into the European-dominated world economy on unfavorable

terms.

4. Conclusion: The Rise and Decline of Asian Empires

Despite their dazzling rise, neither Muslim empire remained actively innovative in

technology, social, or intellectual life in the early modern period. In the face of Europe's rapid

change and expansion, these empires resisted significant internal reform based on "barbarian"

European models. By 1800, however, Muslim rulers were shaken by the expansion of British

control over much of India and the ease with which a small French excursion conquered the

Ottoman province of Egypt.

Topic : East Asia: Vital Trends In Politics And Trade

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student would be able to:

To learn about China and Japan from the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries until the late

eighteenth century.

Definition/Overview:

This topic covers China and Japan from the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries until the late

eighteenth century. It explores the causes and results of the patterns of global relationships

that both countries adopted. Relatedly, it compares aspects of Japanese and Chinese societies,

which produced some similar policies despite differences in tradition-particularly in the
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political area. The economic strength of East Asia and particularly China's profitable world

trade patterns, command attention.

Coverage of all parts of Asia from the fifteenth until the twentieth century must involve

something of a juggling act, and this is certainly true for East Asia. On the one hand, Western

dynamism was not quite equaled elsewhere, and so the relative rise of the West was a

genuine fact of world importance.

On the other hand, Asia was not passive, and many important changes that had nothing to do

with Western expansion or the world economy occurred there.

Students must learn about how China's great internal commercial expansion had many

interesting parallels with commercial capitalism in the West in the same period, as well as

about China's continued cultural confidence and the important strengthening of the Japanese

state. They should also know about China's economic vigor, which gave it great strength in

world trade particularly in earning New-World silver.

A single lecture then might focus on the positive internal dynamics of Chinaand Japan (or

Japan alone) in the early modern centuries. Another useful possibility is a comparison of

Chinese and Japanese societies, touching again upon the utility and limits of the "east Asian"

rubric; this is particularly important since come the nineteenth century, the two societies'

responses to change would differ widely in part due to distinctions visible in the early modern

period. Topic 20 also highlights important innovations in Japanin this period that merit

careful discussion in comparison with China. Finally, the change-and-continuity theme is

important in both societies where continuity was unusually substantial but not to the

exclusion of significant shifts.

Key Points:

1. China: The Resumption of the Dynasties

1.1. The Ming Dynasty

In 1368, revolutionary forces drove out the Mongols and established a new dynasty,

entitled the Ming Dynasty, which lasted until 1644.

1.1.1. Ming Attitude Towards Trade
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Despite the success of early trading expeditions, Ming emperors chose to return to

relative isolation because they did not value commerce highly and believed that

the voyages yielded little benefit to China.

1.1.2. Developments in the Ming Period

Ming emperors presided over an effective bureaucracy. Industry, agricultural

production, and regional trade expanded, and the dynasty carefully regulated trade

with the West.

1.2. The Qing Dynasty

After the Ming Dynasty declined from the early 1600s, it was overthrown by the

Qing, or Manchu Dynasty, which ruled Chinauntil 1912.

1.2.1. Developments in the Qing Period

Like earlier dynasties, the Qing relied heavily on the bureaucracy, which was

dominated by the scholar-gentry. Qing emperors such as K'ang Hsi expanded the

empire's territory, increased government centralization, encouraged Confucianism,

and continued to regulate and restrict European contacts with China.

2. Cultural and Social Trends: Some New Problems

Despite stable government, significant problems such as cultural and technological stagnation

were already evident.

2.1. Economic and Political Problems

The growth in manufacturing and trade did not lead to the development of new

manufacturing technology, and by the mid-eighteenth century, the economy began to

stagnate. In addition, China's population more than doubled between 1600 to 1800,

leading to severe rural poverty and political unrest at a time when the Qing Dynasty

was beginning to show signs of internal decay.

3. Japanand the Origins of Isolation

From the fourteenth century, regional feudal lords called daimyos, supported by samurais,

ruled Japan,. Despite decentralization, Japan's economy and culture flourished until the mid-
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sixteenth century. Small communities of Portuguese traders and missionaries established

themselves in Japan during this period.

3.1. Tokugawa Shogunate

At the end of the sixteenth century, a general named Hideyoshi reestablished

centralized rule; after his death, a general from the Tokugawa established the

Tokugawa shogunate.

3.1.1. Relations with the West

Fearing European power, the Tokugawa shoguns destroyed Christianity in Japan,

severely curtailed trade with Europe, and took other steps to isolate Japanfrom the

outside world

3.1.2. Internal Developments

Tokugawa shoguns developed an efficient bureaucracy imbued with Confucian

values. Internal trade, banking, and agriculture flourished, and literature and art

remained vigorous. Despite some social tensions, Japan remained internally strong

by 1800.

4. Conclusion: Vitality and Tension in East Asia

Despite their isolation from the West, Chinaand Japanunderwent considerable internal

changes between 1600 and 1800. This period of isolation allowed these societies to

develop strong traditions before they were forced to confront the West after 1800.

Topic : The First Industrial Revolution: Western Society, 1780-1914

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student would be able to:
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To understand the extended nineteenth century in Western society.

Definition/Overview:

This topic deals with the extended nineteenth century in Western society (Western Europe

but with explicit inclusion of the United States). The main theme is the Industrial Revolution,

which is defined with some care and demonstrated to be a major transition-comparable to the

agricultural revolution of Neolithic times-not only for economic systems but in social and

family structure, and to an extent, in politics and intellectual life as well.

Because of the central importance of industrialization to world history no less than that of the

West, the topic begins with this theme and then returns to the more standard framework with

coverage of main events-the revolutions, national unifications, and American Civil War; the

expansion of state functions in the later nineteenth century and definitions of the leading

political, cultural, and social characteristics of the West in this period.

Because the Industrial Revolution marks an unusually sharp break from previous patterns,

students should certainly be encouraged to grasp the extent of change, though they can

usefully be asked about some continuity as well.

(As in most sections of this guide, the essay and multiple-choice questions amplify suggested

directions of this sort.) They can also deal with causation.

The topic also lends itself to lectures and discussions that build on other changes in this

exceptionally concentrated period in Western history, showing how they link to

industrialization but also how they had some life of their own.

A good lecture on the major thrust of revolution and the political "isms" is a good choice here

to show why so many new political movements arose and what the major directions of actual

political change were. (Note that the topic tries to establish the significance not only of

constitutional shifts but also of redefinitions of government functions.) Intellectual life is a

second candidate for separate treatment, again with some linkage to the central theme of

industrialization, but with attention to the self-sustaining patterns of Western cultural trends

as well. Some instructors might also wish to play up a social history for this period in the

West, given the tremendous advances in knowledge of this topic in recent years. The topic

provides a basis for further discussions of work and leisure, family roles, protest, and social
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structure. Gender issues loom large and the biography of Wollstonecraft could 68 be

expanded into further discussion of complex new cultural and economic currents.

Finally, by way of drawing class segments to a close in preparation for moving back to world

history more generally, the "patterns" involved in Western history during the Industrial

Revolution can be addressed. Without falling into the misleading ethnocentrism of the more

simple-minded theories of modernization, it is true that to much of the non-Western world

what happened in the West during the nineteenth century was seen as something of a model

to imitate, avoid, or break up into more manageable pieces. A speculative session, asking

how a Japanese, say in the late nineteenth century interested in seeing his country

industrialize, would judge what the West had done technologically, in military structure,

politics, family life, and culture to break away from traditional standards, could be quite

useful at this point. Indeed, presentation of the modernization model and its critics at this

juncture can help organize much subsequent discussion of world developments.

Key Points:

1. The Nature of Industrialization

The change from an agricultural to an industrial society fundamentally transformed Europe's

economy, politics, society, and culture.

2. What Industrialization Was

2.1. Patterns of Industrialization

The industrial revolution represented a fundamental shift from human and animal

power to fossil fuel power. The industrial revolution brought new machines with

interchangeable parts and dramatic developments in communications, transportation,

and agriculture as well as social and economic life.

2.2. Causes of Industrialization

The industrial revolution began in Great Britainin the late eighteenth century and

quickly spread to Western Europe and the United States. Historians point to a number

of factors to explain this complex change, including the availability of capital; the rise

of science and technology; a business-oriented, risk-taking, consumer mentality;
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massive population growth; appropriate natural resources; and supportive

governments.

2.3. Effects of Industrialization

Industrialization brought new wealth, major changes in living standards, a

transformation in agricultural productivity, the development of factories, urbanization,

and improved heath conditions.

3. Patterns of Western History, 1780-1900

Contemporary observers were more conscious of dramatic political and intellectual

developments than the changes of industrial revolution.

3.1. The Period of Revolution, 1789-1848

There were a series of political revolutions in this period, including the Revolutionary

War in the United Statesand the French Revolution, which went through several

stages: liberal constitutional monarchy, the Reign of Terror, military dictatorship, and

the restoration of the monarchy. The struggle between conservative and liberal forces

created political instability throughout most of Europeuntil 1848, when traditional

monarchs defeated revolutionary forces.

4. The Post-Revolutionary Era and Nationalism, 1848-1871

In an effort to prevent revolutions, conservatives granted political concessions such as

constitutions, strengthened parliaments, and wider suffrage after 1848. "Flexible

conservatives" in Italyand Germanyalso fought to create national unity.

4.1. "The Social Question" 1871-1914

At the end of the nineteenth century, Western governments created a new system of

diplomatic alliances and expanded their functions. With the rise of socialism, social

issues such as poverty and working class demands became increasingly important.
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5. Western Political Institutions in the Industrial Revolution

Nationalism and liberalism became major political forces in the nineteenth century. By the

1870s, most Western governments had strong parliaments, modern political parties, and

expanded government functions carried out by bureaucrats selected by civil-service

examinations.

6. Western Culture in the Industrial Century

The nineteenth century produced a wide variety of intellectual movements in literature, the

arts, and science, with less religious influence. Although the heritage of the Enlightenment

persisted in political theory, scientific inquiry, and social sciences, with the development of

Romanticism, many artists began to stress emotion rather than reason.

7. Industrial Society

Industrialization created a new social structure where position was determined by wealth and

education instead of birth. Other changes include the growth of the middle and working

classes, changes in family functions, a reduced birthrate, a shift in the nature of work, and the

rise of new recreational outlets.

8. Conclusion: Gain and Strain in Industrialization

Although most people in the West believed in progress by 1900, the dramatic changes

effected by the industrial revolution brought strains and tensions as well. As their new power

produced Western imperialism, other cultures were forced to confront the Western model.

In Section 4 of this course you will cover these topics:
World Economy And Western Imperialism: Africa And South Asia

Settler Societies: The West On Frontiers

The Development Of Latin American Civilization

The Middle East And China In The Imperialist Century

Russia And Japan: Industrialization Outside The West

World War I And The End Of An Era
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The West In The Twentieth Century

Topic : World Economy And Western Imperialism: Africa And South Asia

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student would be able to:

To understand World Economy and Western Imperialism

Definition/Overview:

It would be quite defensible to open a new period in world history with the West's Industrial

Revolution and the resultant new imperialist pressures. This book, while permitting such an

option, does not directly follow it-preferring instead to focus on the twentieth century as

beginning the next new world history era. (The reasons for this decision are defined explicitly

in the preface to Part V and include the larger world impact of industrialization.)

Nevertheless, Western industrialization certainly redefined world relationships, and this topic

seeks to get at this redefinition. During the nineteenth century, it involved a rapid rise of the

West through military superiority and development of a Western-dominated, world-economy

framework that had first begun to emerge in the fifteenth century. But the intensity of

imperialism-both in geographic extent, in breaking into Chinese and Middle Eastern political

and economic independence, and in controlling power as colonial responsibility was

redefined in India and Africa-and the power of the world economy were both greatly

enhanced following the Industrial Revolution and this sub-periodization must be conveyed.

This topic specifically covers four related topics. The first involves the intensification and

redefinition of the world economy, including the curtailment of slavery and its causes.

Second is the new imperialism itself: where the major European powers went in the world,

particularly from the 1860s and 1870s onward, and what the causes of the new surge were.

The topic does not place great emphasis on particular national European patterns or specific

diplomatic clashes, lest the legitimate theme of new European impact on the world be

diverted into detailed Western history. But some instructors may wish to expand in lecture on
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various national goals, achievements, and styles. The subject of causation is treated

extensively and can certainly support a class discussion.

Third, the redefinition of imperialism in India and in Southeast Asia is discussed. The themes

for India, important in what has proved to be a major transitional period in Indian history,

involve changes brought by the British or developed in reaction to them and continuities or

aspects of Indian culture and society not deeply altered. The complex pattern of protest and

resistance that developed on several different levels in Southeast Asia is treated more briefly,

70 mainly in terms of the sheer geographic extension of Western control (Indochina, shifts in

the Philippines) and the echoing of some of the Indian patterns. A lecture might well expand

on the Southeast Asian topic if greater detail is desired.

Finally, the new imperialist surge in Africa is taken up. Again, attention is devoted less to the

details of what European country got what, and more to the economic, political, and cultural

impact during the first phase of the new imperialism, including factors that limited that

impact. A discussion session might well juxtapose African traditions as previously studied

with the new imperialist forces (giving a nod to Islamic influence, since the West was not

running everything), toward speculation about how

Key Points:

1. Changing the World Economy

With the rise of imperialism, the Western countries' search for markets and raw materials

intensified and there was a dramatic increase in trade: Western manufactured goods in

exchange for raw materials. The new volume of economic exchange intensified the disparity

between other civilizations and the West, which was able to claim huge chunks of land in a

surge of imperialism. Although slavery was abolished, immigrants from Europe and Asia

provided cheap labor.

2. The Reasons for Imperialism: Motives and Means

By the end of the nineteenth century, Western nations had incorporated most of the world

into their empires. Improved communications, military technology, and medical advances

enabled Europeans to contact and conquer large parts of the globe. Political rivalries and a

desire to secure markets and raw materials, "civilize" non-Western populations, and find an
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outlet for social tensions motivated Western countries to participate in the imperialist

scramble.

3. Imperialism in India and Southeast Asia

Western imperial rule often had a more dramatic impact and generated more resistance than

previous periods of foreign control.

3.1. India

British rule in Indiain the nineteenth century brought important changes, including

political unification of the entire subcontinent, European education for the elite,

economic development, and social changes, especially for women. Resentment

against these measures led to a huge uprising, the Sepoy Rebellion in 1857. Although

the British introduced limited political representation, developed the economy, and

improved health conditions after crushing the rebellion, a new opposition force,

Indian nationalism, became increasingly widespread. Indian nationalists sought more

political power and freedom from British economic control.

3.2. Southeast Asia

Developments in Southeast Asia resembled trends in India: the different countries that

ruled the area developed the economies and introduced administrative reforms.

Despite increasing resentment, there was little systematic protest against imperialism

before 1900.

4. Imperialism in Africa

Before 1860, Africa continued to develop internally on its own terms. European penetration

of Africa was limited, except in West Africa, where the Europeans acquired new ports and set

up two new states, and southern Africa, where Boer farmers gained more territory. Between

1860 and 1900, however, European nations conquered most of the continent despite intense

resistance. Different imperialist countries followed different policies, but in general,

European rule had a dramatic impact, with the creation of new political units that arbitrarily

broke up and mixed different civilizations and the development of a largely exploitative

economy. Nationalist opposition to European rule developed after the nineteenth century.
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5. Comparing Colonies

Although colonialism raised commonissues in otherwise different societies, colonies in

Africa, Southeast Asia, and India often differed in their responses, depending on their culture

and institutions and the policies of the imperial power. European imperialism had a

worldwide impact and brought major innovations, including new political units, population

growth, and economic, social, and cultural changes. It also generated its own resistance--

nationalist movements--and raised broad political, economic, and cultural concerns that set an

agenda for world history into the next century.

Topic : Settler Societies: The West On Frontiers

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student would be able to:

To learn about the development of the United States, Canada, Australia, and New Zealand in

the long nineteenth century

To understand the economic role of the "frontier West" deserve emphasis

Definition/Overview:

This topic addresses the development of the United States,Canada, Australia, and New

Zealand in the long nineteenth century, stressing the growing importance of these societies,

particularly the United States, in world history, particularly after 1860. The topic's brevity is a

compromise between the older tradition of leaving the United States largely out of world

history on grounds that there was plenty to do already, and the newer trend of inclusion.

The topic suggests principal ways to consider these societies in world history terms-through

comparisons and decisions about whether they formed a distinctive part of Western

civilization or need to be treated as a separate, new civilization category. Class sessions can

expand upon these analytical themes, calling upon student knowledge of American history to
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flesh out some of the issues of American exceptionalism versus an enlarged Western

civilization approach. Instructors may of course wish to expand on the factual content. One

way to proceed here would be to explore in more depth the differences among the societies

treated in this topic, a point outlined in the topic's final segment.

Because of the ways in which American history is usually presented in an implicit

exceptionalist framework, there may be some need to emphasize dynamics that

Americagenerally shared with Western Europe in the nineteenth century. "Frontier Western"

societies in some cases moved a bit more quickly toward a version of political democracy

(including granting female suffrage) than western Europe did, but they were arguably part of

the same basic political evolution and chronology.

The special features of the economic role of the "frontier West" deserve emphasis, as these

societies (including the United States, its own experience with the Industrial Revolution

changed the dynamic somewhat) provided foods and raw materials without the degree of low

wages and labor debasement characteristic of dependent economies treated in subsequent

topics. Another analytical point that can be evoked in this section and then pursued more

fully in dealing with the twentieth century involves what innovations the growing dynamism

of these societies brought to world history more generally. For example, was United

Statesimperialism as it rose at the end of the nineteenth century at all different from the

better-established western European version?

Key Points:

1. Comparison with Western Europe

Important societies largely populated by Europeans developed in the nineteenth century in

North America, Australia, and New Zealand. Although they derived much of their population

and political and cultural inspiration from Europe and generally followed European trends,

they differed from Europein several important ways. The new settler societies did not have an

established aristocracy or peasant class and were less wealthy and less culturally creative as

Europeans.
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2. The United States

After the American Revolution, the United Statesentered a period of consolidation and

expansion. The country began to industrialize in the early nineteenth century and, after the

Civil War, entered into the world economy from the 1870s, exerting diplomatic and political

influence.

3. Newer European Settlements

Like the United States, Canada,Australia, and New Zealand looked primarily to Europe for

cultural styles and intellectual leadership and followed common Western patterns in many

areas. Unlike the United States, however, these nations remained part of the British Empire

and dependent on the British economy.

3.1. Canada

The British began to grant Canada, won in its wars with Franceduring the eighteenth

century, increasing self-rule after 1839. In the wake of several revolts, French

hostilities were eased somewhat by the creation of Quebec as a separate province

populated largely by French settlers.

3.2. Australia

Australia began as a British penal colony in 1788. A gold rush in the mid-nineteenth

century spurred population growth and, by the end of the nineteenth century, a

multiparty parliamentary system, more autonomy from Britain, and considerable

industrialization.

3.3. New Zealand

After the British took control in 1840 and defeated the Maoris, New Zealand became

a primarily agricultural society ruled by a parliamentary system within the British

Empire.
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4. Conclusion: Special Features of Settler Societies

The absence of large indigenous populations, the ravages of European diseases, and the new

power of Western industrialization allowed European society to extend into these areas.

Topic : The Development Of Latin American Civilization

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student would be able to:

To learn about a relatively extensive treatment on Latin America in the nineteenth century for

two reasons.

Definition/Overview:

This topic focuses a relatively extensive treatment on Latin America in the nineteenth century

for two reasons. First, though Latin America was in fact no more important in world history

during this period than, say India or China, the period was of crucial significance to the

civilization itself. As the newest of the world civilizations, Latin America had been

incompletely shaped during the colonial centuries; the nineteenth century sees the emergence

of a fuller set of political and cultural characteristics. This fact, despite the relative neglect of

Latin America common in some older world history coverage, alone commands some special

attention so that Latin America can be brought to student attention on a level comparable to

that of other parts of the world. The History Debate section on the complex definition of

Latin Americaas a civilization can serve as a springboard for further discussion.

The second reason for this attention is that Latin America turned out to prefigure some

patterns visible later in Africa and parts of Asia. As the first civilization filled with new

nations, unable to wrest full economic independence from the dominant Western world and

open to considerable Western cultural influence, Latin America in the nineteenth century had

much in common with other areas in this century-a comparative vantage point that can be

used well in later discussion.
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Several lecture or discussion topics can build on the topic's coverage. Some instructors may

wish to offer a richer portrait of Latin American culture-its attempt to merge Western and

Indian or African-derived forms, its religious and aesthetic qualities. Political patterns

certainly invite fuller exposition or student discussion. Latin America's distinctiveness here,

so often belittled by Westerners focusing only on instabilities, must be grasped. Terms like

"liberal" and "authoritarian" have different meanings in the Latin American context than they

have in most of the West, and this fact provides an entree for more sympathetic

comprehension. The relationship between politics and elite mass divisions in society offers

another vantage point. Further, students should understand how significant economic change

occurred even as the largely dependent framework of Latin American economics persisted.

The divisions of the early part of the topics with key sub-periods can also be expanded upon

to explore the complexities of the nineteenth century as a whole.

Where time permits, fuller exploration of the regional diversities within Latin American

civilization would offer greater richness and accuracy alike, and this approach is briefly

prepared in the text. The diversity theme should not (despite current centrifugal tendencies in

Latin American historiography) be pressed to the point of incomprehensible nominalism:

there remain some larger themes that do bind the civilization more generally.

Key Points:

1. Patterns of Latin American History

During the nineteenth century, Latin American nations won independence and further defined

their identity as a civilization with its own character, as well as strengthened their ties to the

West. In this period, Latin American nations struggled with the challenge of establishing new

nations and the intensification of Western economic dominance.

1.1. The Wars of Independence

The American and French Revolutions provided inspiration for Latin American's

Creole leaders, who were already resentful about their lack of political opportunity.

Grievances of slaves, Indians, and mestizos intensified the desire for greater freedom

from Spanish rule, and Napoleon's occupation of Spain provided an opportunity for

revolt. The wars for independence began in 1810. By 1819, the northern territories,
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lead by Simon Bolivar, defeated the Spanish and proclaimed a new republic.

Independence movements in Argentina,Mexico, and other countries also defeated the

Spanish during this time. Brazil gained independence without war under the rule of

the Portuguese ruler's son. By 1825, virtually all of Latin America was free from

colonial control.

1.2. The Period of Consolidation

Between 1825 and 1850, a number of the original nine new nations of Latin America

split apart. Debates between advocates of a central government and federalists,

clashes between liberals and conservatives, and political inexperience lead to

instability in internal politics and military rule. By 1850, however, many governments

managed to establish key institutions such as education and legal systems and achieve

relative stability in foreign affairs.

1.3. Late Century Trends: Dictatorship, Immigration, and Western Intervention

During the late nineteenth century, many countries in Latin Americacame under the

rule of dictators, many of whom were liberal in orientation. Commercial development

in agriculture and mining, encouraged by increased foreign investment, surged,

leading to massive immigration in some areas. From the 1870s onward, foreign

intervention, especially by the United States, increased as Western countries sought to

protect their investments. These developments led to the establishment of three

distinctive regions within Latin American civilization.

2. Political Institutions and Values

Political groups tended to be divided between liberals, who supported constitutional,

parliamentary rule and a reduction in the role of the church, and conservatives, who distrusted

parliaments and defended the rights of the landlords and the Catholic Church. The Church

rule, often used force to cut through the liberal-conservative debate. In the nineteenth century,

the ruling elite, including liberals, tended to have little contact with the masses, and mass

political action did not play an important role in politics.
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3. Culture and the Arts

The Catholic Church continued to serve as one of the key cultural bonds in Latin America,

providing educational and social services as well as religious experience to people from all

levels of society. Latin American culture was also shaped by the large gap between the

educated elite and the illiterate masses and by the popularity of Western trends. Literature,

poetry, and popular art and music developed a distinctive tone in the nineteenth century.

4. Economy and Society

Economic and social patterns most clearly separated Latin America from the West.

4.1. Economic Patterns

Although political instability in the early nineteenth century disrupted the economy of

many countries, the economy of most countries in Latin Americaimproved by 1850,

based on the export of key cash crops or minerals. Nonetheless, their economies

remained vulnerable, with problems including over-concentration on single crops or

mineral exports, a high demand for Western imports, rising foreign debts, foreign

economic control, and intense poverty and pressure on the lower classes.

4.2. Social Patterns

During the nineteenth century, the gap between the wealthy, mainly Creole or foreign

land-owning classes and the impoverished masses grew wider. Forced off the land,

many peasants moved to cities with few jobs or social services, leading to a growth in

urban poverty and shantytowns. Peasant revolts, rural banditry, and violence also

increased during this period.

5. Conclusion: Tension and Creativity

The tensions of Latin American society lead to an array of political, social, and economic

problems as well as cultural diversity and creativity.
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Topic : The Middle East And China In The Imperialist Century

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student would be able to:

To learn about Middle East and China during the nineteenth century

Definition/Overview:

This topic deals with the Middle East and Chinaduring the nineteenth century to roughly

1914. Both societies can be contrasted with the cases of outright colonialism discussed in the

topic, and of course, with the "latecomer" industrializations of Russiaand Japancovered in

this topic.

Concerning the first comparison, a lecture might discuss whether a society was better off, in

the context of the nineteenth century, becoming an outright colony or remaining technically

independent while open to exploitation from the West without much leavening sense of

responsibility. (This question has been evoked in historiography on India and China in

particular.) The second comparison will be easier to develop later, as part of this topic

coverage; here the most apparent contrast involves the distinction between Japanese and

Chinese responses.

The pairing in this topic has not been used before in this topic. Previously, the Ottoman

Empire was linked with coverage of India, and in the early modern period this was the

obvious comparison. Students might profitably be told in greater detail why the linkage

shifts; India is drawn into colonial orbit, while China is forced out of isolation and therefore

comes to resemble the Ottoman situation a bit more closely. In this period, both the Middle

East and China raise issues concerning new Western interference and its impact as well as

new tensions with Russia, questions about decline, and sluggish response.

Of course, the comparison should not be overdone. Lecture or discussion can address the two

societies on strictly their own terms, with attention to what changes and what persists from

previous periods in each. However, the similarities do suggest at least a comparative

discussion. To be sure, Ottoman reform attempts were more numerous than Chinese ones
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during the middle decades of the century and this might be spelled out in greater detail;

Chinese distraction as a result of rebellion can also be discussed in fuller measure. But the

development late in the nineteenth century in both societies of new kinds of dissatisfaction

among students (China) or young officers (Turkey) exposed to Western values and impatient

with their societies' response returns to some real comparative possibilities. Some discussion

of issues faced by Chinese and Middle Eastern nationalists may also be desirable.

The Understanding Cultures segment invites comparison also between Chinaand Japanover

the role and adaptability of Confucianism. Themes here can be picked up again in this topic.

In sum, lecture possibilities include fuller exploration of Western interference without

outright colonial takeover, why this pattern developed differently in China and Turkey than in

southern Asia, and what impact - long-range as well as short-run - the difference had; a fuller

discussion of Ottoman reforms and their limits; a focused analysis of the decline of the

Chinese imperial government, touching on the various forms of popular and regional

resistance as well as Western incursions; and a session on outright comparison. Some attempt

to characterize the new involvement of both societies in the world economy can also facilitate

comparison; dependent status certainly increased over the previous centuries when China

particularly had not been greatly involved at all, but it did not extend as deeply as it did in

Africa or Latin America given China's more established internal manufacturing and trade

strengths.

Key Points:

1. Change and Resistance

Unlike Africa and India, neither the Islamic Middle East nor China came fully under Western

control in the nineteenth century, in part because of their strength and in part because of

Western rivalries. Increasing Western encroachment led to fundamental reforms by the late

nineteenth century, especially in the Ottoman Empire.

2. The Middle East

2.1. The Attempt to Modernize Egypt

At the beginning of the nineteenth century, an Ottoman officer named Muhammad Ali

took over Egypt as a virtually independent ruler and implemented a series of
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Westernizing reforms in an effort to preserve the independence of Egypt. Although he

developed agriculture and introduced Western education, Egyptbecame increasingly

dependent on the world economy.

2.2. Decline of theOttoman Empire

Although Sultan Mahmud II (1808-1839) dismantled the corrupt Janissary corps and

tried to reform the military, the Ottoman Empirecontinued to lose territory to

imperialist powers and nationalist movements throughout the nineteenth century.

Despite some attempts at military, political, and educational reform, Western

economic penetration grew steadily and only the intense rivalries between imperialist

powers prevented the dissolution of the entire empire.

2.3. The Rise of Nationalism

Different types of nationalist sentiment began to develop in the Middle Eastin the

nineteenth century. Egyptian nationalism focused on independence and political

change, especially after the British takeover of Egypt in the late nineteenth century,

and Arab nationalism grew in response to new imperialist regimes in North Africa.

The growth of Zionism introduced European Jewish nationalism to the area, and the

Young Turk movement in the Ottoman Empire set the basis for Turkish nationalism.

Islamic opposition inspired several revolts against the Europeans in North Africa as

well.

3. China

3.1. European Penetration

As the Qing Dynasty weakened in the early nineteenth century, Western countries

became increasingly frustrated by the trade restrictions imposed by the Chinese

government. In the Opium War of 1839-1842, the British government quickly

defeated the Chinese and forced them to pay for destroyed opium, open several ports,

and give the British the island of Hong Kong. Another war in the mid- nineteenth

century gave Western nations more trading rights.
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3.2. Qing Reactions

Although Chinese leaders continued to value traditional forms and remained

uninterested in Westernizing reforms, important changes such as population growth,

immigration, economic development, and some conversion to Christianity occurred

during this period. As the Qing government weakened, especially after the Taiping

Rebellion in the 1850s, imperialist attacks on China increased.

3.3. Imperialism and Reform

Imperialist attacks on China intensified in the late nineteenth century as Western

nations won more long-term leases on ports, France conquered Indochina, and

Russiaconquered territory in the north. After Japandefeated China and won territory,

including Koreaand Taiwanin the Sino-Japanese War of 1894-1895, the Chinese

emperor ordered Westernizing reforms. In the wake of the Boxer Rebellion, an anti-

Western rebellion that targeted Westerners and Chinese converts, China was forced to

grant more privileges to Western nations. By 1900, amidst continuing internal

weakness, population growth, and imperialist pressure, an increasing number of

Chinese students became interested in Westernizing reform.

4. Conclusion: The Need for Further Change

Internal change and external pressure created great tension in the Ottoman and China in the

nineteenth century and ultimately lead to great political upheaval in the early twentieth

century.

Topic : Russia And Japan: Industrialization Outside The West

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student would be able to:

To understand the West's industrialization and imperialism
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Definition/Overview:

This topic rounds out coverage of the nineteenth century under the impact of the West's

industrialization and imperialism by focusing on the two non Western areas where serious

industrial revolutions with attendant political and cultural change began before 1900. Russia

and Japan for quite different reasons managed to avoid colonial or semi-colonial status, and

this forms the link between these two cases in this topic. The topic thus invites comparative

assessment of the ingredients of successful imitation of initial industrialization, the similar

patterns that result from being "late," and the marked differences between Japanand Russiain

terms of social stability and national cohesion.

Many facets of the two societies should be explored separately. For Russia, students should

be led to discussion of what was changing and what was constant in the Russian traditions

they have already examined. A lecture might give more attention to the purely political

strand, or the peculiar qualities and importance of the peasant question might be covered. The

theme of comparison with the West already evoked in earlier discussions of Eastern Europe

can be taken up again to help students use this topic to touch base with a standard

comparative framework. Finally, this topic offers some characterization of Eastern Europe

outside Russia; this too might be expanded in lecture.

Students would understand that Japan did not simply waltz into industrial status-that serious

change was involved, and a serious strain as well. Given recent American awe of Japan, and

some silly scholarly simplifications about how marvelously all Japanese traditions fit a

superior industrial economy, this point can merit some attention. But it is also true that

Japandid not westernize in any full sense that traditions were preserved and adapted, and this

point should come through clearly. Finally, since Japan and China have usually been treated

together, their separate patterns from the mid-nineteenth century invite comparison. Why did

Chinaand Japandiffer in their reactions to new Western pressure? The History Debate section

on Confucianism can spur further discussion on this question.
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Key Points:

1. The Spread of the Industrial Revolution

Russiaand Japanavoided falling under Western economic control during the nineteenth

century. Both were examples of late-comer industrialization heavily dependent on the

government to assume much of the burden of the needed capital. Both industrialized without

sacrificing the distinctive character of their societies.

2. Russia

2.1. Conservatism as an Alternative to the West

Russia experienced little change in the early nineteenth century and avoided the

revolutionary tensions that plagued Western Europe. In post-Napoleonic Europe,

Russia was one of the conservative guardians of order, and Nicholas I not only

crushed the Decembrist revolt in Russia but also sent his army to crush the Polish

revolt of 1830-31 and the revolutions of 1848. During this period, Russiafell further

behind the West technologically and economically; it was defeated in the Crimean

War on its own territory by the British and the French, who could supply their troops

with better equipment from the home countries faster than Russia could. The defeat

forced Russiato reform.

2.2. The Beginnings of Industrialization

Alexander II emancipated the serfs in 1861, giving them land in exchange for

redemption payments, which the peasants hated. Alexander introduced local

governing boards called zemstovs, reformed the judiciary, and modernized the army.

During his reign, Russia also began to industrialize. The building of the railroad

network helped spur the Russian coal and metal industries. The industrialization

process was accelerated under the guidance of Count Witte, who encouraged Western

investment in Russia. The result was that Russian industry expanded quickly,

becoming one of the major industrial powers in the world. However, much of its

industrialists were foreigners.
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2.3. The Foundations of Revolution

The failure to introduce political reforms led to the rise of a number of radical

movements inRussia, including anarchist and Marxist groups whose revolutionary

ideas were attractive to the growing number of urban factory workers. The result was

that the defeat of Russiain the Russo-Japanese War of 1905 plunged the country into

revolution. The tsar was forced to create a parliament called a Duma and give the

peasants greater freedom, but the political repression continued.

3. The Culture of Eastern Europe

Several new states in Eastern Europe gained independence from the Ottoman Empire. They

followed a similar developmental pattern to that of Russia. The nineteenth century was a

period of great cultural creativity in Eastern Europe, with such great writers as Tolstoy and

Dostoyevsky and composers as Tchaikovsky remaining committed to the distinctive Slavic

spirit of eastern European culture while adopting Western styles.

4. Japan

Japanfaced greater pressures than Russiain the nineteenth century and responded to these

pressures in ways that were more successful than Russia.

5. The Opening of Trade

Japan was forced to open its ports to foreign trade by the American Commodore Matthew

Perry in 1853. The Western threat lunged Japaninto crisis. The shogun government was

undermined in the civil war of 1868-68, and the emperor reasserted his leadership. The Meiji

emperor initiated a series of reforms that abolished feudalism and established a centralized

government. IV. Industrialization in Response to the West The Meiji reforms modernized the

army, created a navy, introduced modern public-health measures and mass education, and

established a new constitution with a parliament and a strong imperial government. The

reforms also promoted industrialization. The government played a key role in industrial

development, building the railroad network and operating mines, shipyards, and heavy

industry, while private initiatives dominated in the textile industry.
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6. Cultural and Social-Economic Effects of Industrialization

Industrialization changed the social structure as the new business elite was drawn from all

classes, ranging from former samurais to wealthy peasants. It also created a large class of

urban industrial workers who had to endure low wages. Despite industrialization,

Japanretained many of its traditional characteristics, including the Shinto religion and the

inferior position of women. By 1900, Japanwas an industrial power that had managed to

defeat Chinain 1894-95 and Russiain 1904-5.

7. The Strain of Modernization

The success of Japanese industrialization surprised the world but produced great stress in

Japanese society, which threatened revolution. Japanese leaders turned to nationalism,

devotion to the emperor, and police repression as an antidote to insecurity and dissent.

8. Conclusion: World Patterns in 1900

Western imperialism and industrialization had changed the world in the nineteenth century.

Despite Western penetration, the world retained much of its diversity, combining the

traditional cultural and social patterns with the emerging ways created in response to

imperialism and industrialization.

Topic : World War I And The End Of An Era

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student would be able to:

To learn about World War I

Definition/Overview:

This very brief topic highlights several historical shifts at the end of the
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"long nineteenth century" that suggested how a time period was drawing to a close and how

emerging new elements indicated the beginning of a different framework. Rather than a full

exploration, the topic is designed as a part closer to stimulate thinking about changes around

1900. The key event here of course is World War I, and the topic sums up causes of the war,

citing both proximate, diplomatic context and more deep-seated factors relating to

industrialization and imperialism. Instructors may wish to expand on many of these points.

Other significant events like the Mexican and Chinese revolutions are taken up more fully in

subsequent topics.

The key analytical issues raised by the topic are twofold and open to more ample discussion

and factual background: First, was European war inevitable, the product of structural

weaknesses that had to burst open, or did war result from a series of human miscalculations

that could have been handled differently? And, second, was there a larger set of sea changes

brewing in world history around 1900 linking such disparate developments as Chinese and

Mexican revolutions and the world war, suggesting again that the world history framework

that had described the long nineteenth century was reaching the end of its sustainability? Or

does the "end of the period" idea suggest too much coherence to scattered developments?

Key Points:

1. The Coming of the Great War

Diplomatic tensions and colonial rivalries led to the formation of two hostile alliance in

Europe.

2.Hostile Alliance and Armaments Races

Fear of growing German power led Britain, France, and Russia to form the Triple Entente

alliance. Germany and Austria-Hungary, and to a lesser extent Italy, formed the Central

Powers alliance. Tensions between these alliances were magnified by increasing rivalry for

the few remaining uncolonized regions in the world. Jingoism increased in Europe.

Germany's growing naval power prompted Britain to ally with France, fearing its naval

dominance was being lost. Domestic tensions also increased, as strikes mounted and unions

and socialists became more powerful.
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3.The Outbreak of War

European rivalries increasingly focused on the ethnically complex Balkans. The murder of

the Austro-Hungarian Archduke Ferdinand and his wife by a Serbian nationalist led to a

diplomatic confrontation between the two alliances that escalated into war by July 1914.

Britain's entry in the war made it global, as it brought in soldiers from its far-flung empire

and the help of its ally Japan.

4.A World at War

European leaders allowed war to begin in part because they believed it would be quick and

decisive.

5.The War in Europe

The failure of Germany's plan for a swift defeat of France and Belgium set the stage for three

years of stalemate on the Western Front. Soldiers dug trenches the length of the front to

defend themselves from machine guns and artillery. These weapons, along with poison gas,

led to unprecedented death tolls. Despite millions of deaths, neither side could advance

against the other's defenses.

6.The War in the East and in Italy

Neither the aristocratic officers or the peasant soldiers of Russia were prepared to fight the

modernized German military, leading to the virtual destruction of the tsarist armies and a

steady loss of territory to Germany. Nicholas II, who had taken direct control of the front,

was so incompetent that it contributed to his overthrown in 1917. While doing better against

the Austro-Hungarians, Russia could not protect its ally Serbia. Italy, which had decided to

fight the other Central Powers, did very poorly.

7.The Homefronts in Europe

As the war dragged on, soldiers at the front were became angry with political leaders and

disturbed by civilians at home who continued to support the war much more strongly than the

soldiers. Governments took direct control of many industries and made use of sophisticated

propaganda. Unions and socialist leaders became increasingly tied to government, something
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rejected by many rank and file. Labor protests in Russia helped spark the fall of the Tsar.

Women's participation in the labor force increased, though many were pushed out of work

after the war ended. Their participation in the war effort helped the gain the vote in Britain,

Germany, and the United States.

8.The War Outside Europe

Fighting spread to the colonies, and troops from the colonies were recruited for war in

Europe. British naval power contributed greatly to the globalization of the war. Japan seized

German possessions in Asia and the Pacific. The Dominions contributed supplies and troops

to the British effort. India and African colonies also participated. The Ottoman Empire sided

with Germany, and military failures led to a genocidal assault on Armenian Christians, some

of whom had backed Russia. The U.S. entry into the war made it a major global power. U.S.

supplies and troops led Germany to believe it needed to launch a major offensive.

9.Endgame: The Return to Offensive Warfare

The failure of the April 1918 offensive by the Germans and the collapse of the Austrian

military led Germany to agree to an armistice. Many Germans came to blame the civilian

government that replaced the Kaiser. The immense destruction in Europe and very high death

tolls, some 10 million, were compounded by a worldwide influenza epidemic that killed

millions more. These factors helped create the Great Depression a decade later.

10. Failed Peace

Woodrow Wilson's plan for a nonpunitive peace was thwarted by the Entente allies. Britain

and particularly France demanded reparations and a treaty that blamed Germany for the war.

The concerns of colonized regions were ignored. Germany was deliberately humiliated, the

Austro-Hungarian Empire was dismembered, and France turned inward. The United States

refused to join the League of Nations, despite Wilson's urging.

11. World War I and the Nationalist Assault on the European Colonial Order

World War I bolstered nationalist movements by weakening the European powers. Hundreds

of thousands of African and Asian troops were conscripted for European armies during the

war. Colonies also served as important sources of food and raw materials. During the course
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of the war, European vulnerability became evident. As troops were withdrawn from the

colonies for the European fronts and administrative personnel were recalled, Africans and

Asians began to fill posts previously reserved for European masters. To maintain support,

European nations made many promises for future independence, but they often failed to

fulfill them after the war. The destruction of the war cast doubts on claims of European

superiority, and its disruptions bolstered nationalist movements.

12. India: The Makings of the Nationalist Challenge to the British Raj

Colonized long before Africa, India and Asian colonies were the first to establish

independence movements. Western-educated minorities organized politically to bring about

the end or modification of colonial regimes. India and Egypt provide examples of early

decolonization movements. Regional associations of Western-educated Indians located in

major cities coalesced to form the Indian National Congress party in 1885. Without a base of

mass support, the primary function of the early party was to present grievances to the British

colonial administration. Most of the issues concerned the Indian elite, not the poor. Despite

its limited aims, the Congress party allowed the formation of a sense of Indian identity.

13. Social Foundations of a Mass Movement

British economic and social policies helped the Congress party attract a mass following.

Indians supported the massive costs for the colonial army, high-salaried bureaucrats, and the

importation of British-manufactured goods. Problems among the peasantry, including

shortfalls of food supplies, induced nationalists to blame the British policies that encouraged

peasants to shift from the production of food to commercial crops.

14. The Rise of Militant Nationalism

Some nationalists, such as B. G. Tilak, emphasized the Hindu basis of the mass movement.

Tilak and his supporters used Hindu religious festivals as a means of recruitment. Tilak urged

the boycott of British manufactured goods. Tilak's conservative Hinduism frightened

moderates, Muslims, and Sikhs. When evidence of Tilak's support for violence against the

British regime surfaced, he was arrested and deported to Burma. Some Hindus embraced

terrorism as a means of ending British rule. Terrorist groups favored secret organizations that

targeted British officials and public buildings. British suppression and lack of mass support
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reduced threats from terrorism prior to World War I. Peaceful schemes for protest against

British rule, such as those developed by Mohandas Gandhi, drew support from the more

violent movements of Tilak and the terrorists. With the repression of the latter groups,

lawyers within the Congress party emerged as leaders of the nationalist movement.

15. The Emergence of Gandhi and the Spread of Nationalist Struggle

India played a significant role in World War I. Even the nationalist leaders of India supported

the war effort. Wartime inflation reduced standards of living among the Indian peasants and

produced famine in some regions. Following the war, nationalists were frustrated by the

British refusal to move directly toward independence. The initial promise of the Montagu-

Chelmsford reforms of 1919 was offset by the Rowlatt Act, which limited Indian civil rights.

Frustrations permitted Gandhi to build a nationwide protest against colonialism. Gandhi

combined the qualities of a Hindu mystic with the acumen of a Western-educated lawyer.

Both peasants and the middle classes supported his leadership. His boycotts and campaigns of

civil resistance made him acceptable to both radical and moderate nationalists. As a Hindu

mystic, Gandhi could mobilize widespread support for his movement.

16. Egypt and the Rise of Nationalism in the Middle East

British occupation following the rebellion of Ahmad Orabi left the Egyptians with both the

Turkish khedives and the British as overlords. Lord Cromer directed British policy in Egypt.

He attempted economic reforms to reduce the khedival debts and to improve irrigation and

other public works. The masses of the Egyptian population realized little benefit from the

changes. The ayan, the greater landlords, were able to extend their control farther into the

countryside under the British administration. The great estates came to monopolize most

Egyptian land, with small landholders reduced to tenancy. Resistance to the British

administration of Egypt emerged from within the ranks of the Egyptian business classes.

Journalists were particularly prominent in the nationalist movement. As journalists attacked

the British administration and British racial attitudes, three nationalist parties were created.

To forestall more violent nationalist movements, the British granted a new constitution to

Egypt that included parliamentary representation. When World War I broke out, the British

suspended the constitution and imposed martial law.
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17. War and Nationalist Movements in the Middle East

In the years after World War I, the Entente powers broke promises made to Arabs for

independence in the Middle East. Ottoman rule collapsed, leaving behind a Turkish republic

in Asia Minor led by the modernizer Ataturk. British and French forces occupied mandates

created artificially within the League of Nations. In Syria, Iraq, and Lebanon, Arab resistance

to the mandate system was common. More serious was Arab concern over the British

mandate in Palestine, which was coupled with the creation of a Jewish homeland. Lord

Balfour had promised Zionists in 1917 that the British would support a Jewish homeland in

Palestine after the end of the war. Pogroms against Jewish communities, particularly in

Eastern Europe, accelerated the creation of a Zionist plan for migration to the proposed

Middle Eastern homeland. Zionism remained a largely East European movement until 1894,

when Theodor Herzl mobilized West European Zionism and formed the World Zionist

Organization. Both Zionism and the British takeover of Palestine seemed to violate

assurances to the Arabs of nationalist independence. Rising Arab opposition caused the

British to limit Zionist settlement in Palestine. Zionists thus began to arm themselves in order

to resist both British government and Arab opposition to further settlement. Arabs in

Palestine remained virtually without a voice in the diplomatic negotiations concerning the

fate of their region.

18. Revolt in Egypt, 1919

The imposition of martial law in Egypt during World War I imposed great hardships on the

peasantry. When the war ended, British refusal to allow an Egyptian delegation to attend the

Versailles peace conferences touched off a rebellion. The British were able to regain control,

but were forced to recognize the nationalist Wafd party under Sa'd Zaghlul. Between 1922

and 1936, British forces were progressively withdrawn to the Suez Canal zone, although they

reserved their right to defend their interests in Egypt. Although they had achieved a degree of

independence, the Wafd party failed to enact significant social or economic reforms.

19. The Beginnings of the Liberation Struggle in Africa

During World War I, most Western-educated African elites remained loyal to the colonial

regimes. The war effort disrupted African economies and drew heavily on African

manpower. After the war, the Europeans kept few promises of economic improvement
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leading to strikes and civil disobedience. As the depression took hold during the 1930s,

dissatisfaction with colonialism spread. The first nationalist movements appeared in Africa in

the 1920s in the guise of unworkable pan-African organizations. Charismatic African-

American leaders had significant roles in the formation of pan-African movements. In French

Africa, a literary genre, ngritude, celebrated black culture as an attack on European racist

attitudes. In British colonies, there was more direct political organization. Although actual

political parties were slow to emerge, political associations began the process of developing a

mass base and agitating for political reform.

20. Global Connections: World War and Global Upheavals

World War I undermined Europe's global dominance and bolstered rivals like the United

States and Japan. Revolution broke out in Russia and the east, while socialists gained ground

in the western democracies. Gender roles changed dramatically. While the empires of the

Entente nations actually grew, liberation movements gained ground as a result of the war.

Topic : The West In The Twentieth Century

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student would be able to:

To learn about the prospect of a quantum shift in Western history

Definition/Overview:

This topic deals with the West in the twentieth century. In terms of events, it runs through

World War I, the 1920s, the Great Depression, the rise of fascism, World War II, and major

developments in the postwar decades, including NATO and the cold war, the European

Union, and the spread of democratic constitutions. Thematically, the topic discusses the main

lines of political change with due note of fascism but with particular emphasis postwar on a

fairly agreed-upon multiparty system and the extension of welfare functions. Major

developments in science and social science and the often contrasting world of the arts are also
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sketched. Continued economic change is stressed, particularly after World War II, with

reference to new organizational forms, products and technologies, and work arrangements.

Parallel changes in social structure, including the rise of new immigration and the services

sector, are explored along with major features of demography, family life, and consumer

behavior in an affluent society.

The topic's conclusion raises the prospect of a quantum shift in Western history defined by

the postindustrial concept. The topic basically offers a narrative approach to the world wars

and the interwar period, and a more trend-oriented approach to developments in the past 40

years (with of course overlap between the two sections). An explicit theme here is a

significant internal periodization in Western history between 1914-45 on the one hand, and its

similarities and differences from contemporary world history on the other. Further

exploration of this theme might be picked up in lectures and discussion to aid students in

sorting through a considerable amount of detail to pick out the main themes and identifying

features of contemporary Western society. Many instructors will wish, of course, to add detail

about the war episodes, fascism, the general interwar trauma, or the postwar West. But there

is every reason as well to guide students to a focus on change and continuity in the West, so

that larger themes are not lost in detail or the sheer immediacy and prominence of this period

in Western history.

A quiet summary of what the main features of the West have been in the twentieth century,

how they compare with features earlier identified-and ultimately with the features of other

twentieth-century civilizations-is no easy task. As a framework for a class discussion,

students might simply chart, in the political, cultural, economic, and social categories, the

ways that in the late 1990s Western society maintains trends discernable in 1900 and the

ways in which it has profoundly departed from 1900 trends.

The History Debate section on convergence raises issues of the coherence of "Western

civilization," including the U.S., continuing in the twentieth-century context an earlier

discussion about American exceptionalism.

Some instructors in advance of the discussion of the West may wish also to take up the larger

issues of twentieth-century periodization in world history covered in the part opener. It is

here, rather than in Topic 28 itself, that the changes in the West's position in the world are
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addressed. Certainly at some point the problem of modern world history periodization must

be tackled.

Unless confusing, the issue might be raised now but saved for fuller discussion until more

coverage is assimilated, for example, in conjunction with the final topic of the text.

Key Points:

1. Strength and Relative Decline

The power of Europe declined in the twentieth century, but it remained the wealthiest society

in the world. Western civilization retained its influence.

2. Patterns of Western History: 1914-1945

2.1. World War I and the Inter-war Years

The twentieth century began with World War I. Although the bulk of the fighting took

place in Europe, it involved both Europeans and non-Europeans as France and

Englandused colonial troops and some of the fighting took place in Africa, the Middle

East, and the Pacific. Trench warfare and new weapons produced a stalemate that

killed 10 million people in four years of fighting. It became very hard at the Versailles

Conference to rebuild the world order after the war. The treaty imposed heavy

reparations on Germany, creating great resentment. The League of Nations, created to

promote international harmony, proved ineffective.

The next two decades were a difficult period in European history. The political center

dwindled as liberals became conservatives in the face of the new Communist threat.

The West also experienced great economic difficulties as the inflation and weak farm

sector of the 1920s fueled the depression after 1929. The result was the Great

Depression, which resulted in millions of people becoming unemployed. Taking

advantage of post-war resentments and the economic crisis, the fascist movements

came to prominence in the 1920s. They attacked parliamentary democracy and

advocated strong measures against the left and a strong state ruled by a powerful

leader. They came to power in Italyin 1923 and in Germanyunder Adolf Hitler in

1933.
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Hitler appealed to the bitter resentment over the defeat in World War I, the

desperation of the economic crisis, and the fear of Communism to build a totalitarian

state in Germany. He banned all opposition and arrested his opponents. He used the

armaments buildup to rebuild the economy. He relied on propaganda to build up

support. He used the Jews as scapegoats for German problems. In the 1940s, he

proceeded to exterminate six million Jews, as well as millions of others, in

concentration camps in what is known as the Holocaust.

After violating the Versailles Treaty and annexing Austria and Czechoslovakia, Hitler

attack Poland in September 1939.

2.2. World War II

During the first three years of the war, Hitlers armies seemed unstoppable as they

conquered one country after another. In 1941, he invaded Russia, where he got

bogged down in the Russian winter. In December, Japanattacked the United States,

and now Germany faced both Russia and the United States. By early 1945, U.S. and

Soviet forces were entering Germany, and a devastated Germanysurrendered.

The war had redesigned the map of Europe, with the Soviet Union controlling most of

Eastern Europe and Germany divided between east and west. This division led to the

Cold War between Russia and the United States.

3. Patterns of Western History: 1950 to the Present

In 1950 the future of the Western world seemed bleak. Post-war Europe did not regain its

diplomatic power. It joined the United States and led NATO to oppose Soviet power. It also

gave up its colonies in Asia and Africa. The Western world remained free of war after 1945,

although it lived in fear that a nuclear war might destroy it. In 1958, the major nations of

Western Europe formed the European Economic Community, which by the 1990s had

developed into an economic union encompassing most of Europe.

As economic growth soared, the political tensions declined. All of Western Europe adopted

democratic constitutions and parliamentary institutions in the post-war decades. The radical

right had been discredited by World War II, and the Communists declined with the economic

improvement. European states developed welfare institutions to provide for the medical,

housing, and other needs of its people.
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The economic growth of the 1950s and 60s led to the economic slowdown of the 1970s and

1980s. In the 1990s, global economic competition resulted in high unemployment in Europe.

4. Western Political Institutions in the Twentieth Century

The West in the twentieth century saw the increase in both the power of the state and in the

commitment to democratic liberal values. The West continued to be committed to multiparty

democracy and civil liberties. Governments increased their regulation of the economy, and

the growth of the welfare state gave the government responsibility for the health and welfare

of the population. The post-war era also saw the decline of tensions between the nations of

Western Europe.

5. Contemporary Western Culture

Science replaced philosophy and theology as the center of Western culture. Religion played

only a minor role in either formal or popular culture. Scientific breakthroughs produced both

weapons of mass destruction and miracle cures for humanitys afflictions. In the arts,

composers and artists rejected literal reality and emphasized stylistic innovation such as

cubism and abstract art. Many people simply ignored the new trends and favored commercial

artistic productions and popular stories.

6. Economy and Society

The Twentieth century was a period of rapid change in Western economy and society. New

fabrics changed the clothing industry. Radio and television brought new forms of

entertainment. The car brought greater mobility. The family enterprise gave way to the

multinational corporation. The family farmer gave way to cooperatives in Europe and

agribusiness in the United States. The increasing use of fertilizers and machinery increased

food production while creating environmental degradation.

The class structure changed, with the middle class become managers and the number of

service workers increasing while the number of farmers decreased. The structure of the

family changed. Both birth rates and death rates decreased. Women entered the workforce in

greater numbers. While the family continued to be the source of emotional ties, the strains of

the new lifestyle were evident in the increase in divorce rates.
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7. Conclusion

In the late-1960s, Western society began to evolve into a post-industrial society in which the

control of knowledge replacing the control of products would be the key to the social

developments.

In Section 5 of this course you will cover these topics:
Eastern European Civilization

East Asia And The Twentieth Century

India And Southeast Asia

Middle Eastern Civilization In The Twentieth Century

Latin America In The Twentieth Century

Sub-Saharan Africa: From Colonies To New Nations

The Early Twenty-First Century: World History And The Future

Topic : Eastern European Civilization

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student would be able to:

To learn about Russian Revolution and the development of Soviet institutions.

Definition/Overview:

This topic covers the Russian Revolution and the development of Soviet institutions, culture,

and society. It places heavy emphasis on the nature and completion of Russian

industrialization and the Soviet emergence as a superpower. The uneasy extension of the

Soviet system to the rest of Eastern Europe following World War II is also discussed. Finally,

the practical dismantling of the system from Gorbachev onward receives considerable

attention.
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This topic would expand on some of the episodes or characteristics covered in the topic-the

contrast between Lenin and Stalin, the nature of de-Stalinization, the strengths and

weaknesses of Soviet culture, the nature of the regimes in the smaller east European

countries, the distinctive economic system. In terms of Russia and some of the smaller states,

it may be important to an American student audience to highlight achievements and reasons

for relative satisfaction in these societies at least into the 1970s, though without obscuring

their coercive factor.

Four somewhat more thematic subjects beckon as well. First, it can certainly be useful to

discuss the nature of revolution, with the 1917 uprising and its effective extension into the

early 1930s as a case study. Comparison with France in 1789 can be illuminating, and it is

also possible to introduce some generalizations about the nature of twentieth-century

revolution. The Understanding Culture section urges exploration of revolution's cultural

impact. Second, Russia's twentieth-century patterns can be compared with those of the West

to highlight features that seem inherent in modernization, elements that remind us of the

partially shared heritage of the two civilizations, and factors that reflect new or old

differentiations. A useful speculative exercise, which might be supplemented with some texts,

involves inviting students to put themselves in the shoes of a Soviet official or an ordinary

citizen commenting from a twentieth-century Russian perspective on the weaknesses of

Western society. Third, the Soviet experience should certainly be compared with earlier

patterns in Russian history to point out the very real changes as well as the undeniable

constants. Fourth, the causes and implications of collapse and change after 1985, including

differences among specific regions in Eastern Europe and central Asia, need attention. Here

again, older themes such as ambivalence about Westernization deserve attention.

Key Points:

1. New Power for a New Russia

Twentieth-century Russia experienced invasions and revolutions and developed an industrial

society under a Communist system, yet its society continued to reflect earlier Russian

traditions.

The major changes in Russia were the result of industrialization and the new society created

by the Communist regime that came to power in 1917. The Soviet political system, although
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very different from the tsarist regime, retained its authoritarian tradition, secret police, and

expansionist foreign policy, which made Russian into a superpower after 1945.

2. Russian Revolution

The failure of Nicholas II to provide meaningful political rights and the food shortages,

sufferings, and defeats of World War I brought about the Russian Revolution of 1917. Food

riots in March 1917 forced Nicholas II to abdicate. The liberal provisional government

struggled to rule the country for eight months but failed to take initiative in resolving the

grievances of the Russian people. This led to a second revolution in November 1917 led by

Lenin, which brought the Bolshevik branch of the revolutionary forces to power.

Lenin's Bolsheviks were one of many factions fighting for power in 1917. Lenin believed

Russia could have a working class revolution without having to go through the capitalist

stage by simply having a small vanguard act in the name of the proletariat. Far more popular

than the Bolsheviks was the Socialist Revolutionary Party, which was composed of agrarian

socialists.

Having seized power, the Bolsheviks outlawed all other political groups. When the Russian

people gave the Socialist Revolutionaries a majority in the 1917 elections, Lenin shut the

assembly down. For three years, the Bolsheviks fought a bitter civil war against their

opponents. After three years, they had won, but the country was devastated. Lenin responded

with his New Economic Plan, which used rural capitalism to revive food production. In 1923,

Russia was reorganized as the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics.

3. Patters of Soviet History after 1923

Lenin's successor, Joseph Stalin, concluded that he must industrialize Russia rapidly. In order

to acquire the capital needed to industrialize, he undertook the collectivization of agriculture.

When the peasants resisted, he had millions of people executed or sent to exile in Siberia.

Despite the human devastation, Russia was able to industrialize and became the third

industrial power in the world. Stalin continued to maintain strong police control of the people

by executing or exiling most of the old party leaders and millions of common Soviet citizens.

With its new industrial base, the Soviet Union was able to drive the Germans out of Russia

during World War II and establish its power over EasternEurope. Eastern Europe had
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remained outside Soviet control between the wars. Except for Czechoslovakia, where

democracy flourished, all eastern European countries had turned to authoritarian rule. They

were easily overwhelmed by the Nazi invasions. All except for Yugoslavia were freed by the

Soviet army, which installed Soviet-dominated Communist regimes in them.

The extension of Soviet power to Eastern Europe, coupled with Soviet aid to the Communist

regimes of North Korea and China, led to the Cold War. The Soviet Union's superpower

status was confirmed by its development of atomic weapons.

Stalin was succeeded by Nikita Khrushchev in the 1950s. Khrushchev undertook a campaign

to de-Stalinized Russia, permitting greater diversity and freedom. However, he and his

successors in the 1960s and 1970s refused to tolerate any threat to the Communist Party

monopoly on power. Revolutions in Eastern Europe were put down by Soviet military

intervention. IV. Soviet Political Institutions. The Soviet leaders continued the authoritarian

tradition of the tsarist regime. Although they wrote impressive-sounding constitutions and

created parliamentary institutions, only the Communist Party had power and made all

decisions. Its power was preserved by the network of secret police, which ensured loyalty to

the party.

The party controlled economic planning, cultural life, and the media. It provided its citizens

with an elaborate welfare system and ensured full employment.

4. Soviet Culture

Soviet culture blended traditional themes with modern industrial and revolutionary ones. The

Soviet cultures main theme was Socialist Realism, which glorified the worker, soldier, and

peasant. In post-Stalins Russia, artists treated the fine line between showing the suffering of

the people and official disapproval. Writers like Aleksandr Solzhenitsyn were exiled.

5. Economy and Society

Between the 1920s and 1950s, the Soviet Union built an impressive industrial economy.

Although living standards improved much, the Soviet Union failed to provide for its people

in terms of consumer goods. Even the food supply remained a problem.
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The Soviet family experienced similar stresses to those of the West, including the migration

of people to the cities and the weakening of the nuclear family.

6. The Explosion of the 1980s

Despite its many achievements, the Soviet system seized to function by the 1980s. Gorbachev

attempted reform by his policy of glasnost (openness) and perestroika (economic

restructuring). Instead of re-invigorating the system, the new openness led to its collapse.

7. Dismantling the Soviet Empire

In the late 1980s, eastern European countries were allowed to hold free elections and rid

themselves of their Communist regimes. Although most countries had a relatively peaceful

transition, the pressures of ethnic nationalism plunged Yugoslavia into a bloody civil war.

8. Renewed Turmoil after 1991

In 1991, the component republics of the Soviet Union began agitating for greater freedom. A

last-ditch attempt by reactionary elements to remove Gorbachev and restore Communist

authority failed, and the republics declared their independence by the end of 1991.

The new republics, including the Russian republic, experienced much turbulence in their

transition to Democracy in the 1990s. In Russia, President Boris Yeltsin faced many

difficulties with a parliament dominated by former Communists and bitter regional conflicts

with ethnic minorities such as the Chechnyans.

9. Conclusion

In the 1990s, Eastern Europe was plagued by the uncertainties and turbulence of transition to

the post-Soviet era. Old rivalries and ethnic nationalists threatened to profoundly divide the

new nations. Conversion to a market economy and democracy proved difficult.
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Topic : East Asia And The Twentieth Century

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student would be able to:

To learn about East Asia, China and Japan in particular and the Twentieth Century

Definition/Overview:

This topic looks at China and Japanin the twentieth century and includes a section as well on

the economic development and political patterns of "Pacific Rim" states since the 1950s. In

terms of events, the chief foci are China's revolutionary period that opened in 1911 and

continued through the communist seizure of power after World War II; the major phases of

communist rule, including the Cultural Revolution and subsequent pragmatism; Japan's

growing militarism and the patterns of the Pacific war in the 1930s and 1940s; and the

stabilization and partial reformulation of Japanese society after 1945. Thematically, the topic

emphasizes China's distinctive pattern of change and its generally consistent effort to cut its

own path independent of Western and Soviet models and also the ongoing limits to Chinese

industrial development, particularly until 1978. For Japan, with particular emphasis on the

postwar decades, the obvious theme is rapid economic change coupled with distinctive values

and political and economic forms. The larger rise of the Pacific Rim raises questions about

how to explain the so-called special reasons for industrial dynamism in the region including

adaptations of Confucianism.

The topic does not attempt a very close comparison of Chinaand Japan. The two countries

remained intertwined in the events of the twentieth century and shared a few basic

characteristics that may be worth some discussion only in East Asia, for example, has the

government played such a great and successful role in population policy, a generalization that

applies to both countries, though at slightly different dates. A very broad emphasis on group

solidarity over individualism can also be noted, though it takes quite different forms and

extents in the two countries, given their different political and economic systems. In many

ways, more easily seen comparisons run between Japanand the West, as industrialized but

quite different societies, and between China and the Soviet Union, as communist but quite
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different societies. Comparative discussions in these terms are suggested in the topic and can

be expanded upon in class.

China's long revolutionary period raises many lecture or discussion possibilities in terms of

change and continuity. Students should see what Chinese leaders of various types thought

they had to change and why, but they should also see a few basic continuities that shine

through as well-including some patterns of dealing with outside cultures. The sheer chaos of

Chinese history at several twentieth-century junctures can be expanded in lecture.

Since Japan has emerged as a clearly non-Westernized industrial giant despite various bouts

of Westernization and the American occupation, the theme of continuity amid change is a

fertile topic here. This theme can usefully be explored in two overlapping kinds of

discussion: one in which students are asked to "predict" whether Japan will become

increasingly Western in terms of gender relations, consumerism, or labor protest; the other in

which they discuss what Japanese patterns the West should now adopt and whether in terms

of cultural traditions the West can in fact do so.

Key Points:

1. The Clashing Regions of East Asia

East Asia was divided in its responses to the West in the twentieth century. Japan undertook

an aggressive foreign policy that led to World War II and afterward developed one of the

most successful economies in the world. In contrast, China underwent two revolutions,

established a Communist regime, and struggled to industrialize.

2. Patterns of East Asian History

2.1. A Clash of Cultures: Revolution and War

In the first decades of the twentieth century, Japanfollowed an imperialist policy that

led to the annexation of Korea and the German colonies in the Pacific. In China,

growing Western penetration led to the rise of the republican movement under Sun

Yat-sen and the end of the imperial regime in 1912. Sun Yat-sen advocated that

Chinashould imitate the Western principles of democracy, nationalism, and socialism.

The new republican government established under Yaun Shi-h`ai failed to reform

China. By 1916,Chinawas run by a series of regional governments led by warlords.
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Sun Yat-sen tried to counter the chaos by establishing the Kuomintang political party.

In the 1920s, the Kuomintang under Chaing Kai-shek was able to subdue many

warlords and the Communists and take over much of China. Its drive for control of

China was interrupted by the Japanese. Japanese strength had grown in the 1920s.

However, the depression had caused great suffering as markets for Japanese products

disappeared. The Japanese leadership turned to fascism and militarism to maintain its

control of Japan.Japansought an East Asian sphere of influence to deal with the

nations crises of overpopulation, overproduction, and the lack of markets and natural

resources. The Japanese invaded Manchuria in 1931 and China in 1937. Chaing Kai-

shek, the Communists, and the warlords joined in their efforts to drive out the

Chinese. China suffered 15 years of invasion and occupation. Stalemated in China,

the Japanese turned its attention to Southeast Asia and in 1941 attacked the United

States in Hawaiiand the Philippines. By the end of 1942, the United Stateshad stopped

the Japanese advance, but only the dropping of the atomic bomb in Nagasaki and

Hiroshimaforced the Japanese to surrender in 1945.

2.2. Return of Stability to Japan

At the end of World War II, the United Statesforced Japanto adopt a liberal

constitution, universal suffrage, and limitations on its military activities.

2.3. Upheaval and Later Revolution in China

With Japan's defeat, Chinawas the leading power in East Asia. However, Chaing was

not able to retain control over China because of Communist opposition. The Chinese

Communist movement had been founded in 1919 and was led by Mao Zedong. The

Communists gained great popularity for their guerilla fighting against the Japanese.

The Communist was able to drive out the Kuomintang in 1949. In 1950,

Chinaintervened in the Koreaconflict against the United States, giving notice to the

world that no outside power would dominate East Asia. The Communists undertook

to reform China along Marxist lines. In the 1950s, the land was collectivized and a

five-year industrialization program was undertaken. In the 1960s, Mao undertook a

missive propaganda campaign known as the Cultural Revolution and designed to root

out the evils of traditional values and Confucianism. Conflict with the Soviet Union

led to reconciliation with the United States. After Mao died, Deng Xiaoping
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undertook economic modernization while the Communists retained strict political

control of China.

2.4. East Asia toward the End of the Twentieth Century.

East Asia struggled to create new political institutions throughout most of the

twentieth century. Japanachieved political stability after World War II, and China

after the Cultural Revolution.

3. Japan, Incorporated

In the twentieth century, Japan selectively adopted Western technologies while maintaining

distinctive cultural traits. Japanese politics merged democratic forms with traditional elite

ties. Business interests accepted government economic planning in promoting economic

development. Business/government cooperation supplemented the corporate combines, called

zaibatsu, to reduce competition within Japan. The Japanese also cultivated worker loyalty and

diligence by emphasizing group loyalty.

4. The Coastal Countries of East and Southeast Asia: The Pacific Rim

Beginning in the 1950s, the countries of the Pacific Rim have followed the Japanese model of

government/business cooperation and worker loyalty to develop their economies.

5. Chinaunder Communism

The Chinese Communist regime retained the legacy of a strong state to regulate large sectors

of society. It improved living and health standards and imposed strict population control

policies on its population.

6. Conclusion: East Asia and the World

As Communism spread to China, Japan became more democratic and a leading economic

power. These patterns have been followed by other East Asian countries.
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Topic : India And Southeast Asia

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student would be able to:

To Learn about India and Southeast Asia from World War I to Independence

To Learn about Southeast Asia after Independence

To Learn about India and Pakistan

Definition/Overview:

This topic deals with India and Southeast Asia. The focus is on the further development of

nationalism, decolonization, and the establishment of varied political forms. Particular

attention goes to India in the decades of nonviolent struggle for independence and the

subsequent flowering of democratic political forms coupled with serious but checkered

economic and social change.

The treatment of India raises now-familiar issues of continuity and change. Quite apart from

the theme of economic development, India's ability to assimilate and adapt novel political and

legal forms and combine them with considerable cultural and social traditionalism, presents a

unique blend in world history today. This singularity can be further discussed through a

comparison with Chinese patterns-a comparison that the topic's conclusion is intended to

launch (recall the earlier classical comparison, Topic 5). Most students will be inclined to

give India somewhat short shrift in this comparison against China's literally revolutionary

change and seeming willingness to challenge traditionalism directly; students' penchant may

be enhanced by American press coverage, which for the past three decades has tended to

neglect India in favor of the excitement at China's new pragmatic approach.

But the magnitude and solidity of the Indian accomplishment deserve attention also, and the

same holds true for recent economic gains and a lecture prior to comparative discussion

might deliberately sketch a pro-India case.
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More specific topics also invite attention. Gandhi's tactics and vision quite deservedly

command student interest, though there is some danger of equating Gandhi too completely

with twentieth-century Indian history. The World Profile section invites discussion of

Gandhi's impact but also its limits. Here's an obvious instance of the individual's role in

history. The balance between religion and nationalism is a fruitful basis for exploring

developments on the subcontinent both before and after independence, and can allow

somewhat fuller discussion of Pakistan and Bangladesh than the topic itself provides.

Treatment of Southeast Asia in this topic is more strictly descriptive, since only rudimentary

coverage has been offered previously. The point is to bring students up to minimum strength

in terms of twentieth-century narrative, with emphasis on nationalism, decolonization, and

the subsequent diversity of political forms. However, more thematic treatment can be taken

up on the basis of this coverage with emphasis perhaps on the Vietnam-noncommunist split,

the bases for authoritarian politics, and the conditions of the peasantry.

Opportunityalso exists for fuller exploration of the Vietnam War as a case study of the

complexities of American involvement in world affairs, and Southeast Asian affairs in

particular.

Key Points:

1. Indiaand Southeast Asia from World War I to Independence

In the period between World War I and World War II, nationalist pressure steadily built up in

southern Asia. After World War II, decolonization occurred quickly.

1.1. The Rise of Indian Nationalism

India provided the example for the road to independence after 1914. It adopted the

idea of nationalism from Europe. In World War I, millions of Indian troops fought in

the British army, but except for some half-hearted local government measures, power

remained in the hands of the British. High taxes, food shortages, repression, and the

affects of influenza epidemics led to great discontent with British rule and

strengthened the Indian National Congress Party.
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1.2. The Nonviolent Strategies of Gandhi

The main leader and master tactician of Indian nationalism was Mohandas Gandhi.

He developed the idea of nonviolent resistance to British rule. The use of nonviolence

made it difficult for the British to respond with violent repression. In 1935, the British

granted a new constitution that gave power in the state governments to Indians, but

the British retained control of the central government. With the outbreak of World

War II, the Indian nationalist leaders refused to cooperate with the war effort, so the

British ruled India through the military.

1.3. Nationalism inSoutheast Asia

Southeast Asia followed a similar pattern to India. The British, French, Dutch, and

American colonial authorities granted half-hearted measures of local government but

retained real power. This led to the rise of nationalism movements drawing support

from peasant resentment against high taxes and the lack of land. The Japanese

victories in Southeast Asia demonstrated European vulnerability and stimulated the

drive for independence after the war.

1.4. Deconolonization after the War

The weakness of the European powers and nationalist resistance quickly led to the

independence of southern Asia after the war. The British were eager to leave Asia but

were delayed because Gandhi resisted the partition of Indiabetween Hindu and

Muslim states. In 1947, Gandhi agreed to partition and two separate states were

createda Muslim Pakistan and a Hindu-dominated India. Independence for Ski Lanka

and Burmacame in 1948 and for Malaysiaafter the suppression of a Communist

movement.

The French and Dutch resisted leaving their colonies. The Dutch were defeated and

left Indonesia in 1949. The French continued to fight in Indochina but were unable to

suppress the Vietnamese nationalists led by Ho Chi Minh. In 1954, the French granted

independence to Cambodia,Laos, and separate North and South Vietnamese states.

The United States intervened in 1964 to block Ho Chi Minh's attempt to reunite
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Vietnam. The United States gave independence to the Philippinesin 1946 and was

forced to leave Vietnamin 1973. Vietnamwas reunited in 1975.

2. Southeast Asia after Independence

The nationalist leaders preoccupied with the drive for independence did not have clear ideas

about the post-independence political system. Most hoped for democratic systems. These

proved unworkable given the deep divisions and lack of development in most southern Asian

countries. In the 1950s and 1960s, Malaysia, Burma, Thailand, Indonesia, and the Philippines

turned to authoritarian regimes to preserve stability and promote economic growth. Vietnam

turned to Communism.

3. Indiaand Pakistan

India and Pakistan followed separate patterns. The Muslim-Hindu antagonisms erupted into

violence in 1947, and relations between India and Pakistan remain tense, with both countries

developing nuclear weapons in the 1990s. Pakistan, like Southeast Asia, quickly turned to

authoritarian government. In 1971, East Pakistan revolted and created its own country of

Bangladesh, which is one of the poorest in the world.

India retained democratic institutions but has been dominated at the national level by the

Congress Party and the family of independence leader Jawaharlal Nehru. At the regional

level, other parties gained control. Regional, economic, and religious diversity are a problem

for India.

The Indian government implemented social reform by granting equality before the law for all

castes, for the untouchables, and for women and by promoting education, literacy, and social

welfare. It promoted economic development through a combination of government economic

planning and private initiatives. It also promoted the Green Revolution to help feed the

growing population. In international affairs, India opted to join neither the East nor West in

the Cold War. It instead promoted the non-align movement.

4. Conclusion: India and China

Both India and China experienced great economic growth and achieved significant

improvement in health, technological development, and education. Neither achieved the

degree of economic development of Japan.
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Topic : Middle Eastern Civilization In The Twentieth Century

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student would be able to:

To learn about Middle Eastern Civilization in the Twentieth Century

Definition/Overview:

The Middle East in the twentieth century has produced more than its share of events. This

topic covers at least some of the highlights: the collapse of the Ottoman Empire after its

involvement in World War I; the rise of a new Turkey and Iran with their new economic

policies of import substitution; the Western "mandates" in other parts of the Middle East and

the rise of Arab nationalism; decolonization; the establishment of Israel; major political

changes such as the overthrow of the Egyptian monarchy; major regional wars and frictions;

and Islamic fundamentalism and the Iranian Revolution.

Thematically, despite many positive and important changes, it is hard to avoid focusing on

the region as a particularly troubled one. Political division in a region previously often united,

disputes over political form, the disruptive preoccupation with Israel, and the many frictions

between Islamic tradition and modern social and economic trends are all vital elements of the

troubled theme. It is important, nevertheless, to grasp the region's real diversity as well as

certain general positive trends as in the area of advancing education, lest students see only

conflicts and anti-Westernism. It is also vital to deal with change and division and

traditionalist resistance to outside influence.

Several important topics pull at least partly away from the "trouble spot" motif. The

conditions of women, including both changes and limitations on change, provide vital insight

both into the topic generally-women in the modern world or in modernization-and into the

distinctive culture of the Middle East. A more detailed exploration of Turkeyor Egyptas
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secular republics that have moved far from traditional Islamic society without quite making a

turn to full industrialization can help students grasp the real impulse to change as well as the

more apparent constraints. Certainly the Iranian Revolution invites comparison to other

twentieth-century revolutions. It fits a schematic model of revolution quite well, and some of

the constituent goals and participant groups also fit, but the overall thrust is unique and must

be understood.

Three comparative frameworks seem potentially illuminating for lecture or discussion. Most

feasible is a comparison of Islam and Hinduism as lively religions amid change. Both

continue to have great cultural impact (in contrast, all things considered, to Christianity in the

modern era in the West), yet their impact differs, as Hinduism seems on the whole more

flexible.

Students might fruitfully, once the context is established, discuss why. A second comparison

that must really wait but might be prepared now concerns how the Middle East, though

economically far more fortunate than most of sub-Saharan Africa, shares some features in

political form-the tendency to authoritarian or one-party government, and the general

avoidance of Marxism-that can usefully be explored. Finally, and partly by way of review of

Western history, students might discuss why Islam and Christianity have turned out to play

such different roles in their "native" societies in the twentieth century, despite many

similarities in religious outlook and code.

The West and Middle East are far more different today in outlook and basic values than they

were, say in the sixteenth century, and this raises questions of how and why. Careful

treatment of Islamic fundamentalism in historical perspective is essential here.

One last point: The Middle East is a vital region in world affairs and presents a fascinating

case in which to discuss change and continuity in context of an old civilization meeting a new

challenge. It also provides opportunity for a particularly demanding and potentially rewarding

exercise in empathy, as students should use historical perspective and their knowledge of

recent developments to grasp why Middle Eastern reactions to modernity have been

somewhat distinctive, why values we find obvious are there so widely questioned.
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Key Points:

1. Changes and Tensions

World War I ended the political unity of the Middle East, generating a complex pattern of

reform and counter revolution. The political divisions made the Middle East the leading

world trouble spot after World War. Oil also made the region a major player in the world

economy. II. Patterns of Contemporary Middle Eastern History

1.1. World War I

In World War I, the Ottoman Empire was allied with Germany. As part of the war

effort, the British and the French encouraged Arab nationalism with vague wartime

pledges. At the same time, they made vague promises to Jewish leaders of a Jewish

homeland in Palestine.

1.2. Replacing the Ottoman Empire

With the end of the war, the Ottoman Empire was abolished. The French occupied

Syria and Lebanon, and the British occupied Iraq, Jordan, and Palestine. In Turkey,

Mustafa Kemal organized resistance to the occupation and was able to create an

independent state in 1923.

Kemal introduced a tightly controlled version of democracy controlled by a single

party, as well as secular law and education. He also granted rights to women and

promoted industrialization.

Persia, which changed its name to Iran, asserted its independence and promoted

economic modernization through import substitution under the leadership of the new

shah, Reza Khan.

2. Assertions of Arab Nationalism

During the 1920s and 1930s, the Middle East remained under European control. Anger at

foreign rule led to the rise of Arab nationalism. In 1922, the British were forced to accept

Egyptian independence. Soon, Jordan,Lebanon, and Syria forced Englandand Franceto grant

them some measure of freedom. Arab nationalism was fueled by the growing Jewish presence

in Palestine. The British failed to satisfy either Jews or Palestinians on this matter, leading to
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terrorism on the part of both against the British and each other. World War II weakened the

Western hold, and the Middle East received independence. In 1948, the Jews proclaimed their

independence and beat off the attack of the surrounding Arabs. The conflict between

Israeland the Arabs has resulted in several wars since 1948. In the Cold War, most Arab

states preferred to remain neutral or change sides periodically. Israel remained a strong ally

of the United States. The Middle East played a key international role through OPEC which

regulated oil production and pricing.

3. The Political Culture of the Middle East

3.1. New Role for the State

Although Liberal democracy did not take hold, Middle Eastern states followed the

global pattern of the increase of government responsibility for the welfare of the

population. Some of the new Arabs states promoted traditional ways, while others

opted for secular reform. However, all promoted economic development.

3.2. The Rise of Fundamentalism

The rapid political and economic changes produced a backlash by the 1970s. Islamic

fundamentalism sought a return to Islamic political ideals and values. It attacked

Western cultural influence as immoral. Islamic fundamentalists pressured

governments throughout the Muslim world to follow Islamic Law. In Iran, they

brought about the overthrow of the shah and set out to create a holy Shiite state,

rejecting Western godless, materialistic, and immoral influences and requiring women

to wear the veil.

4. Middle Eastern Culture and Society

The only fully industrialized country in the Middle East was Israel, which took advantage of

the expertise of thousands of Jewish immigrants from post-World War II Europe. The levels

of industrialization lagged behind in the rest of the Middle East. The economic conditions of

the Islamic states varied greatly. The oil-producing nations used their great wealth to promote

economic, health, and educational development. Nations without oil wealth faced great

economic problems. Many were burdened with population growth while lacking land and

urban opportunities to meet the needs of a rising population. Even though women in some
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Middle Eastern countries gained greater opportunities, the society retained male dominance

within the household and frowns upon women working outside the home.

5. Conclusion: A Troubled Region

Middle Eastern civilization remains unique and faces many significant problems. The

disputes between reformers and Islamic fundamentalists constrain the resolution of these

problems.

Topic : Latin America In The Twentieth Century

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student would be able to:

To learn about the developments in twentieth-century Latin America

Definition/Overview:

Developments in twentieth-century Latin America include three major revolutions (in

Mexico,Bolivia, and Cuba); a considerable transformation of authoritarian politics (though

foreshadowed by a few of the nineteenth-century caudillos), including important measures of

economic nationalism and extension of government authority; and an undercurrent of peasant

unrest. In the twentieth century, the Latin American political style was not entirely altered

from patterns developed previously, which include a tendency to oscillate between

authoritarianism and parliamentary rule. It definitely evolved, however. Beyond politics is the

complex theme of economic development and its limitations, including foreign influence and

rapid population growth, as well as the vitality of Latin American culture in its links with

Western cultural forms, including consumerism, combined with emphases-including religious

emphases-distinctive to the region itself.
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Political structures and economic situations alike lend themselves to lectures or discussions

focusing on continuity and change. Neither theme pulls away entirely from patterns

established in the nineteenth century but both are partially redefined. Discussion of revolution

can feed into comparisons with other twentieth-century revolutions in terms of causes and

effects, or simply fuel fuller explorations that would allow comparisons between Mexicoand

Cuba. For discussion that can pull in many of the features of Latin America in a more open-

ended context, the last question listed under essay topics below works well. Students aware of

Latin America at all are so often mainly filled with a sense of problems, instability, and

limitations that some emphasis on strengths and positive change can be a useful corrective:

this should include discussion of partial industrialization in places like Brazil, Mexico, and

Chile.

Some instructors might wish to organize a discussion of the United States' role (real or ideal)

in twentieth-century Latin America, including the extent to which our own future may be

increasingly influenced by developments to the south. It would be wise in this context to

remind students that Latins are not the only Americans with problems. Finally, discussion of

the pronounced democratization trend since the 1970s raises vital issues, among them what

caused it and how solid is it?

Key Points:

1. The Leading Themes

In the twentieth century, Latin American maintained many of the characteristics it developed

in the nineteenth century. It continued to suffer from the problem of great power interference.

Although it was not significantly involved in major wars, it suffered from internal violence

directed against peasants and Indians. Economic inequality remained a problem. There were

also several new trends. Politics were redefined by the growing role of the state. Economic

development assumed a new urgency in the face of Latin Americas growing population. Latin

America developed new cultural strands and styles that reflected the mixture of local and

Western cultures.
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1.1. Latin American in Twentieth-Century World History

Although Latin America did not participate fully in the World Wars, it was greatly

impacted by Cold War tensions. Latin American popular culture became part of

international culture.

2. Patterns of Latin American History: The Mexican Revolution 1910-1920s

The Mexican Revolution was the leading event in early twentieth-century Latin America. It

reflected peasants grievances about the of lack of land, resentment against foreign economic

control, and intellectual discontent with a corrupt regime. General Porfirio Diaz was

overthrown in 1910 and replaced by the moderate Francisco Madero. The limited reforms of

Madera failed to satisfy the workers and the peasants and led to the rise of Emiliano Zapata

and Pancho Villa, who represented more radical demand for land and social reform. The

ideals of Zapata and Villa terrified foreign business interests, who lent support to moderate

elements such Venustiano Carranza and Alvaro Obregon. They were able to implement the

new constitution of 1917, which nationalized mineral rights, limited land ownership to

Mexican nations, limited the power of the Catholic Church, and began a modest program of

land reform.

After a decade of chaos, Mexico attained stability in the 1920s with the introduction of a new

political system that was neither a democracy nor caudillismo. It was the rule of a single

party, the PNR (later renamed PRI), which retained power by controlling elections and

repressing dissent but avoided caudillismo by limiting the presidents tenure to one six-year

term.

3. The Patterns of Latin American History since the 1920s

The Mexican Revolution failed to spread because the chaos reduced its appeal and it did not

resolve the problem of economic development.

3.1. The Effects of Depression: 1930-1950s

Latin America was hard hit by the depression, but it did not result in any sweeping

revolutionary movement coming to power. However, various regimes adopted

economic nationalism, promoted industrial development, and introduced programs of
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import substitution. For example, Lazaro Cardenas in Mexico nationalized the oil

industry and created PEMEX, and Getulio Vargas of Brazilbuilt steel mills.

3.2. Revolution and Response: 1950s-1990s

Despite the Good Neighbor Policy of the Roosevelt administration, the start of the

Cold War led to growing U.S. interference in Latin America. The optimism about

Latin America's prospects was challenged by success of the Cuban Revolution, which

had been fueled by the gross economic inequalities and political corruption. Fidel

Castro collectivized the sugar estates, nationalized the factories and introduced a

variety of welfare measures. Despite efforts by the United Statesto topple it, the

Castro regime survived in close alliance with the Soviet Union.

The fear of Communism led to a new wave of authoritarian regimes in the 1960s and

1970s. Democracy began to return in the 1980s as free elections were held and greater

rights were granted to women and minorities. Regardless of the type of regime, all

were committed to economic development.

3.3. Latin American Culture

Latin America was a vigorous contributor to the global culture in the twentieth

century. In architecture, great contribution to modern architecture and urban planning

were made in the building of Brasilia. In art, there were the great muralists Clemente

Orozco and Diego Rivera. In literature, Latin American writers earned worldwide

recognition with their novels that used fantasy and stark realism to depict the Latin

American reality. In theology, the increasing social commentary of the Catholic

Church's call for social responsibility came to be known as Liberation Theology.

3.4. Economy and Society

Latin America experienced great population growth, leading to the immigration of

millions of people and to rapid urbanization. At the same time, suffering came from

the great disparities between rich and poor. Although unable to escape economic

dependency, Latin Americagained improvement in living standards for many people

through the growth of its manufacturing industries.
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4. Conclusion: Toward a Greater World Role

Although Latin America has played an ambiguous role in world history, its economic

advances and cultural contributions in the twentieth century gave it greater visibility.

Topic : Sub-Saharan Africa: From Colonies To New Nations

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student would be able to:

To learn about the Sub-Saharan Africa

Definition/Overview:

African history continues to have something of its own rhythm, and sub Saharan Africa in the

twentieth century can be approached from several vantage points. The unusual persistence of

imperialism in conjunction with economic exploitation and attendant slightly tardy

nationalism and independence, for example, form one angle. Given important regional

distinctions, old (language group, geography) and new (different heritages of different

European colonizers), some instructors may wish to explore a few key countries as case

studies of somewhat different patterns; this would be a clear and valid way to add detail to

the present topic without contradicting its main thrusts.

This topic lends itself to two particular thematic emphases. First, there is ample opportunity

to compare Africa with Latin America or the Middle East North Africa, in terms of the

problems of dependent status in the world economy compounded by population surge, cash-

drop dependency, development problems, efforts at political response, and urbanization, and

also in terms of new-nation issues (here, comparison with nineteenth-century Latin

Americacan be illuminating). The History Debate section urges further comparisons as a

basis of assessing Africa's woes and promise. The point here is that several major features of
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recent African history, including the recent partial spread of democracy, resemble factors

elsewhere. For the instructor justly concerned with burdening students with too many

separate civilizations, this possibility of linking Africa to one or two other cases in a single

main category can be very helpful.

The second theme must involve some emphasis on African distinctiveness, though it does not

contradict the comparative approach and can be interwoven with it. Twentieth-century Africa

does seem involved in a process of cultural transformation more fundamental than any

currently taking place elsewhere;

its present experience is comparable rather to previous religious transformations such as the

spread of monotheism in western Europe or colonial Latin America. Simply helping students

to put themselves in the shoes of people adapting to new or partially new religious, urban,

educational, and linguistic settings is a fascinating task. The Understanding Cultures

emphasis on the issue of identity invites further discussion.

Finally, some instructors may wish to place Africa in a world-diplomacy framework, talking

of cold war currents (and African nonalignment efforts), the impact of the end of the cold

war, and of course, the issue of South Africa.

These are topics that can usefully be developed in greater detail, with the one caution that

they not be allowed in the student mind to describe the whole of recent African history whose

main dramas lie elsewhere.

Key Points:

1. Patterns of African History in the Twentieth Century

Africa south of the Sahara was taken over by Europeans at the end of the nineteenth century.

Nationalism gained strength there after World War II, and independence was achieved from

the late 1950s to the early 1970s. Independent Africa struggled with the issues of building

stable political institutions and economic development, as well as defining its cultural

identity.
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1.1. Emerging Nationalism

Nationalism in Africa rose out of the African participation in the World War, and the

discussion of national rights followed. During in the inter-war years, Africa remained

under European imperialism with Europes assumption of African inferiority and its

attack on African religious traditions. Continued pressure for economic changes

increased the ties of Africa to the world economy, although the profits went to

Europeans.

As tensions developed, African bitterness toward European control broke periodically

into an open challenge. In the 1920s, African intellectuals influenced by the United

States and West Indian blacks began to glorify the strengths of African culture and

society and spreading nationalist ideas. Africans participated in World War II and

expected full political rights in return. European reluctance was met by a new

generation of African nationalist leaders trained in European universities and

determined to free their countries from European control.

2. The Transformation to Independence

Between 1957 and the 1970s, the colonial era drew to a close. In the 1950s, Kwame Nkrumah

organized resistance to the British in the Gold Coast, which led to the creation of the new

independent nation of Ghanain 1957. In the 1960s, the British and the French granted

independence to their other colonies. Belgium left the Congo in 1961, and Portugal gave up

its colonies in the mid-1970s. Only southern Rhodesiaand South Africaremained under white

rule, although independent of European imperial powers.

2.1. The Challenges of New Nationhood

Gaining freedom proved deceptively easy. Governing independent states proved a far

greater challenge. Most of the new states were poor and their peoples lacked political

experience. Many faced periods of civil war between different tribal and language

groups.

South Africa proved to be a special problem. It was ruled by the Afrikaner whites who

were determined to keep the blacks in a subordinate position. Their National Party

had come to power in 1948 and remained in control despite bloody riots. Only in the
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late 1980s did the Afrikaner leader de Klerck negotiate the dismantling of apartheid

with Nelson Mandela of the African National Congress. For the rest of sub-Saharan

Africa, the decades of independence saw success in maintaining national unity, but

the early attempts to create democracies gave way to authoritarian regimes. Attempts

to promote economic development also remained unsuccessful.

3. African Political Culture

Most independent African states turned to authoritarian political structures. The African past

offered few bases for liberal democracy, while authoritarianism came naturally to military

leaders. The policies of these African leaders varied greatly. Ugandan dictators engaged in

brutal terror, Ethiopia experimented with Marxism, while others, like Tanzania, pursued non-

Marxist agrarian socialism and some rulers assumed notions of divine kingship. In the 1990s,

several states turned to democracy again.

4. African Culture

African culture struggled with the question of identity. African writers glorified African

traditions while expressing disillusionment with the actions of African leaders. African artists

preserved the legacy of older stylistic conventions.

In religion, Africa experienced the rapid spread of Islam as well as Catholic and Protestant

Christianity while frequently synchronizing the new religion with older traditions.

5. Economy and Society

The spread of Western ways caused disruption to African culture. Commercial pressure with

its emphasis on cash crops resulted in the decline of subsistence food production and left the

continent vulnerable to drought conditions and widespread famine. Despite the governments

encouragement of manufactures, few Africans experienced rapid growth in the industrial

sector. Population growth and urbanization disrupted family ties. The African plight has been

made worse by the spread of AIDS.
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6. Conclusion: Defining the New Africa

While Africa remained able to rely on traditions, the upheaval caused by the changes of the

twentieth century was considerable. Africa remained the poorest continent that has not reaped

the benefits from modernization that had been hoped for at independence.

Topic : The Early Twenty-First Century: World History And The Future

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student would be able to:

To learn about the Early Twenty-first Century

Definition/Overview:

World History's final topic is designed to offer several points from which students can

approach trends in the world today with a perspective on the past.

The topic focuses on recent developments, since the cold war ended, and also looks toward

the future.

The topic is meant to stimulate discussion and summary, and it opens itself to a number of

lecture approaches. The focus on globalization is obvious. The term must be defined, and the

topic encourages exploring what it means in economics, culture, politics, and the

environment. Beyond definition, class discussion can readily take up the "winners" and

"losers" in globalization, and also efforts to protest it and where they are likely to head in

future. Discussing when globalization begins (late nineteenth century? earlier? more

recently?) is a good way to put globalization in historical context, and to use it as a capstone

to those parts of the world history course that have focused on interregional connections. The

retreat of globalization in the mid-twentieth century must also be noted: what were its
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symptoms and its causes, and might we see a retreat in future? Complicating globalization,

obviously, are the renewed vigor of major religions and also the increase of terrorism. In

terms of big pictures and forecasting, discussing the merits and mutual relationships of

globalization versus the clash of civilization idea is another way to relate world history to

current and probable future strategic issues. Another key theme involves the spread of

democracy but also regional resistance to democracy.

The issue of change and continuity is revisited with some specific examples. Then, the

deceptive charm of forecasting is evoked along with an explanation of why most historians

feel uncomfortable with it. A lecture or discussion might carry this thought further or

encourage contradiction by inviting forecasts about the world a decade or half-century hence.

Class discussions might also deal with an evaluative approach to world history that focuses

on "progress" or "deterioration." Students can certainly be invited to list areas of progress,

deterioration, no change (human cruelty and aggression?), and "impossible to call."

Globalization itself, of course, raises progress and deterioration issues, 94 when one ranges

from human rights to the environment. This segment suggests that a unilateral categorization-

the Whig history-as-progress view, or a nostalgic everything-is-getting-worse approach-

probably does not work, but students and instructors may wish to debate this point. An

extension of this approach might involve juxtaposing agricultural with industrial society.

Agricultural society solved some key problems faced by hunters and gatherers, but it also

raised new issues such as greater social and probably gender inequality. Has industrial society

corrected these, at least in part? Thus: In which basic kind of society would you have

preferred to be poor, or preferred to be a woman? What kinds of new problems has industrial

society raised (new warfare dangers, etc.)? An evaluation of this sort confronts students with

their own impulses about progress-few students, for example, will argue that industrial

society has not improved women's conditions, though in fact the point might be debated-and

also aid them in summarizing some of the larger developments in the history of world

civilizations.

The topic invites a return to some sense of world history periodization and issues that were

taken up in introducing the twentieth century and early twenty-first century as a new world

history period. Obviously, the twentieth century itself divides up into sub-periods: interwar,

cold war, and now post cold war era. What does this all add up to, in terms of defining the

nature of a new period and how it differs from the long nineteenth century (the previous
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period)? Will the new period be defined not only, for example, by major changes in political

and social systems around the world, but also by the end of civilizations as discrete

organizing entities in the face of globalization? Or will differences and clashes among

civilizations reassert themselves, adding new features (for example, growing intolerance) to

older distinctions among cultures and institutions? The topic also encourages examination of

various facets of globalization, from migration to disease; this can serve as the basis for

discussion of degrees of novelty, for some of these topics have been part of world history,

though not necessarily in their present form, for a long time.

Key Points:

1.Future and the world today

It is commonplace to acknowledge that the future is uncertain; that what lies ahead is

unpredictable. On the one hand, we recognize our inadequacy to contemplate the vast

hereafter; but on the other, we rail against that futility by trying to guess, reason, or visualize

at every turn what we will find around the next bend. The early twenty-first century lies just

around that one ahead. Although we cannot predict it, we can think usefully about important

elements of it.

2.Future Population

Demographers have been projecting (rather than predicting) important population trends with

impressive accuracy for more than two decades.

Looking ahead by projection, then, we can visualize with reasonable confidence the sizes,

shapes and deployments of populations through the first 25 years or so of the next century. It

is my objective to inform you about some of these demographic changes and to persuade you

of their importance: they will, in fact, be among the principal driving forces of those years.

Inadequate attention is paid to the implications of demographic change by the generalists who

are usually the world's policy- and decision-makers.
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3.The planet as a whole

First, let us look at our planet as a whole. The population of the world was 2.5 billion in

1950, 4.1 billion by 1975 and is projected by the United Nations to double to 8.2 billion by

the end of the first quarter of the twenty-first century. This figure is based on median

projections of the United Nations. Depending on human behavior, the 2025 figure could be

higher or lower by large amounts, yes, by as much as a billion people. This global projection

is certainly interesting, and even awe- some, when compared with the snail's pace of past

population growth. But it is too coarse-grained to tell us much about the demographic effects

on human life in those years.

Therefore, let us descend for some closer looks. In general, the former designation includes

the richer countries of the world and the latter, the poorer ones. The richer countries are those

of North America, Western and Eastern Europe, Japan and Oceania. The poorer ones are

those of Africa, Asia other than Japan, and Latin America.

4.Growing Population concerns

From 1950 and 1975 totals of 1.7 and 3 billion the less developed regions are expected to

total 6.8 billion in the year 2025, as compared with 1.4 billion in the more developed regions.

The people of the poorer countries totaled 73 percent of the population of the earth in 1975,

having grown from 67 percent in 1950. But by the years 2000 and 2025, it is likely that the

populations of those poorer countries will have grown to 79 percent and, then, 83 percent of

the world totals.

With just this first, rather coarse, refinement we begin to realize some of the centrality that

population changes are likely to occupy in the future as, indeed, they have in the past-

although their significance is too often over- looked by generalists. Assuming that our present

organization into nation-states will continue unchanged, it is reasonable to think that this will

also heighten economic and political irritations among countries.

An important mark of social progress in our present century has been the idea of a social

contract that seems to have become almost universal among nations and their people. Every

person is seen now to have some sort of claim on society in respect of education, housing,

health care and jobs. But that wonderful recognition of shared humanity has an important
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problem facet that is closely related to rapid population growth in the poorer countries. The

problem is simple to state but difficult to solve: available resources-materials, trained people,

and effective institutions-are insufficient to keep up in timely ways with the demands of

rapidly growing numbers of people.

These demands are increasingly active as progress in communications provides people

everywhere with more and more information by which to compare their lives with others in

their own countries and abroad. Presumably, this trend toward active demand for satisfaction

of perceived rights will continue and accelerate.

This, of course, is the group that plays such large roles in determining economic growth and

political stability. The growth of this young labor force between 1950 and 1975 was

impressive: from 248 to 318 million in the more developed regions, and from 487 to 709

million in the less. But then see what is likely to happen as we move from 1975 through the

present day and on out to the year 2025. The young labor force growth in the less developed

countries is projected to be enormous: an increase of 32 percent from 1975 to a 2025 total of

2.1 billion. None of this is speculation. The young labor force entrants of the year 2000, for

example, are already alive.

5.East VS West

On the other hand, looking at the East versus the West, the changes are projected to be fairly

small. There we see the populations of the industrialized West as compared with the more

developed regions as a whole. The difference, of course, represents the eastern bloc of

countries. In 1950, the West was 68 percent of the more developed countries total and that

declined by merely one percent to 67 percent in 1975. The proportions for 2000 and 2025 are

65 percent and 61 percent. Thus, the great power blocs that we know today will retain

something close to their present relative population shares.

Demographic changes among groups within the United States are subjects for frequent

discussion and debate. Actually, at least as I evaluate implications, the changes are not likely

to be notably large. It is worth noting that these categories, in themselves, reflect a changing

human consciousness. Several of them did not exist in the lexicon of the United States

Bureau of the Census before 1970. That is to say that as population categories they were not

regarded as having importance for the greater society. The same can be said about the more
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and less developed country categories. The world did not think in those terms before World

War II nor in terms of mutual interdependence that achieved prominence following the war.

According to these projections, the future is likely to accelerate and heighten these changes.

Fertility is higher among Hispanics than in the other groups. It is declining, but convergence

with the lower fertility groups is likely to be delayed as each year brings new immigrants

reared in large- family traditions. Still, the changes in future proportions are relatively small

within the minority groups.

6.America and Immigration

For most of the recent and future immigrants to America, the "push" includes population

growth beyond local capacities to educate, house, employ and care for people. As in the past,

the "pull" is jobs, opportunities and freedom in the USA. The example of changing racial and

ethnic components among our own compatriots is illustrative of other, possibly more

disruptive, situations of that sort.

It is argued by several important groups that if Israel absorbs the Left Bank and Gaza Strip, it

is likely to lose its Jewish majority around the turn of the century unless it also undertakes to

expel the Arabs-probably incurring near universal revulsion; and in the USSR, fertility

differentials among ethnic groups are likely to leave the ethnic Russians as a minority of the

total population by the year 2000. Reasonable people may differ about the nature of the

impacts that these examples of demographic change and stability will have on the world as

we experience it today, but it seems to me that no reasonable person can deny that these

impacts will have a weight, velocity and thrust that require much more careful attention from

the world's best minds, well beyond the field of professional demography.

7.Changes and keeping up

In fact, although everyones concerned about the uncertainties that are sure to arise from

changes in population size, composition and deployment, The unprecedented population

changes ahead imply mammoth problems, but the future also holds promise of dizzying new

technologies and resources.

The Nobel Prizes this year provide an example to encourage hope. The honors for

superconductivity at higher temperatures recognize work done by Muller and Bednosz less
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than two years ago. Moreover, that work led only months later to successful efforts by others

to raise the superconductivity temperature by 25 percent. That brought it to the temperature

of liquid nitrogen, which is relatively cheap and easy to handle. We have good reason to look

for practical applications of superconductivity within the future period we have been talking

about here today. Increased energy availability would also mean that extraction potentials of

needed minerals would rise, as would the power potential for producing new synthetics and

substitutes.

As it has in the past, immigration, too, offers chances in the future to harmonize productivity

discords between people and their settings. Increasingly, this may include new modes, which

have already begun to take shape. In addition to people from poorer countries moving to jobs

in the richer ones, job-creating operations may be set up in the poorer countries by rich-

country enterprises.

Perhaps most important of all, there is reason to hope for better organization-social, political

and economic-in the future. The situation as we see it today is no more static than it was in

the by-gone times of arrangements that are now superseded by systems we think better.

A Hopeful View of the Human Future. O'Neill is a high energy physicist who tells us that

with technology already developed, Planet Earth could begin soon to transport large numbers

of people to pleasant and productive satellites where humanity could enjoy ". . . an open

future based largely on the riches of space" An enticing idea if we who remain earthbound act

to harmonize our terrestrial affairs. What we must avoid is behavior that creates the situation

in which Captain Kirk, when he visits Planet Earth, concludes with the message, "Beam me

up, Scotty. There's no intelligent life down here". Change, then, there will be, much of it due

to population growth and shifts of unprecedented scale. If we are to prepare for this change

and meet it as it occurs, all of us, not only the professional demographers and futurists, must

give it our attention. The time has come when demographic change should be placed high on

the agenda of every genuinely concerned policy and decision-maker.
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